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Project Overrun'Grant Addition Possible

Deficit Of $3,000 Will
Remain On Depot Project
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
A deficit of approximately $3,000 will
remain on the renovation of the old
Louisville & Nashville Railroad depot
in the Murray-Calloway County Park
following the receipt of the final
payment of the $24,000 matching grant
obtained for the project.
Gary Hohman, parks director, told
members of the parks board Tuesday
night that the cost of the depot
movement to the park and its
renovation was $20,538. Of that total,
$12,650 has already been paid, leaving
NEARS*INISH -Completion of construction for the new Calloway County.Farm Bureau building, located at the corner
of South 4th and Elm Streets, is an estimated three weeks away,according to Carman Parks, bureau president. The facility. 2,760 square feet, will contain five offices, a conference room and a storage area. The new brick structure replaces the
old bureau building located on the adjacent lot. Buddy Sykes is in charge of the building's construction, Parks added.

Brown Calls For Re-Establishing
Priorities, Re-Evaluating Spendin
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) - Gov.
5ohf 1.ZittAwrji-Atss told.:tzwtricky'.;
lawmakers that some hard financial
decisions will have to be made during
the 1980 session.
In his first State of the Commonwealth address, Brown told a joint
session of the General Assembly
Tuesday night that the time has come to
re-evaluate state government spending
and re-establish priorities.
•'We have been spending and expanding too rapidly and now must
display sound fiscal management,"
said.
Brown
"The
btaclitet
unquestionably will be the most
challenging duty we will have together
during the session."
However. Brown said he was 'not
satisfied with the status quo and urged
the legislature to use fiscal wisdom, not
fiscal fear, to develop Kentucky's
resources and provide better services
to its citizens.
"I believe Kentucky is on the
threshold of great economic development," Brown said."I am satisfied that
if
establish the proper priorities
ossissaisvcs , alas: :Saws s
the foundation for economic development then we will end up with a
legislative program satisfactory, to the
public as well as ourselves."
Although Brown said that even a
continuation budget with only a 5
percent increase would fall $43 million
short of anticipated revenues over the

r

next biennium, he will ask for an exvoice,"
Brown
said,
calling
panded
budget
for
economic
professional negotiations "the most
development.
overreacted to issue of our time."
"It would be a total lack of vision not
"I think it will be healthy to require
• to w,
.
- - pregresyain promoting'and- an interchange," he said-ft-Anyone aztin.
expanding our three major industries of
faults this bill is only looking into a
agriculture, coal and tourism," Brown
crystal ball at the unknown. Let's give
said.
ow- teachers a chance."
"Every dollar spent by state
Brown challenged the legislators to
government - whether it be for
be willing to sacrifice personal interest
promotion or bonded indebtedness and even political careers "to chart the
should be directed toward giving
proper course for our state."
'Kentucky the best possible returnon its
"I approach our work together as
Investment," he said.
partners not adversaries," Brown said.
Brown said he supperts the use of
"Together, I am satisfied, we can solve
revenue bonds to finance development,
every problem of this session on a
saying it was the only tool to build a
positive basis."
road system, improve and expand the
However, Brown said it is also his
state park system 'and provide for
responsibility and duty to use the full
urban commercial development in
power of the governor's office to honor
some instances.
his commitments and help implement
"I am in favor of making those inthe platform on which he was elected.
vestments now instead of later, where it
"I can't help but be somewhat
can be clearly demonstrated as a sound
amused that word has filtered out in the
ccrnmercial investment," Brown said.
press that Governor Brown is going to
Brown said the first six parts of his
have a hands off policy and not involve
legislative package will deal with workhimself in the legislative process," he
men's compensation, professional
said.
negotiations for public school teachers,
"If that were true, I wouldn't have
Income tax revision, campaign finance
been worth the state's expense to pay
reform, home rule for cities and confor my car to come to Frankfort."
-•

- rort

vs.

rrc•

authorities
Brown's strongest statement, which
drew only lukewarm applause from the
lawmakers, came when he_reinterated
his campaign pledge to back
professional negotiations for teachers.
"All I am asking the General
Assembly to do is let teachers have a

- - • —

Utility Consumption
Report Heads Murray
School Board Meeting

Official Reports Movement
To Free American Hostages
•

By BRYAN E.BRUMLEY
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN,Iran (AP)- A top Iranian
official today "reported "some
movement.
" toward freeing the
American Embassy hostages, now in
the 67th day of captivity, but he said
their release is still weeks away.
"There is some movement,"
Ayatollah Mohammed Beheshti, first
ruling
secretary
Iran's
of
Revolutionary Council, told American
reporters at a news conference. "I am
MX sure if this movement will be seen in
*few days, maybe I it will be in) a few

Applications Are
Now Taken For.
1980 Allotments
Applications are now being taken in
the Calloway County ASCS Office from
farmers requesting new tobacco
allotments for 1980.
To be eligible for a new
allotment the owner must expect to
receive more than 50 percent of his
Income from farming, have no tobacco
allotment of any type on the farm, and
must have experience of growing
tobacco two years out of the past five.
Applications must be •filed in the
County
- AStfi unfe on ?it before Fp.b.
•
15, 1980.
Any interested producer who can
meet these requirements should apply
at the ASCS Office, Bel Air Shopping
Center, before the final date for filing
an application

Alpacco

A report on utthty consumption by
Robert Wagar, maintenance supervisor, heads the agenda for the Thursday, Jan. 10, meeting of the Murray
Independent Board of Education.
The meeting will be held at 7 p.m. at
the board office building.
Other agenda items include the
election of board officers for 1980,
which was postponed from the special
called meeting of Jan. 2, and personnel
recommendations..

weeks."
Beheshti, one of the most influential
clergymen in this revolutionary
theocracy, refused to elaborate, but
said "a solution includes the possibility
of a spy trial."
The students who took over the
embassy Nov. 4 and Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini's revolutionary regime
charge that the embassy was an
espionage center. The-students have
By GEORGE GEDDA
also said they will release their four
Associated Press Writer
dozen American captives only if Shah
WASHINGTON ( AP) - President
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi is returned
Carter is formally setting in motion a
to Iran for trial, and that the only
series of measures against the Soviet
person they will take orders from is
Union in retaliation for what he calls
Khomeini, the leader of the Iranian
"the greatest threat to peace since the
revolution.
Second World War."
Asked if a solution to the crisis might
Carter said Tuesday night that these
also involve a public investigation of
measures will make the Soviet Union
human rights violations by the shah's
"suffer," but he acknowledged they
regime and U.S.involvement in Iranian
probably will not force the Kremlin to
affairs, Beheshti said, "Maybe so. It is
withdraw its forces from Afghanistan.
not excluded."
Speaking to about 100 members of the
U.N. Secretary-General Kurt
House and Senate invited to the White
Waldheirn has raised the possibility of a
House for a report on the situation in
public investigation by the world
Southwest Asia, Carter said there was
organization.
nothing the United States could have
In Washington, White House press
done militarily to block the Soviet
secretary Jody Powell said in an ABCaction.
TV interview said he could not confirm
Carter admitted that the retaliatory
Beshesti's comments about positive
measures were aimed principally at
movement.
influencing future - and not present "I'm afraid I do not have any
Soviet behavior but said that Moscow's
evidence of anything substantial in that
Intervention nonetheless posed a threat
regard," Powell said. "I hope he laows
to American security interests.
•
something we. Outlthow Alba*,
, If the Soviets
suffered no adverse
yet."'
consequences, they would have been
"America is not doing anything to
tempted "to move again and again until
resolve the crisis," Beheshti said.
they reached the warm-water ports" or
"They can do many things in this
gained control of world oil supplies,
regard. The case is in their hands, not
Carter said.
ours.
The day after the Dec. 77 Soviet-

Development Fund
Report, Cablevision
On Council Agenda
Reports on the city of Murray's
Community Development Fund and on
the cablevision franchise ordinance are
among items on the agenda for the
regular meeting of the Murray Common Council Thursday.
ALso scheduled for consideration at
the meeting, which begins at 7:30 p.m.
in City Hall, are:
- Recommendations from Mayor
Melvin B. Henley on employment of a
city clerk, city treasurer and city attorney.
Zorisideratiiifi-orbide-for
uip
ment for the city water and gas
systems.
- Consideration of a resolution
authorizing the application for a federal
grant for the Murray transit system.
- Consideration of a resolution
allowing purchases by department
heads of up to $500 as required by the
new state model procurement code.
Council meetings are open to the
general public.

$7,888 in bills payable.
The board borrowed $5,000 to help
pay the earlier bills, making a total of
$12,888 owed. Half of that amount will
be covered by the Bureau of Outdoor
Recrsation grant, with additional
funding making up $10,705. This creates
a deficit of $2,183.
In addition, the cost of water and
sewer hookup to the facility has been
estimated at $600, Hohman said,
creating a total deficit of around $2,800
to $3,000.
The parks director said that he had
recently discussed the possibility of
receiving a "project overrun" grant
addition with Jim Barker, recreation
coordinator in the state BOR office.
Barker was "receptive" to the idea,
Hohman said, but indicated that the
project would have to be reviewed. The
grant expired Dec. 31.
The 200-foot Victorian-style depot,
which was moved in three sections
,during the early fall from Railroad
Avenue to a site at the north end of the
park near the swimming pool, will
house a parks office, headquarters for
the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre and an indoor area for
theatre productions. The building also
contains a large open area which will be
utilized by both the Community Theatre
group and the public.
In other business, Ron McAlister, last
year's Murray Baseball Association
president, aeked the board to carefully
consider the impact a cut in the board's
allotment to umpires and scorekeepers
would have on the youth baseball
program.
McAlister noted that the board
allotted $3,145 two years ago for the
association's
and
umpires
scorekeepers. Last year, the board cut
this figure to $2,106, leaving the
association to pay $1,669 of the tots/ cost
of $3,775.

The board has discussed eliminating
the wages of the umpires and
scorekeepers from its 1980 budget since
the city has allocated only $45,000 of the
854,987 the parks board requested in its
budget proposal for the year. The
county has not yet made its allocation
McAlister noted that more than 600
boys and girls participated in the
program last year. He said he felt that
the growth of the adult softball
program and the umpiring and
scorekeeping necessary for it had
contributed to the board's feeling that
this expense needed to be cut.
McAlister, who was accompanied by
Jerry Grogan and Jamie Potts, said the
options available to the association to
meet the additional cost would be to
increase fees for the players, to increase sponsorship fees or to have fundraising projects.
Board chairman E. L. Howe Jr.
assured McAlister that the board would
take the matter into consideration
before making its final budget cuts at
the February meeting. Howe pointed
out, however, that the parks board was
increasingly being put in the position of
either supporting programs in the park
or maintaining the facilities for the
programs.
Howe told board members that he
was investigating the possibility of
leasing the lot at the northwest portion
of the old city park to bring in additional reveadelui L'iresystene. The lot,
located at the corner of North 10th
Street between Chestnut and Payne
Streets, is zoned B-2, highway business.
It is 150 feet wide and 375 feet deep.
• Hohman said that an estimated 32,500
people viewed the 1979 "Christmas in
the Park" display during the 20 nights
the scenes were lighted. He based the
estimate on vehicle counts made during
the week and on weekends with an
estimate of three people in a vehicle.
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increasing
cloudiness
Slowly increasing _cloudiness
tonight and not quite so cold, lows
in the low 30s. Thursday mostly
cloudy and a little warmer with a
chance ashowers late in the day,
highs in the upper 40s.
Ky Extended Forecast
Rain is expected Friday, with
partly cloudy skies Saturday and
Sunday. Highs will be in the 50s
Friday and in the mid 40s to mid
50s Saturday and Sunday. Lows
will be mostly in the 30s.

TO PERFORM - Members of the Murray Tennis Center gymnastics team
will perform during halftime of the .Murray State-Morehead State game
Thursday night at the Racer Arena. Pictured are (from left, front row) Lee
Holcomb, Connie Manning, Melissa Collins, Leslie Foster, Jackie Dunigan,
Shannon Rowlette and Heather Doyle. (Back row) Dana Morton, Waynette
Hendrick, Anne Clayton, Valerie Anderson, Lee Ann Harrison, Margie Burchfield and Buff y Stokes. Not pictured is Tracy Lamastus. Coaches are Mickey
Gottfried, Laurie Martin and Pat Hopkins.

Carter To Set In Motion Series Of Measures

U.S. To Retaliate Against Soviets
sponsored coup in Afghanistan, Carter
had compared the Soviet action to the
Kremlin's use of armed force to put
down uprisings.in Hungary in 1956 and
in Czechoslovakia in 1968.
But Tuesday, he said the intervention
in Afghanistan was cause for greater
concern because the target was a
nonaligned state rather than nations
that had long been in the Soviet sphere
of influence.
-Carter explained the rationale for his
cutbacks in Soviet-American commercial and diplomatic ties this way:
"We hope that we have laid down a
marker and let them (the Soviets) know
that they will indeed suffer now and in
the future."
Tuesday's measures included:
-Formal notification to the Soviets
that they will not be allowed to open a
planned consulate in New York and a
directive that tfie 17 officials assigned
to staff the consulate are to be sent
home expediti6u.sly. The Soviets also
were informed that the United States
will not open a consulate in Kitv and
that the seven officials assigned there
will be withdrawn.
-A directive to the Soviet airline
Aeroflot to limit its roundtrip flights
between the Unitad States and the
Soviet Union to two a week. Aeroflot

had been allowed four such flights in
summer weeks and three weekly the
rest of the year.
-The dispatch of three Coast Guard
cutters to Alaskan waters to enforce
limitations on Soviet fishing in U.S.
waters. Carter had announced Friday
that the Soviet catch in U.S. waters
would be limited to 75,000 tons, compared with an expected catch this year
of 435,000 tons.
-The adoption of licensing controls
on the sale of agricultural exports to the
Soviet Union and the suspension of
licensing for high technology items.
The latter action could affect the sale of
$155 million in U.S. manufactured
goods for which export license applications are pending, Commerce
Department officials said.
The suspension of the sale of 17
million tons of grain to the Soviet Union
has prompted a chorus of protests from
Republican presidential candidates
who claim that the administration is
asking the American farmer to bear the
brwrt of its anti-Sovitt measures.
In response, the administrlition
announced Tuesday a boost in government support rates for wheat and corn.
The wheat rates were pegged at 12.50 a
bushel from $2.35 while corn supports
were boosted to $2.10 per bushel from

$2. This supplements a series of other
actions already announced.
In addition, State Department
spokesman Hodcling Carter said there
is "hardly a sector of American
society" that is not arguing it should be
exempt from the costs of the administration's retaliatory program.
He said critics of the program have
tended to separate one aspect of the
package and attack it as if it stands
alone. Rather, he said, the package of
U.S. actions - affecting farmers,
businessmen and scholars interested in
cultural exchange - should be viewed
as a single unit.
One of the congressmen invited to the
White House, Rep. Michael Barnes,
said afterwards that Carter's remarks
about the gravity of the situation were
"acceptable political hyperbole and an
effort to galvanize the international
community in a way that didn't occur in
the aftermath of the Soviet intervention
in Czechoslovakia."
Barnes, a Maryland Democrat,,
quoted
,as saying that by
the time the tiniteci States viat Hine 'to'
bring the issue of the Czech invasion
before the United Nations the "international furor had died down" and
support for any concerted action had
waned.

elb i HEALTH

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: What has sleeping got to do with lovemaking? Nothing whatsoever! If I didn't get my rest I would be a
lousy lover. That's why the little woman and I sleep in
separate bedrooms. Stie shores up a storm.
ARTHUR IN ARIZONA

MUSIC STUDENTS of Polly McGinnis participated in a recent recital. Shown in top.picture are, left to right, back roe, Teresa Tucker. Kim Borders. Miehele,cuolt. Janeen Thorn,
Katherine Ray, front row. Tammy. Miller. Lisa Sheppard, Lisa Hopper. LaJeanna Thornton. Mitzi McCallon, Debbie Pritchett. Pam Pierce. Darlene Clark, and Katherine Thorn.
Shown in bottom photo are, left to right, back row, Alesia Covey, Heather Walston, Ricky
Harrison. Stephanie Wilson, Charlotte Daeson. Chrystie Howard, front roe. Kerie Atkins,
Angie Miller, Rhonda Dunn, Loren Wisehart, Celena Wisebart,and Brian Harrison.

DEAR ABBY: Sleeping apart is really great. I meet a lot
of new girls that way. My wife stays on her side of town, and I stay in the other
95 percent of town!
LARRY IN COLUMBUS,OHIO
DEAR ABBY: I'm 33 and my husband is 35. He's always
been a very restless sleeper. andsgets up several times during the night to make notes or read.(He says he gets his best
thinking done at night. 1 The only way I can get any sleep is
to sleep in another room, which I do.
Believe me. it hasn't hurt our love life. Our children are
10, 7, 6, 4, 2 and another is on the way.
SLEEPS APART BUT GETS TOGETHER
DEAR ABBY: We've been married for 37 years and love
each other. Foi years we slept together -or, I should say,
tried to sleep together. He's a big man who sleeps spreadeagled. He also snores like a sawmill. I wanted to sleep next
to him because I enjoyed the closeness and pillow talk and,
naturally, the lovemaking, but once he fell asleep he assumed the spread-eagle position and started to snore. I would
poke him in the ribs to make him turn over, which disturbed
HIS sleep. This went on for years until'I'decided to Move into another bedroom -the smartest move I ever made.
CATHY OUT WEST
--/) A.N....1/3•BY
Ishe
._he r9?.._and-ray-wife
'doesn't 'like to tell her exact agel. We have been married for
47 years and have had our separate bedrooms for the last 35
wears. But that doesn't mean we don't share the same bed at
least part of the night or day.
Every morning about...4:30 or 5 a.m. my wife comes into my
bedroom and crawls into bed with me. We do our cuddling
and lovemaking for about an hour and then she goes back to
her own bedroom.
NO NAMES IN FLORIDA
DEAR ABBY: Thank heavens for Jeri's letter. I thought I
was the ,only person who can't sleep in the same bed with
someone else. When my wife and I are houseguests and the
guest room hos a double bed, I take my pillow and sleep on
the floor.
My wife sleeps diagonally across the lied, changes positions every five minutes, hogs the blanket and kicks like a
kangaroo.
I love her but I just can't sleep with her. No name, please,
as I am well-known in town.
•
"THEJUDGE"
DEAR ABBY: JERI OUT WEST should buy a king-sized
bed. She'll never know there's anybody else in the same bed.
I married an athletic sleeper. I used to spend my nights
getting out one sid•_anstwalking arnurid
other side. I hardly ever go a good night's sleep. Seven
years ago I discovered the ing-sized bed, and am sorry I

LawrenceE.Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB - I have
in my right eye. I
have been to two doctors and
the first one said it was in my
ririt eye and then my left
eye So I went to another
doctor He wants to take the
cataract from the right eye.
Dr Lamb, I can see pretty
good, crochet and can read
the paper without glasses. I
figure it this way. How many
more years can I live' I'm a
widow, and my- husband died
17 years ago and we were
married for 42 years.
1-have been in pretty good
health. I take care of my
house and garden and cut the
grass. Everything the good
Lord put in me I still have. I'd
appreciate your opinion very
much.
DEAR READER - I wish I
could give you an answer that
would apply specifically to
your case. Unfortunately, the
decision of whether a person
has to have an operation for
cataracts depends upon a
good eye examination. If
you're not completely satisfied with the information
you've gotten. I would suggest
that you go see another
ophthalmologist.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 13-6,
Your Cataracts Are Coming.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped. self-addressed
envelope for it. Send your
request to me. in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019.
This issue of . The Health
Letter will explain to you
what cataracts are and some
of the factors that go into
deciding whether a person
needs to have surgery or not
I appreciate the point of

j cataract

Sleep Singly But
Double Their Fun
DEAR ABBY: In response to JERI OUT WEST, who
wondered how many couples who really love each other
sleep apart: We've been married for 34 years, and for the
last 17 years we have had twin beds. There is nothing like it
for comfort and total relaxation. Were able to turn every
whirl way without worryiag..about kicking cuie another. or
breathing in each others faces.
, He likes the blankets on. I like them off. If he has- a cold,
he can keep the cold germs in his own bed. And when it
comes to intimacy, we manage niee5,. One twin bed is big
enough for both of us.
I LOVE MY HUSBAND IN ALHAMBRA

Why have cataract surgery?

akirs

.DeakAUT

/NI'

Bridal Couple Honored
At Two Murray Homes
Two special bridal events
have been held in honor of
Miss Georgianna Furgerson.
daughty of Mr. and Mrs.
William W. Furgerson. and
Kenneth D. Thotnas, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward P.
Thomas, whose wedding will
be an event of Saturday. Jan.
12, at 2 p.m. at the Hale Chapel
of the First United Methodist
Church.

One hundred persons called
during.the hours of 10:30 a.m.
to I p m. bn Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. Ted Billtngton
'opened their home on
Gatesborough Circle for a
cocktail party held on
Saturday, Jan. 5.
The hosts and hostesses for
the bridal occasion were Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Boone, Mr.
and Mrs. John McCage, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Apperson.
The home of Mary Jane
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Sullivan.
Littleton on Sharpe Street was
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shtiffe.4.
the scene of a coffee held
Mr. and Mrs.Pete Hulse, Mr
Saturday. Jan.5.
and Mrs. Wells Purdom. Jr.
" Hostesses for the special
event were Norma Frank, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ray, Mr.
Nam Hewitt, Barbara Simons, _ and Mrs. Bob Hibbard,. as41
Alexander, Jean Lin- Mr. and Mrs. Billington.
Do

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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BETTE MIDLER ,
ALAN BATES
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Gore, Marjorie Shown, Sue
Kennedy, Anita Thomas,
Anna Faye Taylor, and Mrs.
Littleton.

11° NOSPIIAL NEWS
01-0440
Newborn Admissions
Noles, Baby Girl (Jeanette ),
P.O. Box 93, Benton, Hughes,
Baby Girl (Dana), Rt. 1, Box
171, Farmington, Swift, Baby
Girl ----c-Rhonda 1, Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville.
Dismissals
•
Mrs. Carolyn S. Wellman,
Rt. 5, Mayfield, Mrs. Nancy.
Ruth Black and Baby Girl, B10 Fox Meadows, Murray,
Mrs. Debra J. Morefield and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Mrs. Dorothy Faye Billirigton
and Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Box 125,
Murray, Mrs. Carolyn Light
and Baby Boy, 1709 College,
Farm Road, Murray, Mrs.
Imogene McClure, 517 Broad
St., Murray, Yvonne Robinson, 638 Bolin, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Frankie Lee Ferguson,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

**STEAK SALE**
•
•
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY SPECIAL
•
•
•
CHICKEN FRIED STEAK
•
•
• PLATTER
•
• Reg.$3.38
•

$2.49

Includes:•
• All You Can Eat SOUP'n SALAD BAR

•
•
•

Chicken Fried Steak with Country GrawV • Baked Potato or French fries
""Vellick etas of Siloam& beta

"SIIIILOIN

•
•
•

•

•
•

* 'back.
Our quality will keep you cousin

•
Bel Air Center1.
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

Billington home to greet tt.e
bridal couple. An electric fry
pan was presented to tie
couple as a wedding gift

Box 309, New Concord, Ang.Aa
D. Griggs, Rt. 7, Benton,
Crystal C. Joseph, Rt. 1,
Benton, Frances Anna NI.
Rurnley, 338 S. Washington,
Clinton, Mrs. Julia G. Hinton,
Rt. 1, Box 375, McKenzie,
Tenn.; Mrs. Gladys M. Sadler.
Rt. 1, Box 101-A, Farmington,
Mrs. Mignon Outland, 416
South 8th St., Murray, Luther
T. Easley, Rt. 7, Box 155.
Mayfield, Mrs. Kittie R.
Dillard, 215 Spruce, Murray,
Albert W. Parker, 901 Poplar,
Murray, Daniel Robbins, P.O.
Box 1122, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Clara W. Marshall, Rt. 2.
Hazel, Mrs. Bettie F.
Charlton, 708 Riley Court.
Murray.

Eg,gs Featured. Recipe
By CECILYBROW NSTt
AP Food Editor
COMPANY DINNER
Artichoke Eggs Bread Tray
Cornish Hens
Rice and Peas
Coff(.4'
Cherries Jubilee
ARTICHOKE EGGS
A first-course and .salad
combination.
Hard-cooked eggs Mayonnaise
Soft and pepperto taste
Marinated artichoke hearts.
homemade or bought
•
Lettuce
Sliced tomatoes
Slice eggs in half lengthwise. Remove yolks and mash
fine with mayonnaise (I
tzlidespoon for rveryi ERRSI
Stir in saltand pepper. rill egg
white cavities with yolk
mixture. Press an artichoke
heart (they are usually in
halveS or quarters) over yolk
filling. Arrange on lettuce and'
garnish with tomatoes.

everyone's eyes can be kept
perfect and certainly not their
hearing, but it's important to
not neglect those disorders
that can be corrected
And it's, equally important
not to do procedures that
don't need to be done. Many
people who have small immaSee
ture wataracts andquite well go for years w
out needing any surgery at all
There is also a lot of good
news for people with
cataracts. If that is the only
major thing wrong with the
eyes, modern surgery and
contact lenses really make it
possible to have rather good
vision. It is no longer necessary to go around with thicklensed cataract glasses the
rest of one's life or to have
your visual world distorted
with such glasses Most.people
can wear contact lenses and
do just -fine

view that you have takeh that
you may not live a lot longer
anyway However, who an
tell" You may be ope tat those
people who will liveyto 100
One of the important criteria
for deciding whether a person
needs cataract surgery is how
well he can see
It is important to maintain
your sight as you get older
because the ability to see and
read enables you to keep on
using your mind. If a person is
deprived of input to his brain
because of. poor hearing and
because of poor vision. pretty.
soon his brain doesn't function
as well as it should. That's
really the cause of some of
the mental changes in people
who are cglled senile. They ye
been neglected and the use of
their brains has been neglected because _their hearing and
their sight haven't been taken
care of properly.
Now I realize that not

Noel-Rogers Vows
Planned Saturday
Lisa Wallin and Canna Lisa
I.ovett.
Best man for Mr. Rogers
will be his brother, Terry
Rogers. Groomsmen will be
Michael Noel, brother of the
bride-elect, and (ail Doron,
brother-in-law of the groomelect.
Mrs. Deborah Doron, sister
of the groom-elect, will direct
the wedding. Presiding at the
register will be Stacy Overbey
and Sharon Outland.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All relatives and friends are

Plans have been completed
for the wedding of Miss
Angela Faye Noel, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Stanley
Noel, to Steven Lows Rogers,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Carrot
Martin Rogers,all of Murray.
The ceremony will be
solemnized on Saturday, Jan.
12, at 6 p.m. at the Elm Grove
Baptist Church with the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins officiating. •
Presenting the music will be
Gus Robertson, Jr., soloist,
Richard Jones, organist,.
Donna Humphreys, organist.
and Audrey Conley, pianist.
Miss Renee Cochran will be
the Maid- .6T -rioati--for Miss
Noel. The bridesmaids will be

FOR tRURSDAY,JANUARY 10, 1980
What kind of day will make important career gains.
tomorrow be? To find out what A bonus or raise possible.
the stars say, read'- the Important conferences bring
forecast given for your birth benefits.
AQUARIUS
Sign.
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Pay attention to apARIES
pearance. Moral principles a
i Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
The accent is on close factor in the day's activities.
relationships. Partygoers Enjoy cultural pursuits or sign
may meet a new love. Don't up for a course.
let career Interests interfere PISCES
) Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
with emotional needs.
You'll gain a new perTAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
spective
towards
your
Completion of a job project financial structure. Take
could lead to a celebration. steps now that reflect your
Your personality an asset in new way of thinking. Trust
career dealings‘ Business and hunches.
pleasure mix.
YOU BORN TODAY are
GEMINI
ambitious and anxia.us to
May 21 to June 20)

iii‘;;ife-d-115-alretidllITivtsildiTig— -

and the reception.

Elaine's
Bridal It'odd
and
Davenport and
Jenkins 14 lonsi

er

.SV1-1114:

)(C.

nP%

You have natural executive
ability, though you are also
inclined to do'your own thing.
Your greatest success comes
.an
when_yoicare motivated by
ideal. Be willing to take a
chance on your creative
talents without regard for
financial remuneration. Too
often a need for security keeps
you from capitalizing.on your
creative ability. You are attracted to art, music, and the
stage, though you are more
likely to be found in the
professions.or business. Birthdate of: Jim Croce, singer;
Sal Mineo, actor; and
.
Rot:11118On Jeffers, poet.

Wedding Gowns
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Removal of Hair
Call

753-8856
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Elaine's Bridal W()r1(
Ihrzerttl-li ells Avenue
.litfrpping Center
Mitts. Tennessee
-(o 12-933
Plifate

-Big

*Viceroy Jeans
*Sweaters*Flannel Shirts

2
1
/

PRICE

ao. •/11.•

2
1
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1 Group
Blouses

PRICE

/2
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:
i
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Select Group

Bodin Apparel

PRICE
Blouses
v•Slacks

vBlazers
v Vests

Sweaters

w- Skirts

(Pernnsitvgit

PI ilU

Ct

UMW JAMBO

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis

ch

HAVE IT YOUR WAY DURING OUR,-.'

.n.ari

SCORPIO
((Jct. 23 to,No%. 21) nlieltr.
Don't believe in hearsay. Do
further research-. Save some
time for introspectiotr and the
growth of new creative ideas.
Enjoy privacy.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 72 to Dec. 21 ) 340
A day to appreciate your
friends. Enjoy 4ocializing.
Local visits havk romantic
note. Pleasant news via phone
or letter.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 19) la
Downplay ego end you'll

Brutes

For Wry
han aurieen
ears.

nor

distance. Creative projects
should succeed. Make travel
plans. Invite someone over for
p.m. relaxation.
CANCER
„rtine-21 to Jul
You'll find a solution to a
domestic problem. A Jame to
seek credit and hTme improvement loans. Stay in
touch with-relatives.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 214.244A
Job related tension' is
alleviated if you save time for
relaxation. A shift in thinking
leads to important insights.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Perhaps, you've been
spending too much on good
times. Now you're able to find
new ways to supplement inc o me. Investigate
possibilities. .
1,IBRA
r Sept. 23 to-Oct. 22)—
Ride above pressure from
family members. Be yourself
and you'll make a good impression on others now. Enjoy
ramance and relaxation.

wi
ni

•

or

MRS. A.: ARCADIA.FLA.

1
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GIFT DEPARTMENT • 1
All

Mobiles

PRICE

The Blackford House Gallery
Dixieland Center

753 8301

•
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Community Calendar
Wednesday, Jan.9
Ruth Wilson Circle of First
United Methodist Clutrch
Women will meet at 748p.m.
at the horns, of Mrs. Keith
Kennedy.
•

MURRAY RHO Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa Infirnational donated a variety of toys
with-a toy box, with the cooperation of Fisher-Price Toys, to the Pediatrics Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Making the presentation were Betty Riley, second left,
chairman of the Alturistic Committee of ADK, and Alberta Korb, second right, ADK
member. 1Accepting the toys for the unit were nurses, Carolyn Camfield, LPN, left, and
Cheryl Scott, RN.right.
•

Toys Donated To Hospital
Unit By The Rho Chapter
The Rho chapter of Alpha
Delta
Kappa
had
its
December meeting in the
time of Doralyn Lamer with
Linda
Feltner as the
cohostess.
' The president, Bes,sKerlick,
presided: The corresponding
secretary, 'Ceystal Parks,
read a letter of resignation
from Rebecca Williams which
was accepted with regrets.
. Elizabeth
Douglas . was
reinstated as an active
member Of . Alpha Delta
Kappa. Her previous thembership had been with the
[
• • Alpha Beta chapter -. in
Mayfield.
Geraldine
Myers and
Crystal Parks were in Charge
of the program. Mrs. Parks
introduced Becky Ogles, a

Thursday,Jan. 10
Grove 6126 of the Woodmen
of the World is scheduled to
meet at S pm:at the 'Triangle
Restaurant. •
New Concord and Hamlin
Murray Bass Club will meet Senior Citizens will meet at
at Sirloin Stockade at 6:30 Konner's Korner at New
(oncord at 1 p.m. Blood
p.m.
Pressure will be checked.
Independencq
United
Ellis Center will be open
Methodist Church Women will
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
church.
meet at 7 p.m.at the
activities by the Murray
Baseball Senior Citizens with lunch
Murray
Association will meet at 5:30 served at 12 noon.
p.m. at the Calloway County
High School. All interested
Activities for the Hazel
Senior Citizens will be held
persons are urged to attend.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
---rbaudaJan1t_ _tia_ael Community Center:NMMurray Women of the, lunch served at 11:45 a.m.
Moose have rescheduled their
Nutrition Program for the
postponed meeting for 8 p.m.
Elderly will serve lunch at 12
at the Lodge Hall, North 16th rcoon at the Douglas ComStreet.
munity Center.

Homemakers Clubs are
scheduled to meet as follows:"
Dexter at Dexter Community
Center
at 9:30 a.m.;
Progressive and Town &
Country, places not announced.

Murray State Basketball
games with Morehead will be
held at the Sports Arena with
the Women to play at 5:15 p.m.
Southeastern Spotted Type and the Men to play at 7A0
Conference Swine Show and p.m.
Sale, sponsored by the
National Spotted Swine
Friday,Jan.11
Record, Inc., will open at 9
Late registration. for the
a.m._at the West Kentucky spring semester at Murray
Livestock and Exposition State University will be heldall day in the Student Center.
Center, Murray State.

--CHESTNUT STREET

III

THE-ALES- ®1RA'

MURRAY

G CORN, JR.-

not trip over
mountains,
ey
molehills.- -- Confucious. .
••

_
Robltussin DM
Cough Formula

Woods
Mouthwash
'T., Home
bottir

149
Corns
By &
See
Glen
You'll
•
Soo Why
Mors People
Are Switching
Prescriptions To
Scott's

Windshield
De-Icer
12oz.

99c

ti41

Rod
Lotion
wrt,
bar,

OE
,
Tv,

Ivory Dish
Detergent

89C
Flair
Pens
Assorted colors
7W each value

SUPER
'WINGS
411G

.
'plea Asvrtil
two-woe.I r./

400111

"
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,
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dinner in the Belote home,
Oxford .Drive, on Saturday,
-DenNarley,
Diuguid and her fiance,
Richard Stanford.
Other guests were the
O'Rourke children, Dr. and
Mrs. David McKee and
children of Richmond, Va.,
and Mia.James Diuguid.
The'couple's wedding gift
from the hosts wa.4 a tall brass
candlestick.
.

Mrs. Hodge Speaks At
Xi Alpha Delta Meet

Dor-Mae Shoppe

.

Script°
Stkk Pens
Package of 10 stick
pens 2.50 value

Punch laundni
DotergsaL
of
Answl.fewi

189

last W• r•••rva the rtght to lumtt quentut••• and correct printing
woes.

edNA.E

WINNERS OF a Nutrition Poster Contest it Southwest Calloway Elementary School join
the Cafeteria Advisory Committee in a "Make Your Own Sundae" party.

Events Held In Honor Of Bride-elect

Up To 75% off

"
1 1411101

Lunch for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly will
be served at 12 noon- at the
Douglas Center. For reservations Eall 753-8938.

Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m.at the lodge hall.

FINAL CLEARANCE

89C

Friday.J.11
Friday,Jan. 11
.
Shoppuig for Senior Citizens
An exhibition in ceramics by
Fastuou v.ise is.also weather
will be held and call 753-0929 Mark Rhodes, Valley Station.
ix Ise o hen it comes to dressing
by 9 a.M. fOr morning shop- art major at Murray State
feu cold weather-. Many thin
ping and by 11:30 a.m. tor University, .will open today
layers will keep you warmer.
afternoon shopping.
and continue through Jan. 23 than _fewer bulky garments.
at the Clara M.Eagle Gallery, Keep clothing loose and peel
Southeastern Spotted Type Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, off layers if you get too warm:
Conference Show, sponsored
NISU.
trapped perspiration will act
by the National Spotted Swine
Record, Ind., will begin at
Hazel Senior Citizens will as a conductor of cold later on.
a.m. at the West Kentucky have activitier at the Hazel Mittens are warmer than
Livestock and Exposition community, Center from 10 gloves, and a pretty hat will
Center. No charge and the a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch prevent body heat escaping
through your head.
served at 11:45 a.m.
public is invited.

The Welcome Wagon Club
Gamma
of
will meet of the First Beta 4gornaGamma
scheduled
Phi is Chapter
Christian Church at 7 p.m.
to meet.

student teacher at Southwest
The hostess, assisted- by
Elementary, who presented Damra
Lanier, served
an interesting program of refreshments to the eighteen
Christmas
carols,
ac- 'members and one guest
companying herself on the present.
autoharp.Several games were
The next meeting will be
played which carried out the Jan. 16 in the home of Joanna
Christmas theme.
Sykes at 7 p.m.
Betty Riley reported on the
alturistic
project
for
Decernber. - Members contributed money and with the
cooperation of Fisher-Price
several toys were contributed
to the pediatric unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Special events have been Miller, Mrs. J. G. Wallis, and
A number of family friends
Hospital.
held in honor of Miss Nancy Mrs. Conrad Jones.
and relatives called at the
Mee: --31aMorne-,
_
&7:r.
revealed for the past- year James E. Diuguid and the late the season. Coffee, punch, Street on Sunday afternoon
through the exchange of Mr. Diuguid of Murray, and party
sandwiches, and and evening, Dec. 23, to meet
Christinas gifts'. Names were -George Richard Stanford, Jr., pastries were servedfrom the George Richard Stanford,
then drawn for sunshine son of Mr. and Mrs. George appointed tea table.
fiance of Miss Nancy Diuguid;
sisters for the coming year. •
Richard Stanford, Sr., of
Greeting the guests were and his parents, Mr. and Mrs,
Memphis, _ Tenn., whose Miss Diuguid, her mother, George Richard Stanford,Sr.,
wedding will be an event of Mrs. James Diuguid, and the of Mernhis,Tenn.
Saturday, Jan. 19, at 2 p.m. at mother of the groom-elect,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Belote
the First United Methodist 1 Mrs. George Richard Stanand Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Church, Murray.
fordrSr., of Memphis,Tenn.
O'Rourke were hosts at a
.' The bride-elect wore a
Frieods entertained with a trousseau suit of beige wool
coffee- on Sunday afternoon, x anti matching 'blouse. Her
Dec. 301M the home of Mrs. C. 'mother wore -a pink suit with
SALE IN PROGRESS
C. Lowry on Westgate Drive, 'print blouse, and her motherMurray.
in-law to be wore a turquoise
Other hostesses were Miss knit dress. Holly corsages
Conilyn Lowry,. Mrs. Jennie were presented to the honored
Gordon,
Mrs. John 'roan, guests.
The Xi Alpha Delta Cfiapter
Dixieland( cot(
t -441
Mrs. Ed West, Mrs. Robert 0.
A large framed Ray Harm of Beta Sigma Phi met on Jan.
numbered print was presented 3.for the first meeting of the
to the honoree by the new year.
Kathy Hodge, Director' of
esses

WE WANT TO BE YOUR DRUG STORE '

Fashion-ffiseFtir We.(ither .Voted

Declarer tripped over a
small hill in his play Of
today's catchy game. The
bidding should have told
him something about the
distribution. however, he
may have forgotten that
after the opening lead was
made.
East's jump to three
hearts was a pre-emptive
bid. However, under the vulnerability conditions. East
was justified in having a
shade more than he might
have had.
Dummy's heart ace won
the first trick and trumpS,
were drawn in three rounds
A heart was surrendered to
East in hopes of a favorable
teturn, but East . made
'things tough. He rettirned. a
low diamond
Declarer guessed right -rn
this suit and went up with
-1448---king-to-win the trick
Having made one -god,
gueSs, he now proceeded to
throw his game away.
A cI u
was led to
a club led
back.
t discarded. and,
West
now destined•to
get the two club tricks
Together with a diamond
and a ,heart. the, defense
took four tricks and declarer was one down.
To make the hand. declarer should fire back a diamond after winning the diamond king. West wins the
queen and leads back a diamond that declarer ruffs iii
makes- no difference if East
-is allowed - to win the

NORTH
•K-J105

1-9-A

VAJ
*J 7 4
•A 6 4 3
WEST
4/‘ 7 6 2
•32
40(4 1063
4 Q 1085

EAST
*3

1PKQ108754'
•A 98 2
49

SOUTH
•A Q 9 84
1111 96
•K 5
K J 72

Vulnerable: East-West
Dealer: North. The bidding:
North East
i• . 311

South

3•

4•Pass _ Pass

West
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Trey
hearts

of

club for a free finesse, or
lead-I diamond for a ruff
and discard.
When vulnerable opponents make risky bids with
few high cards, they usually
have compensating distribution.

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, spoke on the completed phase of the building
program at the hospital and
programs available at the
in-patient service.
She also nave the sororit
some ideas for service
projects. At the present time,
the sorority is a member of the
blood donor bank and is also
donating magazines to the
hospital.
Refreshments were served
by Joyce Thomas and Debbie
Lyons to Mrs. Hodge, and the
following members: Barbara
Williams,
Rheagetta
Coleman, Debbie Villaflor,
Joyce
Nunnally, Mary
Graves, Peggy Shoemaker,
Wilson, Wanda
Glenda
Morris, ha Brown, Norma
Omelaouk,Brenda Estes, Lois
Ruiz,and Linda Knight.

Prices Good Thru Jan. 27th
HOCKS
HOT OR COLD

CHEESE

HEINZ
DESSERTS
STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE
CHEESE CAKE OR CHOCOLATE

f1111305
POTATO
CHIPS
TWIN PACk

The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi met Dec. 6
with.Betty Boston from-First
of Michigan Corporation
speaking about Stocks and---bonds. Members present were
served refreshments by
Barbara Williams and Barbara Chilcutt.
On Dec, 20 the social
committee hosted a party.
Ambers and Weir guests
were served a dinner. Games
and entertainment were
featured. -

EDWARDS BOY
Mr. and - Mrs. Richard
Edwards of Murray Route 8'
Rid with Corn
are the parents of a baby boy,
Richard Neil, weighing six
South holds
1-9-B
ounces.
pounds
seven
measuring 111'.,,2 inches, born
on Tuesday, Jan. 1, at 6.02
*AQ984
•9 6
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
•K5
County Hospital.
Pti 1f2
The father is employed by
the Ambulance Service at the .4
South
North
i• - 2
local hospital. the mother is
on leave from the nursing
department at the hospital.
ANSWER: Two spades Do
Grandparents are Mr. and
not bid three clubs A new sort
'Mrs.
Donald EtFwartls of
by
wager
lev.el
three
the
at,
- •--- - •
•
- BY and ?.!..."--tind
witn the side suits elimi- shoWS a very strong hand and ;Shirr
nated. it is now time to play forces .the partnership to James W. Pittman of
clubs. A club to the ace and game.
Wickliffe. Great grandparents
a club back to declarer's
- are Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Send Artdge [written% to The us
seven gives West the lead.
- Edwards of Murray and Mr.
Snit 12963 Dallits. Tempi 7522-,
but now West has no sale I'll
and Mrs. Frank Collier, Sr., of
with tieft!addre.oted stamped envelop.
leads and must lead a third for reply
• ,Nashville,Tenn.

Wonvenience STORES
FAST SERVICE - CLEM STORES
OPEN 6 A.M. Til 11 P.M.
OPEN 365 Oats
' Corner ot
Glendale & Whitnell
(Behind Big John's)

VA THE Ml!MAY. Ks

LEDGER & TIMES. Nrdne,do .

Januan 9. 1$841

Prices Good Thur. Jan. 10 thru Wed. Jan. 16
Sealtest

Airleggilla"81111114*
A•
VM
Ar ar Your Choice! V
AP'
Ar AP, Gold Medal

Flour

Ar
AI
Or AI

Save 50'
w

Aw
Ikv4fe
'Welk

SLb.Bag

49

.

510 00 Order or More

OR
NI-Dry

Towels

t
s

Save 511`

Ocns 1

With $10.00 Order or More

'IL v44-W.

4

Kraft
American

OR

Both With $20.00
Order or More

\YAW
11FAVALIMILIIIIIKILM1111161
111kvgagla

Cheese
Singles

Beanee Weenee
16 oz. Save 11'

Chilee Weenee

1 Lb.
Pkg.

For
Savo 13'

Good Only At Parkers

PepPeridge Farm Coconut

New Green

Cabbage

12

•

$1 39
.r•-• -

1001.

ter

Frosty Acres Purple Null

Peas

Crackers

—

Grapefruit

Frosty Acres

Cut Corn

la. eewilka

16 oz. bag

1

Nabisco Saltine
'tk. ass
vcr
With num Ceepoo

99c
5 lb. bag

Good Only At Parker's
Expires 1-16-80

U.S. No. 1 Idaho

79.

Frosty Acres

Turnip Greens...3 wsi

Potatoes

$1 39
10 lb. bag

Washington Red
Delicious or
Yellow Delicious

Apples

With Diced Turnips

Del-Monte

Tomato
Juice

Chicken
Noodle

Save 12'

G ound Beef

Pride of III. Golden Cream Style Only

ppm*
uutuos
$100...:•;,;71,"
Kelly's

3 Lbs. or More

ArigirMar
MAW& 111,111111011111111161114,,
APrAvArmArA virA riiirm.

Reelfoot Sliced

Wieners

Bologna

'Aviv

Chili
With
Mk Beans

'SA A

AVAW

Super Value
Bin Pkg.

V. V4

300 Size
Savo 12'
69c

1 lb. pkg.

12 oz. pkg.

Lean Tender

Pork Chops
Revlon
Flex
Balsam

can Meaty
oston Butt

ork
oast

Lean Tasty

Shampoo

Listerine
12 oz. Rog. 61.86

$1 39

Savo 41' •II

Lower Overhead
Means Lower Prices
We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker

We Accept tn.
- Government

Food Stamps

Sammy Joe Parker
Owners
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Opinion Page
Business Mirror

Looking Bark

10 Years Ago
Max Weaver was named to fill the
position vacated by Floyd Dethrow on
the Murray City Council last night.
Dethrow resigned because he had
moved into another ward due to his
work as minister of the Seond Street
Church of Christ. Alfred
dsey was
named mayor pro tern
Mayor
Holmes Fibs.
Deaths reported include Bob Hall, 60.
Mrs. Lela Roberts, 92, Coil Foster, 69,
and Mrs. Berbera Joan Norsworthy, 27
New officers of the Henry-Calloway
Recreation Corporation are Bill Cary,
Robert Newcomb, and
Ralph
Gallimore.
Melissa Trewathan, youth director of
the First Baptist Church, attended
"Mission 713" held at Atlanta, Ga., Dec
28 to Jan. 1, sponsored by the Southern
Baptist Convention.
Marriages announced include Mrs.
Florene Lassiter to George Shoemaker
on Jan. 3- dt the Hazel Baptist Church.
Mr, and Mrs. Albert Cassity, Sr.,
were honored with an open house on
their 50th wedding anniversary on Jan.
1 at their home on Murray Route 1.

By John Cunniff

Looking At
Society And Recession
NEW YORK (AP) — While many
economists firmly believe the recession
that is forecast for this year will be
milder than the severe downturn of 1974
and 1975, James Griffin is less certain.
Griffin, 36, looks at society and
wanders if we know what we're doing.
He asks if we've forgotton the wisdom
our parents learned through hard experience. He sometimes wonders if we
are robbing our kids.
Economists, he feels, often focus too
narrowly on what they deem the proper
ingredients of economic analysis, thus
missing the major social, cultural and
behavioral changes that a wider sweep
would encompass.
A
self-described
"eclectic,
pragmatic" economist, Griffen
believes that social, cultural and
behavioral changes offer many clues to
the economy of the 1980s. The behavior
bothers him; so does the outlook.
"We swing from one to the other
extreme of reasonableness." he said.
"What our fathers or grandfathers
learned from doing is considered dated.
We throw out the knowledge with the
wash."
Borrowing bothers him, and not
simply because of his association with
the insurance industry, which has had
to deal with a rise in policy loans. While
he is corporate economist for Aetna
Life & Casualty Co., his studies deal
mainly with the economy rather than
with insurance.
"If all of us decide to use someone
else's money and pay back in
depreciated dollars everyone ends up
on the same side of the boat. It tips."

This, he says, "is a reasonable
possibility to worry about."
Households cannot emulate business
in borrowing, he warns, because a
household cannot produce cash as a
business can. "If you travel on
borrowed money you aren't generating
any cash to pay off the note," he
reminds borrowers. "This can go on
only so far."
Lenders offer little restraint on the
buildup of household debt. "I'm not
sure the credit work (checking) they do
is all that good," he said. "Banking
used to be very conservative. You were
trained to say no. But now they try to
get the outstandings up."
Debt, even bankruptcy, no longer
carries a stigma, he observes. Just 30
ago it wasn't prudent to say you owed
money, he said. Now it's considered
acceptable. In fact, he added, "it's a
badge of honor."
Griffen believes political attitudes
play a part in destabilization. "People
are the cause of inflation. They elect
officials who promise what they suspect
Isn't deliverable." The result is inflation. "And people behave in their
own lives that way too."
What we are attempting to do now is
to raise living standards, maintain a
military posture, clean up the environment, provide pensions ... "and
we're not paying attention to paying for
them"
If we continue in this direction,
"Instead of making a realistic accommodation to our ability to produce
goods and services," we could run some
very serious risks, says Griffen.

Ideas

Short

-

WASHINGTON (AP) — The senator
from Iowa predicted that Western
water projects would be shortchanged
after "all these public buildings have
been made to tower up to the clouds."
The congressman from Ohio asked,
"What makes these estimates fall so
far short of completing the work?"
The member from Pennsylvania told
his colleagues that if they approved
money for the proposed new building,
they would be asked for more and "how
could they say at what sum they should
stop?"
It all has a familiar ring to it, as the
sixth office building for members of
_Congress rises slowly at.an estimated
cost that has grown from $48 million in
1972 to $137.5 million.
—Erurietiiiirrthese-ffeteteiroccurred
long before the controversial Philip A.
Hart Senate Office Building was
proposed and even before the first
congressional office structure, the
Cannon House Office Building, opened
in 1908.
They are culled from a documentary
history of the Capitol that was
published by the House in 1904.
The gentleman from Pennsylvania
was Rep. John Swanwick, a Democrat,
who took the floor in 1796 to object to
expenditures for the construction of the
Capitol.
The senator from Iowa, Democrat
Augustus Caesar Dodge, and the
representative from Ohio, a Whig
named Edward Ball, were denouncing
the cost of a Capitol expansion completed in 1865.
Debate over the cost of public
buildings has been a part of the republic
almost since its inception.
In 1793, the commissioners appointed
by George Washington to oversee
construction in the new federal city
wrote to the president, "In our idea the
Capitol ought in point of propriety to be
on a grand scale, and that a Republic
especially ought not to be sparing of
expenses on an Edifice for such purposes."
They added, however,--"under the
uncertain state of our funds, we camicA
but feel a degree of anxiety for the
Event of Expensive undertakings."
By the time the Capitol had been
built, burned down by the British in the
War of 1812, rebuilt, expanded and
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20 Years Ago

hEARTUN

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heardine, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I was ill last week and
missed seeing the newspaper. A friend
said you told in your column what the
changes are for this year in the
deductibles under the Medicare
program. She wrote them all down and
gave me a copy. However, there was no
By W.DALF.MNI_S-0.N.,—_
-mentrori aar'Aer list ef-2hariga._..a(
Associated Press Writer
deductible under the medical part of
Medicare Tart "B"). Was this $60
daductible changed also? — D.O.

supplied with elaborate terraces, it had
cost $14.45 million, according to the
compilers of the documentary history.
The extension to which Dodge and
Ball objected had cost $4.3 million by
The original request in 1852 had been
for $500,000. Even that was too much for
Dodge, who said appropriations for
Western water projects would be
crippled.
By 1665, Ball was charging that a
change in the design of windows for the
Capitol had ballooned their cost from
828,000 to 8140,000.
There had been, said Ball, "a loose,
lavish, if not reckless expenditure of
money in the construction of all these
Public buildings."

%.1514111.1141/i
No. The $60 deductible under Part
"B" of Medicare will remain unchanged for 1980.
You can have all the information on
deductibles of Medicare — and
probably all the information you will
ever need about Medicare — at your
fingertips with Heartline's 1980 Guide
to Medicare. To order your copy, send
$1.75 to Heartline's Guide to Medicare,
114 E. Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381.
HEARTLINE: My friends and I are
always trying to come up with things
we can improve on in our homes to help
"Conserve energy. Of course, we cannot
afford such expensive improvements as
new storm windows and the like, so it
rnaa
aiEwt....to _suggest.
affordable ways to save energy and
heating costs at the same time. The
other day, my long-time best friend,
who iaaidentally is also an expert on
everything, told me that window shades
can help cut the loss of heat in my
home. I doubt this very seriously. What
do you say? — J.F. .
According to tests conducted by
researchers at the Illinois Institute of
Technology, an ordinary opaque shade
mounted within the window frame
(with a quarter-inch clearance along
the sides and the end touching the
windowsth) can cut heat loss through
the window by 24 percent to 31 percent
— more than either the Venetian blind
or the draperies the researchers tested.
In an otherwise well-insulated house

On the other side of the coin — a
window can transmit sunlight into a
room, where its heat can be trapped.
So, during the sunny daylight hours of
winter, raise the shades on the south,
east and west sides of the house, where
solar heat is greatest. Letting the sun's
rays in keeps your furnace from having
to work as hard to warm the interior of
your house.
Keep your shades drawn in the
evening, at night and throughout the
early morning hours when the air
outside is cOldest. Warm air inside the
house will bounce off the shades back
into the room. In many instances, solar
heat gained and retained this way can
compensate for conductive heat that's
lost through the windows during the
day.
The shades used by the researchers
in the tests cost $6 each. Window shades
can be effective also in conserving
cooling energy in the summer, by
preventing heat outside from getting in.
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The grim realities of war %ere taking a heavy toll on the
people of Calloway County as the casualities of war mounted.. The,
normal gaiety of approaching spring was missing with the folks
going to and from day to day tasks in grim determination, not
understanding nor seeming to care from what source came the
energy to go about their daily affairs.
A personal void of uncertainty was upon the people—not knowing which way to turn next.
Never in the history of the present generation had such a disaster_
befell the stricken families for those who ,had undergone- the trying
times of World War I seemingly had -rec
. overed," if not forgotten,
the anxieties, of the former conflict. Tobacco prices skyrocketed
to $20 per hundred for a current record, hut the events of war
overshadowed the benefits of an improved war economy.
Two Dexter service men were reported as being missing in
action in the Philippines, Pvt. Lex Lillard and Pvt. Phercen Boyce
Holland. The Red Cross reported both had been missing since
May 7, 1942, and that every effort was being made to gain further
information from the Japanese military occupying the islands, Tvt.
Lillard wasAa resident of Murray after coming to the city from
Dexter where he had lived with his grandmother, Mrs. Ella Moore,
of that place. While he was a Murray resident he had engaged in
public work until induction. Pvt. Lillard_was_identified as a death
casualty. Pvt. Holland was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Holland
of near Dexter.
The gravity of the armed ebnflict resulted in the post office
department issuing an order that no longer would the exact addresses
of armed services personnel would be permitted on outgoing mail
overseas, but would be dispatched through fleet and army postoffices of New York and San Francisco. Food production was
accelerated on Calloway farms to the highest peak in history to
provide the needs of servicemen, as well as destitute Allied countries.
Albert Bradford Armstrong, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Armstrong of Hazel, was killed at sea while sci.-ing as fireman second
class. The VVaf Departtuent communication revealing the tragic
news requested the arents not to .reveal the ship, sea or port of
operations. As a young citizen of Hazel he was held in high esteem.
a graduate of Hazel High Schcool, a member of the Baptist Church.
and active in BYPU work as well as other related church activities.

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer

aiting Allowed'

V.Wlefir4r**,***,44**

To Be Continued

and with outdoor temperatures ranging
from 20-50 degrees Fahrenheit, that
translates into a savings of as much as
eight cents per dollar of heating costs.
Your single-glazed windows are
second only to poorly insulated ceilings
and roofs or attics as a cause of heat
loss in winter. You can figure that
every square foot of uncovered singlepane window area in your home accounts for 40 cents to $1.40 of your fuel
bill each year.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Presidents
rarely wait for anyone; Dozens of underlings and bodyguards move on his
command,and devil take the hindmost.
President Carter left the White House
for the State Department on such short
notice a few weeks ago that he left
behind his personal physician, Rear
Adm. William Lukash, who's usually
close enough to serve as the chief
executive's shadow.
Lukash, whose office is but a few
paces from the spot where the
motorcade formed, was mystified
because buzzers near his desk alert him
to presidential movements. Yet he did
not have time to take even those few
steps.
Also left behind were two vanloads of
reporters and photographers. The vans
and Lukash's sedan drove away empty.
Sequel: The empty vehicles returned
a few minutes later to pick up their
passengers.

A year earlier, a four-man "pool" of
reporters was chosen to accompany
LBJ from the Philadelphia airport to
Los Angeles following the first of two
summit meetings -Johnson held at
Glaisboro, N.J., with Soviet Premier
Alexei N. Kosygin.
Naturally, Johnson's helicopter
preceded a Marine-manned press
chopper
from
Glassboro
to
Philadelphia. But once Johnson was on
the ground, the pilot of the press
helicopter announced that he could not
land until Air Force One had departed.
No one could convince the pilot that
Johnson and his big jet would not take
off until the four reporters were aboard
Air Force One.
About five minutes later, however, a
radio message from the ground did the
trick.
The first reporter up the ramp of Air
Force One was greeted personally by
an irate president, who shouted,
"Where the hell have you been?"

Carter agreed to an interview with
one reporter who, because of a mixup in
signals with press secretary Jody
Powell's office, arrived 15 minutes late
for his appointment.
On that occasion, Carter waited. But
his impatience seemed evident when
the reporter found the chief executive
in the Rose Garden tossing sticks to
daughter Amy's dog Grits.

WRITE TO POLITICIA
As a service to our' readers, The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
publishes the addresses
4 the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEV Et. .
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston - - - 7
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wend011 H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington. n C. 9510

On two occasions, President Lyndon
B. Johnson did wait for the press, but
these were exceptions proving the rule.
On a trip to Chicago in 1968, the entire
White House press corps flew aboard
Air Force One, moving to and from the
city by bus while LBJ went by
helicopter.
Returning to the airport, one press
bus crashed into an auto. Johnson had
little choice but to wait for the shaken,
If uninjured survivors.

• Bible Thought
Foe He hath made Him to be -siet•
for us, He who knew no sin; that
we might he made the righteousness
of God in him. 11 Corinthians 5:21 One who can -taatino• LlIS to fellowship with God t yew fling and everyone else will hail you

i

,..-N

I

Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg..
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when . the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1564t2500-ntli:
, writurg-to them in care
--7copttol Bu
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger- Route 7
ayfield, Ky. 42066

Army PFC Thomas C. Reeves, son of
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Reeves of Dexter,
recently participted with the 8th
Division's 18th Infantry in a field
training exercise in Gandhofen, Germany.
Julian Evans, Rotarian, spoke on
"What Is A Man Worth" at the meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House. Nix
Crawford, president, presided.
Prof. Robert K. Baar of Murray State
College will be soloist on the next of a
series of half-hour organ programs
being presented by Prof. John C.
Winter of MSC at the Student Union --Building, MSC.
Nois Bogard was honored at a party
on his 90th birthday at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Levi Beasley, Hardin
Route 1.
The Murray Douglass Bulldogs beat
the Fancy Farm Gophers in a
basketball game- _Cooper, was high
scorer for Douglass and Hayes and
Cash were high scorers for Fancy
Farm

30 Years Ago
The opening of the dark fired tobacco
market on the five loose leaf floors in
Murray this morning was marked by
much activity on the part of buyers and
sellers, officials said. Floors are
Doran's, Farris, Growers, Outland's,
and Planters.
Deaths reported include Finis
Collins.
The Rev. Thomas D. Adams of
Murray was ordained to full time work
in the Baptist ministry at the First
Baptist Church on Sunday. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Adams of Murray.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles D. Perry on Jan. 5,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Oran Outland
on Jan.15.
"Sure was a whopper of a turtle that
Dee Deming found -ea -the-shase,
Kentucky !Ake in the Pihe Bluff section," from the column,"Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Showing atAlle Ciipitol Theatre is
"Lost Patrol" starring Victor
McLaglen and Boris Karloff.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday,Jan. 9, the ninth
day of 1980. There are 357 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 9, 1945, as World War II
entered its last year, the United States
invaded the Japanese-held island of
LUZOn in the Philippines.
On this date:
In 1522, Adrian of Utrecht, Regent of
Spain, was elected Pope Adrian VI —
the last nonItalian pope before John
Paul H.
In 1957, in the wake of the Suez War,
Anthony Eden resigned as British
Prime Minister.
In 1968, the Surveyor 7 spacecraft
made a soft landing on the moon,
making the last unmanned American
exploration of the lunar surface.
In 1972, the once-great luxury liner
Queen Elizabeth was destroyed by fire
in Hong Kong harbor, where It was
being fitted as a floating university.
In 1977, the Palestinian nationalist
suspected of having planned the attacks
on Israeli athletes at the 1972 Olympic
Games in Munich was arrested in Paris
by French intelligence agents, who
identify him as Abou Daoud.
Ten years ago, sortie 26 patients died,
and 22 were injured in a nursing home
fire in Marietta, Ohio.
Five years ago, President Gerald
Ford picked Elliot Richardson as
ambassador to Britain.
One year ago, the embattled Shah of
Iran freed 266 prisoners convicted by
military courts, but also transferred his
financial holdings out of Iran and into
the private Pahlevi foundation.
Togav'o
hi rthaays:
Forme r
President Richard Nixon is 67. Folk
singer Joan Baez is 39. French author
Simone de Beauvoir is 72.
Thought for today: To sit alone with
my conscience will be judgment enough
for me. — Charles William Stubbs
(1845-1912)
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Court Rules UM Can Continue
To Carry Hazardous Cargo By LARRY NIARGASAK
Administration, which
Associated Press Writer
initially unposed restriCtions
WASHINGTON i AP — An last February after conappeals court has ruled that cluding the IN had "the
the Louisville & Nashville worst safety record in the
Railroad, cited by the nation with respect to the
.,government for its poor safety transportation by rail of
record, can continue to carry hazardous materials."
hazardous cargo without
Nineteen persons were
_special
government killed in two UN accidents in
restrictions.
the past severa,l, years:16 in
By a 2-1 vote Tuesday, a Waverly;Tenn., and three in
_U.S._ Court,of Appeals panel Pensacola, Fla.
refnsed a government request
-A U.S. District judge threw
to impose a maximum speed out the restrictions last June,
and other restrictions on the saying they were issued
shipment of hazardous cargo illegally
under
FRA
by the 1241*. emergency procedures.
The request came from the
The railroad agency asked.
Federal
Rai+road
the appeals panel to reinstate
•

the restrictions at least until special placement of certain
the legality of the ERA's use of cars and doubled the
eniergency procedures can be frequency of track inresolved. These procedures spections.
The judges admitted that
allow the agency to order
restrictions against a railroad statistics "support a conclusion that the L&N had a
without a hearing.
Technically, the appeals very poor safety record in the
court decision denied the transportation of hazardous
request to reimpose the materials." They said the
restrictions. But in their FRA4vuld issue a new, more
discussion_ of the case, the two specific emergency order or
majority judges said they take the railroad to court.
Aceorditif,_ to the order last
the tower court
agreed
that the FRA exceeded its February, between Jan. 1,
1976, and June 30, 1978, L&N
powers.
The judges said the railroad accidents resulted in release
agency improperly used the of hazardous materials in
emergency procedures to leven states: Indiania.
ent far k y , Tennessee,
restrict hazardous cargo
shipments on the railroad's Mississippi, Alabama,
Georgia and Florida.
entire 10,600 miles of track.
During the period. there
Such emergency orders
must be restricted to were 71 serious injuries and
correction of problems in 7,280 persons were avacuated.
In a later comparison
specific facilities or equipment in unsafe condition, the betweeiti the first six months of
LONDON, Ky. AP — A
1979 and the same period of
other two men, offered and appeals court said.
federal grand jury has
The court called the FRA's 1978, the FRA said the number
conferred a bribe on the ABC
returned a conspiracy and
agent, the indictment stated. emergency restrictions last of deaths dropped from 16 in
racketeering
indictment
The amount was $1,000 in Feb.7 "the most far-reaching 1978 to none in 1979. The
against Harlan County
.and the least specific of any number of injured &copped
cash.
District Judge Charles CorOn Sept. 27, 1978. Saylor emergency order ever issued from 47 in 1978 to one in 1979.
nett and two other Harlan
However, . the number of
delivered 682 cases of beer and by the FRA."
County residents.
persons rose from
evacuated
restricted
order
The
trains
nine cases of whisky' to
U.S. Attorney Pat Molloy
Robinson at the same store in carrying hazardous materials 3,950 in the first six months of
identified the men Tuesday as
to a maximum speed of 30 1978 to 4,575 in the same perioc
Cumberland.
James Coldiron and Clarence
On Nov. 1, 1978, Saylor miles per hour. requirea a of 1979.
Robinson and said the alleged
delivered 337 cases of beer and
conspiracy took place between
14 of whiskey to Robinson at
July 1972 through December
the liquor store.
1978 in Harlan County.
The indictment said the
Molloy said the indictment,
three defendants, on Nov. 1,
in part, accused the three of
again offered and conferred a
offering and agreeing to pay
$1,150 bribe on Saylor.
smoney to an agent of the state
On Nov. 9, 1978, James
Alcoholic Beverage Control
Board with the intent,of in- Coldiron received $300 in cash
from Saylor.
fluencing him in the discharge
The announcement said the
RIYADH. Saudi Arabia
At a news conference later
his cl'.6...The Ne44 1W1-5‘
4 AP
!Diu-1414i- goverr- executions_ were in ac-I1r- Xoridorr,
identified as James Saylor.
Attorney Bob Trevey said that ment today executed 63 of the cordance witrthe FUnight-hefir
The indictment further
the liquor presumably was militants wtio seized ,thie prescribed for an attack
charged Cornett. Robinson
Grand Mosque in Mecca, against the holy-shrine by the
and Coldiron with conducting confiscated by the district
Koran — Islam's holy book.
court in Harlan County, which Islam's holiest shrine.
and participating in a
The Grand Mosque is inside
The Interior Ministry said
is dry, and then resold.
racketeering enterprise
a
38-acre compound housing
the
executions
were
Trevey
carried
declined to say
through the district judge's
out in several cities. It did not the Kabaa, which Moslems
whether
Saylor
was
acting
as
office."
an undercover agent at The give, the • method, but the believe was built by `the
None of the three was
traditional Saudi way is by prophet Abraham.
time
of the alleged offenses.
available for comment.
It was seized Nov. 20 by
The federal court clerk's public beheading after Friday
-Molloy said the indictment
several hundred militants led
prayers.
office
said
summonses
would
also listed these allegations:
by Mohamnied Bin Abdullah
On Sept. 22, 1978, Saylor be issued for Cornett, Cokiiron
Al Qahtani. The government
and
Robinson,
to
appear
in
delivered about 80 cases of
said he described himself as a
beer and five cases Of whisky court on Jan.21.
mahdi, or messiah of the
An indictment is an
to Robinson at a liquor store in
Shiite--branch of Islam, whose
allegation
and
only
states
the
Curnberland.
appearance on earth
The same day, Robinson, government's theory of the
believed to coincide with the
case.
Molloy
explained.
with the assistance of the
LONDON 1AP — Gold end of the world.
prices retreated on world
Qahtani was killed in the
bullion markets today and one protracted battle that followed
London dealer said tht gold when Saudi troops besieged
rush had simply "run out of the occupied mosque_
an
steam."
effort to chase the mllitInts
—the
deUa
foreignexchanges.
out for two weeks, however,
After soaring more than fightin the Saudi troo s in the
$100 an ounce in the first week tunnels un er t e mosque,
of _1980, gold has declined before they were etther killed
sharply from a peak of $673.16 or captured.
a Troy ounce in Hong Kong on
The government said Saudi
Monday and record 650-dollar forces captured ' 170 exannounce the
levels in Europe and America. tremists, kilted-10- others -andrelocation of their Office
By the close of trading in suffered 60 killed themselves.
New York Tuesday the price It said four of those captured
to
had fallen to $602.50
were children, and an unIn Hong Kong today, the specified number of others
metal dropped $36.13 . from were women, and they were
Tuesday's level to close at'
not to be tried.
$595.45.
Effective January 2 1980
The bulk of the invaders
And
when
European were described as members of
James C. Seabury Jr., MD
markets 'opened, gold was the southern Saudi tribe of
trading at $602 in London and Oteiba. The Oteibans were oni,
William H. Brigance, MD
Zurich.
of the tribes defeated by King
Ronalc1M. Kupper, MD
One London dealer quoted a Abdul Aziz when he founded
median $599, as the price the Saud family kingdom a
slipped below $600.
half-century ago.
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Grand Jury Returns
Indictment Against Judge

Storey's
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GIANT
1/4 Loin
PORK
CHOPS
$
19
lb.

CHUCK
ROAST

Shirts 45c,.
LANDOW f0l0E0
ON MOGEN

Chuck Roast
Roast
Stew Meat
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0

No Limit With Coupon
Good thru 1-31-80
Please Present Coupon
With Cleaning
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Si 99
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Long Coats
No Limit With Coupon
Good thru 1-3140
Please Present Coupon
With Cleaning

Chickasaw
Sliced

Bright Colors! The.colors you-chose will stay
. that way with otir expert
Sanitone difference! .
Sparkling and clear!
Collars'you love! Colors
yotrwi4f still have! •
We promise!

BACON

753-2552
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The Cleaners
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8 oz. Mushroom
Lettuce
Green Onions
Red Radishes
Bananas
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Coconuts
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No Limit With Coupon
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With Cleaning

Field
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lb.

Fresh Pork

220 Lone Oak, Road,
Padecah, Ky.

111.

FEN

$1 39

Urology, Adult and Pediatric

hi 50cI
ll
UI

yAkt

U.S.B.A. Choice
Center-Cut

USDA Choice Boneless

Seabury, Brigance
---ctrictKupper,Rv.S.C._
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Gold Prices Retreat
On World Bullion
Markets Today
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Store N
8 a.m. to
Every

Storey's Meats...A Super Way To Save

Saudi Government
Executes 63 Militants
Who Seized Mosque
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Good Only Al Siorey's
Exp 1-15-80 '-

Pillsbury
Reads To Spread
Frostings
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'
50 ot

Easy On
Spray Starch

99c

$169

Good Only Al Story's
Exp. 1-15-80

COUPON
Limit I Per Family

_
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c
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Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 1-15-80
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Exp 1-15-80
—
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Starting Jan. 14th
AtiStomy's
Food Giant
Super Jackpot7

Store Hours
8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Fveryday
Prices Good
Wed. Jan. 9th
Thru
Tues. Jan. 15th

• ye $7,47

8 Pk.
16 Dz.
Pius
Deposit

Limit One

All Save-A-Tape Receipts Must Be Returned
Check for details at our store.
By Jan. 15th.(Reciepts Must Be Dated Before
12-19-19)

With $10.00 Additional Order Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

cLohtra

$j29
lb
I
r

1.

ners
gna
ento Spread
eaver

99C

$j39
lb

3

$1 29

Gold Medal

Flour

5 lb bag

Charmin Bathroom
Folgers

Tissue

Coffee

Bounty

Paper Towels

Instant Coffee

jumbo roll

iooz

Flavor-Kist

KE MIXES

CRACKERS

*Bel Air
Center
*Limit
Rights
Reserved
With Lett

Coledtlaw
Sreo
Beef Sausage
Apple or Cherry

Liquid

1t or

65*

Good Only Al Storeys
Exp 1 15 80

Sunshine

Joy

Cascade

Bathroom
Tissue

Vanilla
Wafers

Dishwashing
Liquid

For
Automatic
Dishwashers

4 Roll

66

C

C
12.z.

50c

9
2
$
2
65 ".

Was 84'

Was 65'

Faygo

Vlasic

Vlosic

Carnation

soft Drinks

Kosher
Dills

Polish
Dills

Hot Cocoa

Reg. 58'

Was 78'

Puritan
Oil

69

Coo.

,60, 5/994 - 894
.

Non Return
Was 27'

32 oz.

Reg. $1.19

Was $2.45

$1 19

894 Was

netWas $1.19

S

loaf

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Hungry Jack
Pillsbury
Extra-Light .
Pearge Mix

Pillsbury
Layer'Cake
Mes
ix

2/99

0

188 I9 or
Good Only Al Storty's
,Exp 1-15-80

2/99c

Reg. 98'

Creme Horns
WOOlite

Paper
Towels

loot.69

69'
3/69`

Edon

'

C

Fruit Turnovers
White Bread

COUPON

Ni Dry

We
Accept
U.S.
Gov't
Food
Stan

Tom &Moyo

Limit 1 Per Family

Storey's Super Inflation Fighters
_

21b

79c

Good Only Al Storey's
Exp 1 15 80

COUPON
Limit I Per Family

Chiffon
Whipped
Margarine -

75
'

Jib.bowl
Good Only At Witt s
Exp 1 75 80

zen 81 Dairy Specials---r
Mr. G's Steak Cut

french Fries
Scot Lad
Orange Juice

2/89`
81`

CASH POT

at 99(

$80000

2 lb

2 oz

Hyde Park •

Ice-Milk
Kraft

Orange Juice

gol S134;

a
Pillsbury Slice 8 Bake Chocolate

Chip Cookies,

•

89'

THIS WEEK WIN

$1.34
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Calloway Goes Over
100 For Second Win

RICHARD SMOTHERMAN (41) tosses in one of the
numerous short jumpers Calloway County made in the
second quarter as a result of its devastating press.
Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

Employing a full court zone
press with intense pressure
throughout
the
second
quarter, Calloway County
rallied from p 16-11 firstquarter deficit to score 34
second-quarter points on the
way to a 104-59 rout of Sedalia.
With guards Gary Emerson
and Dan Key doing most of the
trapping, the Calloway press
completely
dismantled
Sedalia's offense, forcing a
total of 28 turnovers by
Sedalia, for the game, and
produced flurries of layups
and open 10-15-footers.
In a span of less than a
minute late in the first half,
Emerson picked up three
sudden steals and six points to
give Calloway its biggest firsthalf lead at 45-31. Emerson
had a total of seven steals and
28 points for the game.
Emerson was given plenty
of help in cauiing the turnabout. Calloway's other two
scoring leaders. Richard

Smotherman and Dan Key, coach Chic Nute said. "We've
had 17 and 19 points, used it just about eygry game.
respectively, to go with It's just now beginning to
come around.
Emerson's 16 in the first half.
_ "We set up by setting a trap
The third quarter was a case
of Calloway scoring almost at very early on it. They had
will on Sedalia's reserves as it scouted it. I just think we
ran up 40 points to Sedalia's 12 executed it So well.
before Sedalia's starting --If you -once get the
lineup was returned to play momentum, it makes it a lot
better. We had room at
the final quarter.
halftime to come out and get
Marty McCuiston and after people. We played a real
Smotherman, the only Laker good third quarter.
starters still in the game, were
'I felt before the game we
removed with 1:13 left in the were going to have
a good
third quarter and CaBoway night. We've played well for
ahead.80-4.1.
the last three games. We also
But the Calloway bench did had a real good practice
not show any sign of letting up yesterday Monday).
as it reed off 11 straight
"Our kids .hadn't quit all
points, capped by Jimmy year."
Bynum's free throw, to put
By forcing a flood of Sedalia
Calloway in three digits at 100- turnovers, Calloway was able
51.
to convert them into a 63.5
Typifying a night in which percent shooting night • and
nothing could go wrong for hold Sedalia to a meager 37.3
Calloway was Bynum's game- figure.
ending 25-footer which hit
The win breaks a five-game
nothing but the cords.
losing streak for Calloway
"We've worked on the press County and leaves its record
everyday," Calloway County at 2-9 while Sedalia continues

on a nine-game losing streak
tw• a5-9 worksheet.
The Lakers' next game will
be this Friday night when they
travel to Lowes.
Calloway 48, Sedalia 43
In the junior varsity game,
Bynum led Calloway County
to a 48-43 win over Sedalia,
which had three players in
double figures.
Calloway reached the .500
mark at 5-5 with the win. The
loss dropped Sedalia to 6-2.
Calloway raced out to a l5first-quarter lead and never
looked back in paving the way
for the varsity's outpouring
later.
CALLOWAY (104).
Emerson
28, Key 18,
Smotherman 16, McCuiston
11, Garrison 7, Sanders 7,
Bynum 6, McAlister 4,
Houston 4, Miller 3,. Wyatt 0,
Hargrove 0.
SEDALIA 159) - Pritchard
.
-I41
14, Land) 10, Davidson 10,
The Calloway County
Mason 6, Page 6, Rose 3, CHEERING TOWARD 100 from the bench in the final minutes of
Motheral 3, Randall 2, Shelby starters erupt
reserves close in on the 100-point
their
as
game
the
2, Wiggins 2, Lamb 1, England
rout
104-59
of Sedalia.
a
mark
in
0.

NCAA To Sponsor Five Women's Championships
NEW ORLEANS ( AP, The National Collegiate
Athletic Association concluded its 74th annual cob-'
vention Tuesday a day early
and on what many delegates
felt was a "momentous and
historic" note
pcissibISopening the door for the
embrace of women's athletics.
Despite the threat of a
lawsuit and strong resistance

male-dominated NCAA may School, said the action
have a fight on its hands. The Tuesday could "sound the
"This is a momentous Association of Intercollegiate ,death kneel for the AIAW."
decision, a historic, decision," Athletics for Women i AIAW
In other notable developsaid one delegate. The next threatened in a telegram last ments
Tuesday, the constep, many believe, will be the weekend to take legal action if vention:
the
NCAA
adopted
inclusion of women's sports in
women's
N.arrowly - rejected a,
Beginning • in 1981, the 282 Division 1: the Notre Dames, championships. And .many4
Division II and 180 Division-III Oklahomas, Southern Cals delegates seemed in sym- proposal to force Division
NCAA members will offer , and Alabamas of the college pathy.
asketball schools without
Gail
Fullerton.,
championships in women's sports world.
president of San Jose State - ootball programs to sponsor
basketball. field hockey.
However, ,the venerable, University, a Division I ,lght sports: •
trom many of its most
powerful members, the
convention voted to sponsor
women's championships in
five sports in-Divisions II and
III, the lower divisions.,

'
NEW YORK AP - Out- representing 75 percent
fielders Al Kaline and Duke ,needed for election. Kaline
Snider were elected to the Hall received 340, or 88 percent of
ider who fell
Writers
Association
of 16 votes short of election last
year, had 333, or 86 percent.
America toda .
c e
Kaline, 45, who played 22 former teammate of Snider's,
seasons for the Detroit Tigers, finished third,51 votes short of
became the 10th man in election. The late Gil Hodges,
history to be named to the
another Dodger standout, was
shrine in Cooperstown, N.Y. in fourth-with 233- votes,-five less
his first year of eligibility.
than Drysdale.
Snider, 53„-who starred for
It was the second straight
the Dodgers in Brooklyn and year that Hodges finished
Los Angeles, was elected in fourth in the voting.
his 11th year of eligibility.
Relief pitcher Hoyt Wilhelm
A total of 385 ballots were was the only other player to
cast by 10-year members of receive at least 200 votes,
the BRw A.A, with 289 finishing fifth with 209.

swimming,

tennis

and

Kaline's bid to become the
10th player elected in his first
year of eligibility was backed
b • im ressive statistics. He
batted .297 for 22 Seasons with
the Detroit Tigers, hitting 399
career with 3,007 base hits.
Signed off the sandlots of .

OXFORD, Miss. (AP) There's every indication that
the same dusty script will be
trotted out again tonight when
Kentucky invades for a
Southeastern
Conference
basketball
tussle
with
Mississippi.
If tonight's game follows the
story line of past KentuckyOle
Miss
meetings,
Mississipfi's high-scoring
John Stroud will win the
battle, but Kentucky will win'
the war. The teams met three

Baltimore in 1953, he never eligible for Cooperstown since
played a game in the minor 1970, received his highest vote
leagues. When he led the total last year with 308,
American Lea ue b • hittin
finishin second behind Mays.
.340 in 1955 at age 20. he He batted .295 with 407.home
became the youngest batting runs in 18 niajor league
.•

times last season, and the
result was the same each time
- Stroud combined for 101
points, but Kentucky won each
game.
"I always score well against
'em," the 6-foot-7 Stroud said.
"Last year, they played us
man-to-man in every game
But when they go to the 1-3-1.
it's a
different thing
altogether."
Kentucky is expected to
open with its standard man-to-

man :defense tonight, which
means that 6-7 forkard LaVon
Williams will line up opposite
Stroud.
"He(WilliarnSi guarded me
every game last year," Stroud
recalled. "He's the most
physical guy they've got and
he'sgot the experience."
Judging by Stroud's scoring
explosion against last year's
Cats, much of Williams' experience against Stroud
wasn't too pleasing.

made in an
ruthagAssociated
Press story
otball
Sunday. '
Sweet acknowledged the
Adopted a resolution to
NCAA is aware of the "major
support
any
decision sacrifice"
a boycott would
President Carter might make
cause American athletes who
to boycott the 1980 Moscow
have been preparing for the
Olympics_ because of'the
games for years.
Russian
invasfon
of
"But *athletes," he said,
A fg ha n stall.
more than any others, must
The re-sOlution was sub- understand the importance of
mitted by Robert Sweet, self-sacrifice for the greater
president of Rhode Island good."
7
University and bnanimoussly
After much emotiorkil
adopted as the conventiOn's debate on the women's issues,
final act. Sweet said the the proposals carried in both
resolution was prompted in divisions by greater than
part by remarks Walter expected: The Division I
Byers. NCAA executive schools, led by the Pacific-10
-Tightened
restrictionin
basketball:

Conference
then
un---811CWKIf011y 'a1Teth-pted to
- have the votes rescinded.
The threat to the AIAW is
financial. Using money front
its richly successful basketball tournament, the NCAA
pays all team expenses, including a per diem stipend; for
all championiihip- ei;ents. The "
AIAW does not. Most schools
hold joint inenitxTship in both
organizations and Fullerton
pointed out, "In these days of
continuing
financial.
restrictions, most school
administrations, given a
choice of championships to go,
to, would choose the least
expensive."

BEGLEY'S INTRODUCES

DRIVE-IN -PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE
STOP BY BEGLEY'S AT 300 SOUTH 8th STREET
WHEN YOU NEED YOUR NEXT PRESCRIPTION FILLED.
SIMPLY DRIVE UP TO OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE
BOOTH, PLACE YOUR DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION
ORDER IN THE AWAITING CARRIER, AND DROP THE
CARRIER IN THE DELIVERY PORT. OUR PHARMACIST
WILL FILL YOUR ORDER WITH THE SAME
PROFESSIONAL CARE THAT'You HAVE ALWAYS

NBA Standings
Easters Criderenre
Atlas* Divklos
W
L
Pet.
750
Philadelphia
$ II
726
AM
Washington
1$ 3)
474
Mew Jeruey
it 24
429
Central Derides
Atlanta
25 17
IN
Sin Antonio
V V
.812
'kaftan
19 22
487
Cleveland
19 34
443
Indians
18 24
CM
Detroft
10 13
237
Westin Casterseee
hadweet Divides
Rinses City
U 19
Milwaukee
X 19
.105
Denver
16 U
.364
Chicago
14 21
.300
Utah
13 71
Peri& Drvisies
29 13
los Angeles
29 14
674
Phoenix
X 18
.610
Portland
.300
73 33
San Diego
.520
, n n
Golden State
.317
13 7$
Theadey's Gasses
Philadelphia III, New Tort 101
Iinialton 1111. Cisailand118.01'
Asionto ilf Dowror 134
'tilkagoul, Milwaukee IN
San Diego 134, Kamm Oty 11$
Utah 134, Detroit 110
Indiana IX, Portland 118
Wedoesday's Games
New York at Boston
Cleveland at Atlanta
New Jetley at Philadelphia
Los Angeles at Waeldrigton
Si. Diego it Milwaukee
Darner et Houston
, Golden State at nooks
Indiana at Seattle

By The Associated Press
EAST
Army 73, Kings-Point 51
- Duquesne*,SC Franck,Pe.61
Georgetown, DC:62, St. Joseph's, P..
33
Gettysburg 64, Rider 63
Penn 59, Temple 46
Rhode Island 77, Old Dominion 63
Rutgers II, Lehigh 63
St. John's, N.Y 44, Princeton 42
SOUTH
Albany St,Ga 66, Florida AIN 63
Detroit 101, Marshall t7
Valdosta 91,Georgia Southern 77
MIDWEST

By The Associated Press
Campbell Ceederusee
Petrick Divides
W L T Pts GF
Philadelptda
X . 2 10
62 143
NY Rangers II Id 7 43
NY Islanders
18 16 I
38131
Atlanta
15 II 3
33i27
Weatancton
1930
33113
ihsylbe Dhabi
.4016_
39
42 113
Vancouver
1$ 19 7
37 129
11 19 S
X DI
12 24 I
33167
Cokrado
12 n 4
U 177
itassdon
530 9
Via
Wales Cesdaresee
Adieus Maks
31 11 7 101a
Boitos
21 11 8
36160
lObemeota
70 11 $
17 1$ 4
1576QuaSr

ENJOYED AT BEGLEY'S. ALL THIS AND YOU

Illinois St. 52, Westmont 44
Louisville ft,Si. Lows65
W Georgia 93, Dominican 64
Youngstown 84.15, Aliron43
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 70, Texas Christian 56
-Monticello
96, Xavier 81
Ark.
S.Carohne St. 61, Texas Southern 67
Southern Methodist 78, Baylor 72
Texas 99, Houston 73
Texas A&M 63, Texas Tech 60
FAR WEST
B4314e St. 75, Portland St.62
Hatian ni San Diego St. 76,01'
Pan Ameflalla 40, Air Force 67
San Francisco 67, Notre Dame 59

Norris Divides
44 152
19 III 8
Modred
44 105
1$ 13 I
Los Arigeks
43 140
16 13 11
Petaborti
33125
13 18 7
Detroit
30130
19
10
S
Berthed
Teesday's Gran
lia•cow Dynamo 5, Washington 6,
Mle
New York Waukee 3, Vancouver 0
Agents I, WAN $
SAMAR 4, kes Moils 3
seam s, i..weess:11 Si
Wadmoday'r Games
New York Ranieri at Detroit
Vancouver at Pittsburgh
Now°
New Yid* Islander/ at
'Madras' at Toronto
Itatoatoa it Quebec
Hartford at alSonesoie
Lae Angola M 06c640
Tbiradara Games
SIAMM at BMW
WimMing at P9illedelphis

NEVER HAVE TO LEAVE YOUR CAR.

THIS IS BEGLEY'S, SERVING THE NEEDS
OF THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY.
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Murray Thumps Wingo
90-64; Record Now 7-3
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By STEVE BE:CKER
Sports Reporter
One of our best performances of the season," was
the way Murray High ceach
Cary Miller summed up his
squad's impressive 90-64
thumping of Wingo last night.
The host Tigers -raced to a
47-32 half-time advantage and
coasted to their second coifsecutive victory of the, new
year_Howie Crittenden led the
Murray scoring outburst,
pouring in a game-high 29
points.
According to Miller, the key
to the Tiger win was the
Murray rebounding. The
locals out-caromed the
Indians • 37-21, including 16
rebounds on the offensive end
as compared to just three for
Wingo in the same department.
Time and again the Tigers
got the easy basket inside as
Robin Roberts, Nick Latto and
Nick Swift consistently outmuscled the Indian defenders
to stick back any errant shots.
"Our inside game has really
started to come along,"
commented the Murray
coach. We • are finally learning how to get the ball down
inside for the easy basket
rather than having to rely
completely on our outside
shooting."
.The Tigers jumped to a 21-12
advantage at the. first stop on
the strength of six points faun
Swift and four each from
guard Todd Bradshaw and
Ito be rts
Murray tallied ten unanswered points early in the
period to take a 14-4 lead and
basically set the tempo for the
rest of the contest. Wingo's
Mullins came off the bench
late in the period to throw in
all seven of his points and pull
the visitors to within nine at
the half.
Crittenden exploded for 12of
his markers in the second
quarter as the Tigers put the
game virtually out of reach by
the intermission. The junior
guard was 12 of 18 from the
floor for the night, including
five of six in the second period,
as he capped off another

stellar performance for
Murray.
Roberts added six more
points, all of them on inside
layups, as the Tigers built
their lead to as much as 20
points midway through the
quarter. Wingo cut the
Murray advantage to 15 at the
half with Graves pouring in all
of his ten points in the last four
minutes of the period.
_ _.Early in the third period, it
looked as if the Tigers—ivere
going to threaten the century
mark.. Murray quickly extended its lead to a 55-39 bulge
at the 6:32 mark in the period
but could manage just seven
more points in the remaining
six minutes as the locals
experienced their only real
dry spell of the contest. The
Indians could not take ad-.
vantage of the momentary
Tiger scoring lapse as both
teams tallied 15 points -to end
the period with Murray
leading 62-47. With Crittenden popping in
ten early points, the fourth
stanza became a matter of by
just how many points the
Tigers would win.. Murray
chalked up 13 unanswered
points during one stretch to
put the game on ice.
Miller cleared the bench
midway through the period
but the reserves continued
with the hot hand to nudge the
final scoring total to 90,
Murray's highest output of the
season.
"I think we are continuing to
show improvement," Miller
said. "We found out tonight
that we can score some points
but-. we _still need to work a
little bit 6n --o-ur defense-We
had a couple of lapses on
defense during the game and
we have to iron these out if we
want to keep improving."
The Tigers peppered the
basket with 76 shots as they
outshot the visitors from the
floor 51-to-41 percent. Wingo
was awarded 32 trips to the
foul line and made 22 of its
charity tosses. Murray was 12
of 18 from the line.
Besides Crittenden's
heroics, the Tigers were led in
scoring by Roberts with 16

points, Swift with ten and
Latto and Bobby Daniel with
nine apiece. Skaggs led the
Indian scoring charge With 25
points. Graves was the only
other Wingo player to crack
double figures with ten points.
Murray takes a 7-3 ledger
into Friday's encounter at
home against Mayfield.
Murray 37 Wiago 26
The Tiger yearlings posted
their initial victory of the
Season In the- eventng's first
game, trouncing the-first year
Indians 37-26.
Murray overcame an early
three-point deficit to tie the.
score at 16 all at the half.
Riding the strength of 12
points from Bruce Taylor, the
Tigers edged into a two-point
advantage at the third stop
and pulled away en route to
improving their season's
mark to 1-4.
Walter Payne added seven
points to the-Murray total as
the Tigers started off the new
year right. Watkins paced
Wingo with nine points.

Varsity Scoring
Murray High 90 — HoukCrittenden 12 5-5 29; floG.r,
Roberts 7 2-2 16; Nick Swift 4
2-2 10; Bobby Daniel 4 1-2 9
Todd Bradshaw 4 0-1 8; Grev,
Latto 4 1-2 9; Nick Hibbard 1 00 2; David McMillen 1 0-0 2,
Bruce Taylor 1 0-1 2; Walter
Payne 1 0-0 2; Stuart
Alexander 0 1-2 1; Ronnie
Pace 0 0-0 0; Darren Hooper 0
0-20. Totals 39 12-1890.
- Wiese64 —Skaggs 51.1-9 25;
Graves 2 6-6 10; Mullins 3 1-2
7; Wade 2 2-26; Stephens 2 26; Duke 2 0-1 4; Bugg 0 3-4 3:
Clapp 1 0-2 3; Tucker 0 0-0 0
Totals 21 22-3264.
21 47 62 90
Murray
12 32.47 64
Wingo
Junior Varsity
.
Murray 37 — Taylor 12:
Paype 7; McMillen 4; Pace 4.
Alexander 4; West 4; Hooper
2.
Wingo 26 — Watkins 9:
Adair 6; Clapp 4; Tucker 4.
Puckett 2; W. Jones 1.
7 16 26 37
Murray
10 16 24 26
Wingo

BOMBING ONE IN — From long range, Murray's Howie Crittenden (22) fires in two of his 29 points in a 90-64
win over Wingo. Ronald.Rogers (54), waiting inside for the rebound, was the second-leading scorer with 16
points.
Photo By Steve Becker

WE'RE OPEN AT 7:30 A.M.
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AUTO SERVICE CENTER
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Gervin Scores 53 As
Spurs Edge Nuggets;
76ers Get 13y -Knicks
UF

NO TRADE NEEDED
five-game winning streak. The
By ALEX SACHARE
Knicks fought back from a 13AP Sports Writer
It was a typicalgameforthe - -point third-quarter deficit but.
Cheeks scored five points
San Antonio Spurs.
.
George "Ice" Gervin scored down the stretch to keep
53 points, the Spurs totalled Philadelphia on top. Rockets 118,Cavaliers 115
137 and still they almost lost to
Moses Malone scored 40
the Denver Nuggets because
of their matador defense — points and grabbed 21
wave both arms and get out of rebounds for Houston, and
the way as your man drives won the game with a threepoint play with 28 second4 left
by.
"We had an unbelievable in overtime. The Cavs4had
offensive performance by Ice, several chances to tie, but
but we had to struggle to win Randy Smith and Mike Mitbecause we play no defense," chell failed on attempted
said San Antonio Coach Doug three-point field goals.
Clippers 124, Kings 116
Moe after his club edged the
Guards Lloyd Free, Brian
Nuggets 137-134 Tuesday
Taylor and Freeman Williams
night.
'San Antonio, which leads the combined for 86 points as the
Basketball Clippers stopped Kansas
National
Association in scoring but is City's four-game winning
dead last in defense, held a streak. San Diego built a 21134-126 margin with 1:38 point lead in the third quarter
remaining. The Nuggets and then held on.
Otis Birdsong, Kansas
pulled within one. at 135-114 on
a three-point goal by David City's high-scoring guard,
Thompson, but two free managed • just 14 points and,
throws by James Silas with 16 shot a dismal 1-for-12 in the
seconds left gave the Spurs a fit-ft half. Bulls 110, Bucks 102
threepoint advantage.
Reserves John Mengelt and
Bobby Wilkerson and John
Roche missed three-point tries Dwight Jones led Chicago past
for the Nuggets in the closing Milwaukee, Mengelt scoring
18 points and Jones hitting
seconds.
In other NBA games three baskets in the final
the period. Center Artis Gilmore
Tuesday
night.
Philadelphia 76ers edged the added 16 points, including a
New York Knicks 111-108, the dunk and two free throws in
Houston Rockets beat the the final two minutes.
Jazz 124, Pistons 110
Cleveland Cavaliers 118-115 in
Adrian Dantley's 34 points
overtime, the San Diego
Clippers topped the Kansas led Utah past Detroit in a
City Kings 124-116, the Utah matchup of the NBA's two
Jazz defeated the Detroit losingest teams. The Jan
Pistons 124-118, the Chicago went ahead to stay iwthe third
Bulls downed the Milwaukee period, when Tom Boswell
Bucks 110-102 and the Indiana. scored 11 of his 23 points.
Pacers 122, Blazers 118
Pacers beat the PortlancLTrail
Mickey Johnson scored,on
--Nueva ii2418.
an offensive rebound with '40
7Iers 111,Knicks 108
Julius Erving scored 29 seconds left to break a 116-116
points and Maurice Cheeks tie and the Pacers went on to
and Darryl Dawkins added 20 end a five-game losing streak.
apiece as the Sisters won their Center James Edwards led
sixth game in the !Mt seven Indiana 'with 35 points and.
starts and ended New York's Johnson had 31.

Qty

8
8
10
8

Custom Tread Radials

+

12-MONTH TUNE-UP

s4188

INCLUDES
3 FREE
ELECTRONIC
CHECK-UPS

$
4688$
4
6-cYl

8-cyd

Standard Ignition Subtract 5.4

for

Electronic Ignition

rgjaglalli Goodyear Revolving
Charge Account

PRICE

Plus FET
and °IC tire

Viva Radial

1278x13
Whitewall1.86

Viva Radial

04118i14
Whitewall
11878x15
Whitewall

32.95

'3995
"""

?•1 1

52.95

2.79

P195 15R15
Whitewall Bkms

49.95

1 32

878t14
Whitewall

32.95

1.74

39.95

2.54

Viva Radial

ilempo Radials
2 Cruiser
u Polyester
10 Custom Power
Cushion
-

JR78x16
Raised White Lefler
Plus 3.09 F.E.T.
NO TRADE NEEDED

.
00•00°'
JustSay'Charge I. ivim:

Size &
Description

life

678114
Whitewall

Use any of these 7 other ways to buy: Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge • Visa
• American Express Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

• Check charging and starting systems •Anstaii
new rotor, spark plugs, points, and condenser •
Set dwell and timing • Check, lubricate, and
adjust choke as needed • Adjust carburetor •
Additional Parts I services extra If *anted.
Any time within one year of your tune-up.
bring your invoice and 'Free Engine Analysis' certificate back to the Goodyear
Servied Store that performed the original
work. They'll give your car an electronic
check-up, and if any parts replacement or
adjustment is needed, and was part of the
Original tune-up, Goodyear will fix it free
of charge. Up to three free analyses.

PROTECT MOVING PARTS
,NAI 1 •IvInriasa onnei one,

Lube & Oil Change
$588

1-.(

SUPERSTAR I

$3095 $3195

Includes up to t,e quarts
maw brand 10 Si oil
Oil filter extra if needed

Super for..,vaos.
s. pickups
Rugged vnterconnicted steel
_spokes. durable painted white
finish, custom red and blue stripes

• Chassis lubrication and oil change
• Includes light trucks • Please call for
appointment

feeert wheel service also avaiWile
Mounting
Balancing
alignmlent

3DAY BATTERY SALE!

Compacts
Fits Most Fords,Chev,Ply &
All-Weather Battery able
A rugged. dependbattery loaded

$

95
ape old
batten,

For Group Sizes
22F. 24, & 24F
Sale Ends Sliturday Night

with quality leature
—Instant-on parlor!mini, designed.for
vehicle! with minimum electrical
.needs. Goodyear his
'the right battery ,for
Whitten/et you drive.
compact,toll-sixt
or RV •

Al

Front-End Alignment-Your Choice
WARRANTED
SO DAYS ... OR
_.#1.1114P3,000 MILES
88
I
$1588
CONES FIRST
_

i

WHICHEVER

FREE

—INA

i 14.
'1

—

13

Y "
arign
ywa
l' pg.
/
r

'rrrerlit"trrndthate"no0nc.nw"giai!
'
'
ewry 5,000,
IP -----n001 0, WnOntre,.VS11011000
for as bog as yOns Own yaw
.1•.
- 'API"
problems Na Saul* No looluta. Can Be
-. b. — AL
• Front-End Alignment and
I..
FREE tire rotation. Parts
four tires • Set caster,
andadditional servtcea extra 4i
camber. and toe to prolier
needed • Inspect and
..
rotate all
Most U.S. Carl•Foreign ears alignment • Inspect suspension and steering
Systems
at our option • Front wheel
,
drive and Chnvonos 0/11/11
.
*LIFETIME ALIGNMENT
For as long as you own your ear,
we will recheck and align
whenever needed. Valid only at
the front end, if needed, every
the Goodyear Service Store
6 months Or 5.000
Wet and/or pans that
matte — or
become
worn
or damaged AgreementWhere purchased. Offer does not cover the
by any other outlet
void if service work affecting
replacement of
the alignment
is performed

_we Manager;!moan Nageda:t
121, So.
12th-Murray

•
.▪1111.-

LIFETIME'
AUGNMENT
AGREEMENT

.

Goodyear Service Store
Store bars: 7:30 a.m. until 1110 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

753-0596

"
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TOTAL SATISFACtION GUARANTEE
Everything you buy at, Kroger is guaranteed for
your total satisfaction regordless of
manufacturer. If you are not satisfied, Kroger
will replace your item with the some brand or a
comparable brand or refund your purchase price.

'EVERYDAY IN EVERYWAY..•

S.
Prices Effective through
Jan. I 5th. Limit right reeeeeed.
Copyright 1980.
The Kroger Co.

eiTTER ta‘

,

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice Beef

ADVERTiSED i TEM POLICY

SIRLOIN
STEAK

•

CHOICE LAMB
USDA.'Choice

U.S.D.A. Choice

LEG-0LAMB

SLICED
LAMB SHOULDER

U.S.D.A. Grade A
Holly Farms

$179

VI99

FRYING
CHICKEN

lb.
U S.D. A. Choice

U.S.D.A. Choice

LAMB
BLADE CHOPS

LAMB
SHOULDER CHOPS

$189
lb.

SLICED
lb

•

•

'`

FAMILY PAK OF MIXED PARTS

'
41Abl.

$199

.0;

4
1frf
i t VY
SERVE
& SAVE

Fresh Picnic Style

••
t4 44*,41'.

PORK
ROAST

FRESH SEAFOOD

e„.

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice Beef,.'711)
0

Good Anytime!
J., A

- 4
,

/Os

11"d.

6!
•

.

-•

lb.

T-BONE
STEAK

WIENERS
12-01. PKG.

POND RAISED

FRESH
CATFISH

LB

NISH

Gulf Oysters

1202
JAE

OCEAN MU

Boneless Perch Fillets

Tail -less $218

FRESII

790a
ver

- —

I

A.2

• Calfish

LB.
'
4
41/1111
LUNCHTIME FAVORITE

U.S. GOVT. GRDED CHOICE BEEF

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE BEEF

CU-BE
STEAKS

Pak
LB

89c

USDA CHOICE

Boiling Beef

lb

S GOY T GRADED CHOKE

Boneless Stew Beef

. lb

s239

Fres-Shore Frozen

FANTAIL
SHRIMP

FISH-N-BATTER
FISH STICKS

$1189 SERVE & SAVE

BONELESS
FLAT BRISKET

•fAMILY

Fres-Shore Breaded

LUNCH MEATS

LB

99c

BEEF WYDRATED SOYA PROTEIN MIX

Kroger's Pro

99C
8 oz
Pk9

LB

OSCAR MATER FRESN

Link Sausage

MEATY FAMILY PAK

SI 29

Pork Steaks

Italian Sausage
TENDER

S1 19

Pork Spore Ribs

S

Fresh Pork Sausage
Shank-Portion

FULLY-COOKED

HA

Pork Cutlets

lb

KOUT FARMS

iinsnr.

1"

COUNTRY_

Sliced Bacon
Baking Hens
um,
Jumbo Bologna

Deli
ArBc-A-----9147

▪

I 19
5

TO

651514 6101161

N

lb

99c
69c

6
POUND AVG

with this coupon

11Pwes Jon '
h
-11111/1111111111M/MIIIMMII

lb.

with this coupon. Expires Jon I 5th

TEMPLE
ORANGES

KITCHEN FRESH!
AMERICAN or MUSTARD

POTATO
SALAD LB

Co4t

100 Size

69c

FRISK

ZUCCHINI
SQUASH

GLAZED $169
DONUTSpoz

Bunch Carrots
EGGPLANT

IN STORE OARED
DESSERT TREAT.

$'1 59
FACIE

Pineapple
Walnut Delight

15 at •
lb

Si b

Hard Salami
cRIATAT SNRE DID

Coler
I PBC11 009.67PIECES
1

Io.0 69c

Of 615111 40/

11;MN

FISH SPECIAL ow-,

14c

WASHINGTON STATI

D'Anjou Pears

51 1 9

is

59c

CAINOINNA HAMM

EAMON FANCY IND

FRIED
CHICKEN
INCLUDES:8 places of chick•n
I -lb. potato salad
4/0/13
UltVES
3-4
ALL FOR.
ONLY

79C

Red Grapes

411111
0
111
111111clirn
ifily
W
POE*

stiqOPRIMiuM

I 311111

Delicious
Apples
BAG WIN SI 39

FOR

Peppered Beef
THIN

neread

39c

WASNINGTON %Tan RIO oil GOWEN •

30%

IN STORE BAKED

79

L. 39c

BUNCO REDIAorsurs Of

ill MANY MAYS'
Chat
l

CUSTOM SEIM

45

row after row of freshnessat down to earth prices!

Oscar Moyer

Custom
sliced

lb,

Po' Boys

=

JUICY JUMBO FRANKS =

IN-STORE BAKED

MADE WITH I MEATS I CHEM

LI'

SLICED
BOLOGNA

BOILED
HAM

lOA{

WORTH 20c OFF
Soo purchase of sea pkg..of Bryon

MMIMMIMMIMMIHM

Lean Tender

French Bread

COST CUTTER COUPON

FAMILY
PAK

lb.

Lemon Krunch
Pies

MOB
OMB
BMW

BRYAN SLICED BACON
Unr.

"
0°94

2"

the purchase of each lb pkg

P1.9
!MICK RRISP

g

WORTH 20c OFF

SLAB
BACON

ti It —$14

21 o

COST CUTTER COUPON

Country Style Sliced

• 25c
59

Fryer Backs
eC
-Meats
r
ofSliced
U'

lb.

FISH
PORTIONS

8 oz
P1,9

lb

lb

TENNESSEE PRIDE

S.

Fish-N-Batter

FISH
STICKS

9c
6

'b

MEATY TENDER

a ...
rq
A. ....
sh. 1.04
4 al'
4, 4
14,4
A •

Fres-Shore

FIESA

q

Dekious Apples

5
lAG

COST CUTTER COUPON
FLORIDA

U.S. NO. 1 MEDIUM

JUICE
ORANGES

YELLOW
ONIONS

,..b. 99C
bog

Non compo.

len ISTIE

.
1101111111.11

31b.
bog

49C

wo04 Elm coupon.

lipmfies km ISE%

1111111111111.

MAIO MN

Florida Avocados

3
2

S 100
OCHS

• RUN GOWN ON

Red Leaf Lettuce

2NOS

sioo
$100

Juicy
ZIPPER
SKIN
TANGERINES
BAG of 15

S1.0O

•
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i COKE and

16-0Z.
BOTTLES

PEPSI COLA
CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!

PLUS
DEP.

with this coupon and '10.00 purchase excluding items
prohibited by law and in addition to the
cost of
coupon merchandise. Subiect to applicable tomes Limit
one coupon. Expires Jan I 5th

1

111111111111111
11111111111111111111

I.
/

*

c
i-o*

All -Vegetable

Kroger Fresh

CHEF WAY'
SHORTENING

HOMOGENIZED4

V1 79
3-lb.
can

hos

( L-:0
41
WIMP'
Assorted Frozen
„s

Kroger
Brown & Serve

KROGER
k POT PIES

i4

8 or
Pkgs

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
—now

CORN MEAL
TWINS

MARGARINE

PKGS

4

1 -1b.
pkg.

$
II EXCLUDING
.
Mt,
4

\

AVONDALE

2

French
Fries-

1
- °S N.A

Faon.
Fried Chicken
Ea0ZEN

rim

-er

Celeste Pizza

20

KROGER FROZEN PEAS OR

mm

PIEGS

OZ
PIG

Parkay Margarine

PKG OF 2
8 02 TUBS

10

Fruit Topped Rolls

Kroger Easy Dinners

PKG

OZ
ING4

9 MUIR YIELAGE BAKERY
I
24
White Bread

Frozen Taters

2 LB
PKG

66c

40!
CAN

3
5

Pillsbury Biscuits

DRISTAN

TUBS

or $ 10
•

CANS

KROGER

9c

OT4

KROGER MILD CHEDDAR

3

79c Kroger Rolls

SECRET
iFIRETT
SPRAY DEODORANT
$147
$147

80! $ 100

Skim Milk

MUM.
LOAVES

.

SIBYL

85c

FORMULA 44
COUGH
MIXTURE

11

Onion Patch Dips

GAL $ 1 09 COUNTRY OVEN
C714

7 $

$ 1 09

V iCKS

ANTI PERSP1RANT

ASSORTED VARIETIES

BUTTERMILK

fIXCLUDING VEAL

89c

KRAFT wrilP7ED

DOT

oz 79c

Country Club Ice Cream

8 OZ
TUBS

Mozzarella Cheese

ASsORTID FLAVORS

ASSORTED FRO/EN

1

Yubi Yogurt

69

79c

01
PIGS

Mixed Vegetables

ASSORTED FLAVORS

EGGS

'91
1
89
PR
C.

KROGER FROZEN

Cut Corn

• Kroger U.S.D. A . Grade A

12

KROGER SLICED

Ditusi
21

Kraft
Velveeta

EXTRA LARGE

60 01 $A29

100 ct.

CREAMY SMOOTH

/404
lot
a% fir
44% %

oo

2 LB
PKGS.

BA
FaalYE
fefR
ASPIRIN
$ 17

212.0Z

A

ID 02 $1...?_
PROS

Exteaed Cost Cutters

Disposable

CRICKET
LIGHTERS

r4;
2
CON
• vEL• 44.4,
.

4.4*

00

1

FOR

I

In addition to our Everyday Sooper Cost Cutters, Kroger will continue to bring you Extended Cost Cutters.
These are
items we hove temppiarily reduced to pass on savings to you we recieve from manufacturer's allowanc
es, etc.
WAS NOW
Cholesterol Fre& Now's
SQUII1APLY SOFT
IA LA Pt NO
5705 89C
4 ROLL
Charmin

Tissue

Cherries

S OZ. WTI

PURE VIGITAILLE

Crisco Oil

48 02
BTL

BEST

69'59c
s243 $233

NOW

Pears

2/$1°

$169

GALLON
JUG

39c
NOW

•

RITE

100 SNT.
PKG

ASSORTED COLORS

ar—lo
oge .41

59c
7

EACH

Frostings
ASSORTED FLAVORS

51 29

um man - •

Cake Mixes

151/20:. 79

VEASIC ZIMMER

Dill hips

4%•:?

not

$319

JAR

Hot Cocoa Mix
Cremora

Kodak C110-12 or C126-12

,WKOIDACOLOlt II
FILM
t..t.ii-.70.

19

Pk g.

Kosher Dills

4401
SAS

S

24'

29

$23
'

BISCUITS

$199

12 Oz. Cans

55'

3/$100

494

44. OZ
BAR

6 lc 59c

Thich, Rich

WAS NOW

HUNT'S
KETCHUP
NOW

STOKELY
IA 02
CAN

Sliced Beets

3...s1

41

SWIFT

Potted Meat

302
CAN

25'4/
8
9c

CUSPS UST

Blackeye Peas
2401. 89
C

'165 $155

WASINOW

Hi C

Drink
JOAN Of ARC

•Kidney Beans
Glad 'Wrap

71

so OZ. CAN

4 LS
BAG

3/9

35
21 $199

s

9'

ercer
All Flavors "BIG K"

65c

DRINK-AID
13,4,39<
374
MIX
•Iorti $74' 95 = 131"
$100
imp
east

wee
ale

WELCII'S CRANBERRY MOE

Cocktail

ISO'
CAN

•LIVES LIVER & CHICKEN

Dry Cat Food

or am&

'MC
11,

S1 33

MOISTURIZING CREAM

915

16 Oz Box

VI

14' 01
CAN

69c

PREMIUM
SALTINES

002
PIG

Kroger Texas Style

NUNT S PlIf011

$1.2$

Nabisco

9

JAR

Tomatoes

VLASIC

(AS

S1 43

30!.

NON DAIRY COFFEE CREAMER BORDEN'S

WAS NOW
READY TO SPREAD KIM CROCUS

37 01
PIG

NESTE* INSTANT

WAS NOW
35
S145

NESTLE

Dove Soap
Itiex 02.
CAN

Light Spread

Tea

Crewe Style or
Whole Kernel Green Giant

GOLDEN
CORN

'LB
PM&

KRAFT PARKA

Rot Trap Cheese

63

14 OZ. CAN

Kraft Velveeta

KROGER

KIDDER SLICED

P

vvunasnieia
Washer Fluid
Theme
Books
Anchor Hocking
Soup Mugs

SUNLITE
OIL

PIG.

NILLCREST

WAS NOW
1 79 5 1 69

S
ol. JAR

0
1

PlEAS.
with this coupon. Expires Jon. 15th

199:

1111111111111111111111111

ani

=
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Deaths an,c1, Funerals
David Watson Snow
Dies At Age Of 44;
Funeral Is Today

James Hall Farris
Dies Tuesday With
Rites Here Friday

The News In Brief

Assembly Etsgins With
Mixed Revenue Picture

nubtants who seized :he President Carter is.iormally
NATIONAL
CHICAGO (API - Trading Grand Mosque = in Mecca, setting in motion a series of
measures agrinst the Soviet
an the • nation's gram futures Islam's holiest shrine.
markets is resuming today
The Interior Ministry said Union in retaliation for what
following President Carter's the executions were carried he calls "the greatest threat to
the funeral for David
and
development
will
decision to raise grain support •outin sevsral cities. It did not peace since the Second World
ask
for
James Hall Farris of
By HERBERT SPARROW
Brown said that a conVitson.Snow of Benton Route
budget
expanded
prices in an effort to help give the method, but the War."
an
in
that
Owensboro died Tuesday at 12
Associated Press Writer
tinuation state budget over the
1 was held today at 11 a.m. at
Carter said Tuesday night
farmers
hurt when the traditional Saudi way is by
noon at the Owensboro-Davis
area.
the chapel of the Collier
these measures will make
that
FRANKFORT. Ky. 1AP - next two years with only a 5
Friday
beheading
after
public
be
would
a
total
goverament.cu
lack
of
"It
t
Count) Hospital. He was 78
exports to the
percent u3erease, which' he
Funeral Home, Benton. with
Soviet
Union "suffer," but
the
General
Kentucky
1980
The
prayers.
work Soviet Union.
not
to
years of age.
called insufficient, would fall vision
the Rev. Aokert Rose ofacknowledged
they
he
Carter's decision, anMr. Farris is survived by his Assembly has begun with a 643 million short of anticipated progressively in promoting
twiating. Burial was in the
force
probably
not
will
the
picture
revenue
mixed
WASHINGTON
and expanding our three' nounced Tuesday, was an
wife, Mrs. Jennie Orr Farris,
revenues.
Marshall County Memory
Kremlin to withdraw its forces
industries
WASHINGTON IAPt
of effort to soften the decline in
major
and two daughters. Miss painted by the_governor and a
ardcns.
Irons Afghanistan.
However. Brown :I not agriculture.,, coal
and prices that was expected as
Martha Farris and Mrs. small' controversy over
Mr. Snow, 44. died Monday
paint an entirely- -gloomy touri.sm," he said.
trading resumed at comKathryn Phillips, all of committee assignments-.
at 855 a.m. at Lourdes
picture. ,
Brown said he favors using modity exchanges in Chicago,
Owensboro: two sisters. Mrs.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., inHospital.
Paducah.
revenue bonds to supply some Kansas City and Minneapolis.
Meda Jackson and Mrs. Novie his first State of the Cam"I believe Kentucky is on
- McCracken County Deputy
of that money.Patterson, Murray; two monwealth message, told a
the. threshold of great
-Esaislier
in the day, the
Drotners. tieroert
egfratnie- • econornte clevfloprneni.-be
join session o
_
Med as the result of an apSenate ran intiliNilitt
Murray, and -Hardy Earns. Tuesday night that fiscal said.
-I am satisfied that if We troversv less than 10
Shooting pictures is getting a
parent self-inflicted gunshot
minutes'
Clarksdale, Miss.: five wisdom will be needed during establish the proper priorities
lot more expensive, and rising
wound which occurred at
into the session
grandchildren; two great the session.
COVINGTON, Ky. API - damages.
together, use fiscal restraint
-silver
prices is the reason.
approxim3tely-140 a.m. at
Sen. Helen Garrett, et
grandchildren.
.The electrician who worked on
White, under questioning by
„and
lay
the
the Snow home on Dogtown
tma,nK
s
foundation
o;lakCo.,
for Paducah was miffed when she'
••The budget unquestionably T1.
The.body is being returned
the _Beverly Hills Supper Club defense lawyer Robert Ewald,
world
Eith
economic
largest
film
Road.
development,
producer.
tilt
then
_
'challenging
most
bumped . off
was
the
Churchill Funeral will be the
to the -3
has testified that he didn't admitted that he did not
says it will raise film prices by
we will end up with a prestigious 'Appropriation
Survivors include his wife,
s'
.Hanle. Murray. wherefuneral duty we will haye together
remember
wiring a key -part remember installing the
legislative
-Mrs. Ruth Delores Snow:
program and Revenue Committee and as much as 75 percent later
services will be held Friday at during the session," Brown
of the club until he was shown
wiring-in the cubbyhole for
this
month
satisfactory
to
parents, Kenneth Snow,
compensate
to
the
public
foi
as
blamed the new leadership.
1:30p.m. with burial to follow said. -We have been spending
photographs
area.
of
the
some
time. -the
sharp increase in silver
well as ourselves."
Paducah, and Mrs. Gladys
"I have been shot down by
in The Murray Memorial and expanding too radnily net
Under Cross-examination
"I changed my mind then
Snow. McEwen, Tenn.; four
prices.
now must display sound fiscal
Brown said he will stress his the_ Mack Sheep Squadron,"
Gardens.
Tuesday., William White said
Oct. 15, 1979, because I had
daughters---Mrs. Bonita Pratt,
campaign theme of economic said Mrs. Garrett, widow of
Friends may call at the management."
he didn't remember until Oct. seen all the photographs," he
Fairborn,
Ohio.
Mrs. funeral home after 2
ATLANTIC
CITY,
N.J
former Senate Majority
p.m. on.
15, 1979, that he had installed said.
Dar alene
Mrs. Thursda
AP) Bert Parks. the wiring and
Leader Torn Garrett. in her
receptacle in
Ewald noted that White,in a
Rebecca Cornwell, and Miss
America's first celebrity
first floor speech.
the north wall of a cubbyhole deposition to the defense, had
Nadine Snow, all of Benton:
-Mrs Garrett was referring casuality of the 1980s,says his next to the Zebra Room.
said he didn't remember
two grandchildren.
to a group of maverick career is zooming since hi.
more than two wiring that area.
Other survivors include five
was_fired
as host of the Miss
senators who gained the
years after the May 28. 1977,
That was my best memory
sisters-Mrs. Mildred Patrick.
nickname Black Sheep while America Pageant.
fire that destroyed the then," White responded.
McEwen, Tenn., Mrs. Marie
"My
God, man, I thought •
often opposing former Gov.
Southgate nightspot. A total of
The electrician said the
Howard. Chicago, Ill., Mrs.
here you were with .another
Carroll.
Julian
165 persons perished in the fire work had been done eight
Mrs.
Ted
Laurel Jean)
Frances Halstead. Maryland,
job
offer
and I was going .to and another
The Black Sheep now
50 were injured.
years before and he didn't
Mrs. Theada Morris, Erwin, Cravens died early Monday
have to turn you down," the
most
control
of
the
Senate
Lawyers for those injured remember it when he made
morning
at the Volunteer . RIYADH,
-Tenn.. and --Miss Rosemary
65-yearold
Parks said when and the families
Saudi Arabia
leadership posts and control
of those killed the deposition.
Snow, Denton, Texas: four Hospital. Martin, Tenn. She 1API - The Saudi govern- .out -as follows: Mecca IS, committee memberhe althwei ed the telephone at
s
hip.
contend ' that overheated
.Riyadh
seven
each
10,
in
was
37
At one point, Rubin sent the
years
of
age and a , ment
brothers-James Snbw and the
his
Hollywood,
Fla.,
home.
today executed 63 Medina. Datiunam. Bridah
It is somewhat surprising
aluminum wiring caused the jury out and criticized defense
of
Route
Rev. John Snow, Paducah, resident
militants who seized the
blaze. They brought suit in attorneys for, smiling during
and Abha and 'five each in • how quickly ideals become
Kenneth Snow, Chicago, Ill.. Palmersville, Tenn.
Grand Mosque in Mecca, Hayii and Tabouk. NEW YORK I AP) - The federal
submerged in political excourt
against White's cross-examination.
The deceased was • a
and George Snow. Anna. Ohio.
holiest shrine.
Islam's
Union Pacific and Missouri aluminum, wire and receppedi
'she said.
member of -the.. St. Leo's
Rubin accused the 25
The
announcement
the
OfficialsI
the
The House moved to Pacific railroads, joining a
tacle manufacturers.
Catholic Church, Murray.
defense lawyers of tranexecutions
were
in
acsti:eaniline and speed up its merger binge brought on by
,
White, a Florence elec- smitting "smiles and other
Born May 11, 1942, in Bar- method of exxecution, but the Ncordance with the punishment'
trician. testified on behalf of expressions of disbelief" to
berton, -Ohio, she was the traditional Saudi way is by prescribed by the Koran - proreedings - restructuring the. belief that energy
public beheading after Friday
its ,.aiiimittee setup and problems will be good for the the plaintiffs that he had in- the jury and threatened
daughter`
of
Anthony
Islam's holy book,and that the
adopted a new meeting rails, have proposed a nearly
stalled the electrical outlet in disciplinary action if it conDePodesta, who survives, and prayers.
interior minister, Prince
Final rites for Fred Smith
the cubbyhole and used tinued.
the la(e Julie Barriv.,_ The Interior Ministry said Navel Bin Abdul Aziz, was schedule under a con- RI billion marriage that would
!ke,re.laskquesiicii.4t 1 o.m.
stitutional amendment ap- create the nation's largest
of qe
ceçb
aluminum wire in its. conThomas J. McClorey, an
fltkia earw.Lboaut...k.t,
the chapel of the Blalock'
t
st-Novemii.
-- ---._-_,Sailr•Cedsr.•-••••••••-.7-= ZWIt •• ---aisolton•!L
_arehitf.
Survivors include- her. attack. identified as useiman King Khaled, "following the roort-ta
.et hired by
Coleman Funeral Home with
Bin
Mohammed Bin Saif,
The House abolished-NteT„ The announcement Tuesday - Lawyers for the victims plaintiffs, testified .he had
husband. Ted Cravens. to
confessions
of
the
criminals
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe of- whom
allege the fire started there traced the electric feeder lines.
she was married .on headed the list of those who • attacked the Grand committees, created two new „stunned the rail industry and
ficiating and music by the
one and merged two others '.oesrsned certain to provoke and swept through the .in the club from blueprints
Oct. 9, 1969; her father, executed. and that those put to' Mosque."
choir of the Grace Baptist
strong, oppositibn from
into a single coMmittee.
sprawling nightspot's interior and the fire scene.
Anthony DePodesta; one death included 41 Saudis, 10
Church.
It also said the executions
The new meeting schedule competingAroads, who fear
six. , South
walls,trapping the victims.
daughter, Lynnette Priest, Egyptians,
"I was able to determine
Honorary pallbearers were
uscle of such a
U.S. District Judge Carl from my own knowledge the
and three sons, Steve Priest, Yemenis, three Kutvaitis and were in accordance with an will prohibit introduction of the busine
Luther
Downs, Aubrey •Joe
Rubin has said the jury must routing of these various
Cravens, and Timmy one each from North Yemen, edict by Saudi religiouS neu bills during the-final two line.
Adams, 'Dewey Hall, Lenon
leaders. There had been no weeks of the session and
INTERNATI6N4L
decide whether the wiring feeders from orgination point
Cravens, ,all of Route '2, Sudan and Iraq.
Hall. Newel Bailey, and Willie
RIYADH,-, Saudi itsabia
caused the fire* before to terminus" in the.north wall
The Interior Ministry said announcement of any trial prwides for a two-day session
Palmersville, Tenn.
Everetts. Active pallbearers
whether
the of the cubbyhole,". McClorey
'
--'''Funeral services were held, the executions were carried preceding the executions, but in mid-April to consider any ( AP) - The Saudi govern%, deciding
were Doyce Morris, William
ment today executed 63 of the Nmanufactnrers' are liable for said.
today it 11 amt
. at the Holy out in-eight *cities, apparently earlier announcements said a .:2)ernatorial Vetoes.
Morris, Ralph Darnell, Jaek
Cross'Catholic Church, Paris, to dispel suspicions tke full investigation was conWiCker, Floyd Barrow. and H.
Tenn., with the Rev. Martin mosque attack weakened ducted.
A. Cannup. Burial was in the
Mattingly of St. Leo's Church, government authority. The
Oak Grove Cemetery in Henry
Murray, officiating. Burial bulk of the attackers were said
County.
r was in the Walker Cemetery to be from a dissident Saudi
Mr. Smith,87, died Saturday
with the arrangements by the tribe that opliosed _ the
at the Murray-Calloway
Ridgeway Morticians of monarchy.
County Hospital. He is surThe executions were spread
Paris, Tenn.
vived by his wife. Inez, two
daughters, one son, one
"Der Rosenkavalier," an
brother, seven grandchildren,
opera by Richard Strauss, will
and 18 great grandthildren.
be broadcast on WKMS-FM,
Cash & Food Stamps
the fine arts radio voice of
In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center
Accepted-Sorry No Chocks
beginning at 12:30 p.m.

Electrician Testifies In
Beverly Hills Club Trial

Mrs. Ted Cravens
Dies At Age Of 37;
Services Are Today

Saudi Government
Kills 63 Militants
Who Seized Shrine

7-IER-was

Final Rites Held
Here For Mr. Smith

Shop The No Frills Way And Compare! See Why We Can
Say We Have The Lowest Prices In Town

Strauss Opera
To Be Presented
On WKMS-FM

Mrs. Stanley Dies
tr4-;-NaTiilear
Calloway County

Mrs. Nettie M. Stanley,
hative -of- Calloway- -County-,
died Tuesday at 1:38 a.m. at
the Haws Memorial Nursing
Home. Fulton, where she had
been'a patient since March of
1979. She was a resident of
Route 4. South Fulton,Tenn.
She was born Feb. 25, 1885,
in Calloway County. She
irtarried Lee Payne, who
preceded her in death,and she
later married Alvin (Bubi,
Stanley who also, preceded her
in death.
Mrs. Stanley was a resident
of the Palrnersville, Tenn.,
area most of her life and was a
member Of the Boaz Chapel
Primitive Baptist Church.
Survivors include. one
daughter, 'Mrs. Betty Roth
McGuire, Detroit, Mich.; one
son, Guy Payne,South Fulton,
Tenn.; two step soris, Reece
Stanley and Hugh Stanley,and
one step daughter; Mari Ray,
all of Memphis, Tenn.; seven
grandchiaren.'
In charge of the funeral and
burial arrangements will be
the Hornbeak Funeral Home
if Fulton. •

Stock Market
Prices 01 st0cks 1 uta) Interest at
noon. EST, today, furnished to
the Murray Ledger &.- Tunes by
First of
M tchican Corp., of Murray.
are as
fo;lows.
Industrial Average
Air ProdUcta
American Motors
Ashland
•
American Telephone
Bonanza
Chrysler
Ford hfotor
6.A.F.
C;eneralilrare. .

Go4411621

Hottilitic,x:-.
iieteb/etn..
I11.1#1
Jerico

.Krnart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
Wal Mart
Wendys

+3.75
. 36% +NI
7% +%
40% A.
52% unc
214133%A
8
321- •
10% unc
16% uric
68'. -%
51'4 .5,
21 one
__... .13
unc
31%
. -1 4
_667
2014B 20%A
24 +115
-. 37% • %
.25% .14
38 -44
WS 4-%
. Ira 1214A

Charles D. Outland To
Assume Controller Post
_Ativiurray„State_

U Of L. President
To Retire Effective
On July 1, 1981

Report Cards Being
Given Out Today At
Murray High School

Report cards for the second
nine weeks or fir* semester at
Murray High.School will be
distributed to the students
today by the_vtriatis
room tericliers, according-to
Roy
Weatherly, sthool
Weatherly said the parents
should check the cards
brought borne by their
children as,to the Progress and
grade;of the students.

Hog Market
Federal Mate Market News Service
January 9.1250
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts Art 1101 Est 600 Barrows &
Obi 25 lower Sows 1,08i6-.— ••••• • US 1-2200-230 lbs
237 25 37 50few 37 75
US 2200-240114
$37 00-37 25
US 3-3 240-250 Ras
13600-3725
US 2-4 360-2110 lbs
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs ...
33000-3100
US 1-3300-450 !be
8211 00-30 00
US 1-3 450400 Ihrs
tza 00-3)00
LE 1-3 500450
830 00-32 00
U2C24 300-500 Ito, .
$27 0628 00
Boars 23.0045.50

The opera is the sixth of the
1979-80 season to be carried on
the
Texaco-Metropolitan
Opera Radio Network. WKMS
at 91.3 on the FM dial is one of
the stations which.- airs the
series of oppra broadcasts. •
.Singing principal roles will
be Agnes Baltsa, in her
Metropolitan Opera brogdcasi,
debut as Octavian, Anna'Tomowa-Sintow
as the
Marschallin, Judith Blegen as
Sophie, Seth McCoy as the
singer, and two Other
Metropolitan Opera broadcast
debuts - Ernst Gutstein as
Faninal and Aage Haugland
as Baron Ochs.
Erich Leinsdorf will condud.
During the first intermission "Opera News on
the.,Air," listeners will hear
British musicologist John
Culshaw give his "Reflections
on 'Der Rosenkavalier.- A
panel of opera experts to be
announced will be on hand for
Texaco's Opera Quiz during
the second intermission

4 Roll Pkg.

93c

CORN

17 OZ.

3/1°°
Ois

Si..

Chocolate Flavor Chip

Coca Mix

Flaked Coconut

Instant Milk

Cake Mix

Evaporated Milk

Flour

Apple Juice

17 or

Hershey Cocoa

Lemon Juice

37 or

Tea Bags

Kozy Kitten

Nunt's

43c
Asparagus Cuts
RC Colo

Gal.

4 5 or

hivs

Taco Shells

100

Catsup

32o,

Salad Dressing

79c
79.
496
75.
79°

$1 1.

Mayonnaise

320.

20q'

69c

Saltines
.4 11F4ovor.

Pudding
Tuna

30,

All novo.

Chant. Loght

6 5 os

Grape Jelly

89°
55.
16c
21c
69e

lb

Kelly's

65c

43

IS o,

30o.

49°
49c
49c

Wishbone Itallian
Salad

DRESSING

59

8 01.

Vienna KELLY'S
CHILI-- SAUSAGE,
150z
5 Oz.

, 19c

13 So.

Peanut Butter

Gelatin

Huskies
Dog Food

'4" Cherry Pie
Filling
390 Fruit
Cocktail
67` Peach Slices
69c, Pineapple
23c Raisin

PUREX
BLEACH

CATSUP

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 4API IUSDA) Cattle and calves estimated receipt,
1600; limited slaughter tiers.- and
heifers steady; cows and-Wats steady-.
calves and velflers poorly --reKfi:i
feeders steady; few choice slaughte.
steers 935 lb 6400: good and choice 924
1430 lb 59.0045.60; slaughter heifers few
Choice 1025 lb 67.00; good 8454120 Iti
55.7513.00; commercial cows 45.0041.50; utility 45.000,00; few high dref,,
ing utility 52.5044.118g cutter 4400.5050canner and cutter under MO lb 42.M.
45.00; slaughter bulls 1125-1575 lb 3050.
62.50;'good and choice 180-396 l vealers
75.0047.00; few choice 345435'lb calves
67.00-72.75; feeder steers medium frame
No. 1 300160 lb 80.0048.25, 500-700 !ti
76.0013.75; 7004016 lb 70,75-78.50; sn.a:l.
frame Nu. 1305-501)lb 77.0043.00; 500-666
lb 76.00179.00; medium No. 2 300400a
72.0642.80; 500.700 lb 70.00-77.00; law
frame NO. 2 traludink fialstems 500-850
Ii, 6000.70.00; lagers medium and h:t,all
frame No I 300.500 It,64 00.72.00-,...5004;5 lb 55.111111.25; medium No .375400 lb
trbttrii...., -smirk rows medium No 1
7004350 lb 34 years 49.00-57.75.
ft,lgs 2300 includes 1300 feeder Inks,
bari,ors and gilts 54-75 lower; 1-2 210-240
lIi 38.25-36.65; 2200.240 lb 3775-3826 , 2 3
230-255 lb 37 25-37 75; few 3 250-250 lb
1.6 50-35 SO.,
owc stead) 1., 25 lowet . 2
800-425 lb 31 60.3250; 400,500 III :12 5')"' 33.50; 500400- lb 3350.3425; few 75n tb
34.85; boars over 300 50 30 30-3126
Stall, 25; not full) tested

Green Giant
Nik!.te

Del Monte
'Whaeltetifbr-

CUMIN

}:i.1114.19

Louisville with direct command responsibility for the
West. Kentucky area from
Bowling Green to -the
--Mississippi-River„---- - Mrs: Outland is the former
Elinor Webb of Orlinda,
Tenn., and they have three
children, Mike. Beth and
Lynne.

Charles D. Outland, 1700
Holiday Road, has assumed
his responsibilities as controller at Murray State
University.
•
In his new position, Outland,
a member of the Murray State
administrative staff since
1959, will supervise such areas
as accounting and payroll, the
bursar's office and travel
well as serving as custodian of
the impreit cash fund.
Reporting to Dr. Ricllard
Gray,• vice-president for
administrative
services,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. iAPi outralia also will have Dr. James G. Miller has ansupervision over such broad" nounced that he will retire_as
university areas as com- president of the University of
munications, cost analysis, Louisville on July 1,1981.
space utilization, physical
Miller,63, said Tuesday that
facilities inventory and non- he will present his retirement
financial reportingo
, plans later this month to the
He also will provide laision university's trustees, who are
between the university and the expected to accept his
Kentucky Council on Higher proposal. Miller's plans call
Education and the Depart- for him to _ continue as a
ment of Finance.
tenured
professor
of
For the past two years, psychology and psychiatry
Outland, 46, has been director until June 30, 1987.
of_resource analysis and nonMiller_hakibeen _U of L'_s
financial
reporting. president since 1973; during
Previously, he had served as his tenure, tuition fees have
chief accountant, director of been
lowered
while
the budget an director of enrollment has increased by
institutional Sup rt services. roughly 7,0(X)students. —
A lieutenant lonel in the
The school's budget also has
U.S. Army resere, Outland is grown from $16.7 million in
assistant commandant of the state financing in 1973-74 to
Army Reserve School in $65.6 million this year.
At _a._ press conference
Tuesday,• Miller said he announced his plans to retire to
give the trustees ample time
to choose a successor.

er-Mart

Discount
Foods

Automatic Dish
Detergent
Liquid Laundry
Oefrergent
•
Foil.tioineho, fi
Paper Plates
Preserves
Macaroni &
Cheese

Si 29

n
75°
1000

IS er

89°
79c

7 1S 0: 1
9.

IVOR
Y
Liquid
-Dish Detergent
22 Oz.

79c

By TOM HOGE
only long enough to make
AP Wine and Food Writer
sufficient money herding
I recently learned that sheep to go back to their
Idaho. home of those big provinces in Spain and France
1.:ing potatoes, is also the and live out their days in
he of many Basque people comfort.
migrated from Europe at
But many of them stayed,
1 1/C urn of the
century.
and today Idaho has the
Apparently most of the largest concentration of
:a,ques who ..r.„ame to this Basques in the United States.
, untrv had planned to stay
eektiine, the Ba.sqiies

have
been _ ithout a
1.1! cup coarsely chopped
homeland. Living in border pitted ripe olives
provinces of Spain and
I can t8 ounces) sthole
France, they have had to tomatoes
adapt to their surroundings, - '2 teaspoon salt
which included the local
'1 teaspoon dried leaf basil
cuisine.
dried leaf
In Idaho, this meant basing oregano
the diet in part on those large
2 tablespoons grated Paroval potatoes with russet skin mesa')cheese
for which the state is famous
Prepare mashed potatoe:
and which are goM ffrmany other forms besides baked.
direction for 2'4 cups, and
Actually, potatoes were keep warm. Heat olive oil in
nothing nelOto the Basques. skillet. Add green pepper,
One of their mainstays in onion and garlic; cook till
Europe is garbure,_ - heavy tender. Add olives, tomatoes
cabbage and potato soup with liquid, salt, basil and
flavored Oirith preserved oregano. Simmer uncovered
d.the case is anything but goose. I'm told lffat potatoes for 5 minutes. Turn into 112
TRIGGER POINTS. By
are almost as essential to quart casserole. Spoon
Martin Mayer. Harper & Row. ciulomses
26+i Pages.$9.95.
Thiska•cynical book with garbure as the cabke_ge and potatoes over vegetables.
Sprinkle with Parmesan
lawman who is not goose fat.
7ilartin Mayer is known for the he
Since settling in Idaho the cheese. Place under be.oiler 2
lm.iiks profiling American above taking a bribe to eke outinAltutions such as banks and a living, and with so-called Basque colony has come up to 5 minutes till lightly
He television industry. Now, bad guys who also display with some ideas of its own on -browned. Serves 6. Good with
after two decades, he returns human frailties that enlist the potato. One specialty is a dry, white wine, well chilled.
theh f riseti!)an nw
than Basque potato casserole, a
sympathy
diftahaofaip
thriller
snearb
.out more
side dish that combines green
(For the' best in gourmet
revulsion.
fall
• s
The most interesting aspect
There is also a good deal of peppers, onion, garlic, olives cooking, order your copy of
KENTUCKY MUSICIANS MEET ROSE QUgEN -Two Kentucky musicians, Kent Eversrneyer from Murray, (left Is
this book i,s not the dragnet space devoted to the..-and -tomatoes . with . a "101 Recipes" from Tom
and Tracy Hunt from Pikeville, take a-rehearsal break to meet 1980 Tournament of Roses Parade Queen Julie Deanne
ca4 by police and government jealousies and infighting that mashedpotato topping Hoge's Gourmet Corner. Send
Raatz (left center). The two Band members performed in this year's Tournament of Roses Parade in Pasadena, California
agents to catch the sharp- eiist between various arnisof sprinkled with Parmesan $1. to Gourmet Corner, AP
as part of McDonald's All-American High School Band. The Band is sponsored every year by McDonald's restaurants to.
Newsfeatures, 50 Rockefeller
shooter who. eventually kills the law, rivalries that prompt cheese.
bailor two outstanding high school musicians from each state and the District of Columbia. The 102 All-Americans are led
.An Irish. friend who has Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020.
six persons. It is an analysis of actions- which can be
by Director Paul Lavelle,(right center).
spent some time in Idaho tells.
how such an individual's mind shocking.
SWEATER CARE
The portraits of misguided pie the Basques 'he* also
A certain level exists, radicals, disillusioned double acquired a fondness for
Knitwear will look lovely all
7qayer notes, at which the agents and • world-weary in-. colcannon, an Irish-inspired season, given prdper care.
.Killer is aware that he is doing telligence men are excellent, combination bf mashed Sweaters and sweater dresses
rong. To him the only but the book bogs down at potatoes and cabbage. All of should be kept folded in a
which proves that the potato, drawer while jerseys can be
-,;utiqn is to keep on taking times.
'.es until he himself is finally
It is slow going at the start perhaps more than any other hung on padded hangers.
rought down. Following this especially, with a lot of detail vegetable, has a universal Follow manufacturer's inT ,asoning
he takes ever that i'eems to have little to do appeal.
structions for dry cleaning.
Here is a recipe for Basque Many acrylics can be
!-..ater chances of exposure with plot, and lengthy
Potato Casserole using instant machine-washed but wool
.tide committing his crimes, descriptions
Of
minor
must _be _hand,was
--hed with a
chances- that wilkincmeaseAliehars±Plei,s.unrelieved by any Idaho mashed potatoes.
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
likelihood of his capture,
dialogue or action.
"
er'-le4 -inigamtr—grialarentrl:Waterioirftioi-7"421.1-et11)9Idaho mashed potatoes
AP Food Editor
At one point, the authorities
But once it gets rolling, the
well and don't twist or wring
.
.
_
room temperature fo 1
2tablesPoo
.
_
arrest another suspect and the story is dramatic and told
garment. Dry on a -flat surFIRESIDE SUPPER
f green pepper, seeded and
Add mayonnaise and salt an .ioedia begins saying the case convincingly.
face, away from heat. If you
...•
Grilled Fish - Potato Salad
sliced
pepper and toss lightly. Serve i'closed. This prompts the
need to iron, place a damp
Tomatoes Vinaigrette
cup sliced onion
_
at room temperature or true killer to shoot another
cloth over the sweater to
Torn Hoge
Almond Cookies
Beverage
chilled. Makes6 cups.
1 clove garlic, minced.,
victim to Make sure the public
prevent scorching.
Associated Press'
POTATO SALAD
This version hails from
Milivaukee.'
'
242 pounds uew potatoes,
orai• I. 44r144 a 4144iii 1)29
cooked in their Skins and hot '
4 hard-cooked eggs, roarsay chopped
1-3rd cup finely chopped
57,500 miles, black,, red pin stripe, red interior,
onion
bucket seats, automatic on the floor. Was$3,600
Several sprigs parsley,
Reduced To
1
minced
L4 nip corn oil
Keep That Great GM Feeling
_ 1-3rd cup cider vinegar
2tablespoons sugar
With Genuine GM Ports
,
1.2 cup mayonnaise
Salt and pepper to taste
'
- Remove skins from potatoes
j
-elfd-slice; toss with egg, onion
and
r le . Wins,
oil,-vinegar, and sugar; pour

Martin Mayer Returns
To Fiction After 20 Years

t the
fense
tiring
25
tranother
" to
ened
con-

"

12 900

All you can eat
f„- $159
Ofll
Now Wendy's has all of
your salad favonnes.
served crisp, cold an,
delicious Ph.n. six delectable dressings

Do you sometimes say
"just half-a-cup" to good coffee,
because you're trying to cut
down on caffein? The brim cup I
could be your answer. Because •
Brim is always full of the
deliciously rich flavoryou love. 1
But without the caffein.
Use the coupon to save
40e on Brim Ground
Frecz-_.• Dried. And _/„...4«,
you just riiigtit'ind
your "half-a-cup"
MINIM
drinking forever.
Fill your cup to the tin;
with the rich taste of Brim. O

n swell-0C
save40
when you buy

'T •

NMI

PWI

To the retailer General f onds Corporatton 1..11
reimburse you for the face value of ihts 4 num.,
plus S' for handlsrig you ter ely• 41 on the aale
of the sper Med product and (upon request you
submit evid•nt•(hereof sattslartrny to (renewal
pods Cot pro ation Coupon may not heat
•igned, tran•lerred or reprothir ed I room's,
must pay any safes t•• %/pod shete prohibited
Caned to restricted by law Good only en U $ A
•sh value 120 (°upon vs III not be honored if
r
presented through outside agent les brok•rs it
others
are nor mail dr.trobutor, of our mer
h•ndose or specifically •ut'voiced by us in
a
llemptio•
tedemptson'
g'ne.flI ougZIMI
of properly r
IsersdledeAnamicsminers
to Gender al Foods Corporation. C crowns
Redemption °Nice PO lito• 103 Kankakee
Minnie 60401
Offer ••pire• Jelly 31, 111110.
IMIIT - ONE,t.°UPON Pt R PURCHASE This coupon good only on
purchase of product indicated Any other use constitutes hoed

GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION
NMI NM
Mil NMI
Ilia

nil MN ion Mil
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Job Sharing Called Workable Alternative

Gas Company May Up Rates

Ms. Olmsted said job
SAN FRANCISCO AP ) - with children; elderly workers job, an
cooperation and
based in Owensboro higher supplier costs.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API — crease Western Kentucky which is
Not everyone in the labor not quite ready to retire; men conimitment that provided the 'sharing was good for emserves customers in
were
and
looking
for
who
ers
ploy
fulla
wants
—
just
to
cover,
or
earnings
Gas'
gas
A purchaseforce needs
adjustment
Louisville Gas & Electraand women who want to job sharer with a greater
western and south-central
new ways to recruit em- filed with the state Energy additional costs:
time job,- That was a problem continue or complete their sense of achievement. last week announced
Co.
its
in
alone
not
is
,
Kentucky
ployees; who wanted to in- Regulatory Commission could
in the past: But more and education: and full-time
plans.
similar
But, she- cautions, "the
Western Kentucky Gas, request' for passing along
more workers, and their employees who want to trade realities of working con- crease their scheduling mean higher rates for the
reduce
abflexibility,
employers, are getting in- work for more leisure.
siderably less than 40 hours a senteeisni, iinplement af- 119,000 customers of Western
Kentucky Gas Co.
volved in -job sharing."
."
project
week are economic
"The job-sharing
firmative-action programs or
New Ways to Work, a grew out of our identifying the
"When you are talking
The proposed increase, filed
nonprofit organization with fact that over 30 percent of our about trying to live on half as create alternatives to layoffs.
comes, just days.
Monday,
offices in San Francisco and clients on a consistent basis much, and unless there's
Job sharing is also good,she after
similar adjustment
in
Palo Alto, was organized
were interested in -career- another source of, income in said, for organizitions, con- was approved to account for
1972. It sponsored the first oriented, part-time work and the family, then it is difficult,! cerned with retaining valued
increased prices from the
pilot project involving job couldn't find it in their fields," think, for people to consider employees. increasing ,.the company's suppliers, Texas
sharing in the United Stites, she said.
job sharing or permanent c.areer potential of current Gas Transmission Corp. and
V
co_said Barney Olmsted,
New Ways to Work handles part-time work unless they ?ruployees, and providing a Tennessee Gas Pipeline Co.
founder of the organization.
-workers That acktustment, effective
aboui1,200 clients a year. Ms. are in a job category that pays :ransition period for:
What is job__glaring! Ms.. Olmste:a _said about 4,000 them enough to enablethem Rl......Approaching retirement.
Jan. 1, raisedblIfilf.05W
Olmsted says it's one per- clients in the paintree and do RIM," Ms.Olmsted said.
average customer using 11,000
shared
jot,
that,
said
She
full-time
although-the
manent,
one-half years had been in- — By one estimate, more than
cubic feet of gas a month.
•
by two people who generally terested in job sharing.
20 percent of the nation's work present job-sharing client
job
hours,
Ways
to
New
ratio
—
working
at
The current request, which
Work
split
A national survey by New force now holds part-time
responsibilities and fringe Ways to Work, covering 240 jobs. And-experts say that was-now 3-men to 7 women,as would raise monthly bills $1.69
inbenefits.
job sharers representing 135 part-time employment in- early retirement became less a month, reflects cost
She says job-sharing is'an; jobs, found that 65 percent of cluding job sharing, will be a of an option in future yens creases anticipated from
• important alternative to the those sharing jobs had decided growing segment of the U.S. More parttime opportunities Texas Gas. Neither adjustment is intended to intraditional 9-to-5 job for many to try it while already em- labor force in the years ahead. would be opening up for men.
workers, including divorced ployed; 33 percent had jobs
parents; widows or widowers that involved supervising
qt.
other workers; some were in
TVA
high-level jobs with salaries
peitiple didn't understand the for him," Mrs. Vance said.
625,000: and most
exceeding
By MARK SULLIVAN
FARMLAND
law and Me—facing "Why not give it a hearing? I
current
employee
for
Writer
Press
d
were eligible
Associate
FOR RENT think it has merit."
TRUMBULL,Conn.( AP) — traffic anyway.
benefits.
TVA has a limited
pick
She saidAe had told Jeff he
just
can
-Cops
a
with
the
man
a
said
is
Smith
Olmsted
Jeff
Ms.
said'need the petition
he
didn't
up,"
of
y
somebod
t
amoun
"tykical" job-sharing client at mission. He wants to convince
s, but he thought his
people
of
lot
signature
a
.
--%:Tbere'll
it
at
that
had
Work
rent
Assembly
to
for
General
d
Ways
the
New
farmlan
carry more weight
police
might
idea
the
to
down
taken
least a few years of college should change what he views
in Land Between
in Hartford with some public
Pass through our breakfast buffet as many times
nal as a "dumb law." Jeff is 11 station for no reason."
p`rofessio
a
was
and
The Lakes in scatreason
support.
personal
a
has
you like And enjoy all the scrambled eggs. bacon.
as
Jeff
worker, "although we\do have years old.
Jeff's father, John Eiby,
tered,, isolated
country $ausage, hash browns. hot cakes, biscuits. and -gravy
He :has been gathering for wanting, the,law changed,
a number of people come.in
• you can eat With all the coffee you can drink. For-one very,
his said the idea of tbe petition,
locations that will
for blue-collar jobs, assembly- petition signatures to per- too. His mother took away
bicycle when his family campaign was all Jeff's and
sensible price Only $1 99, every day from 6 to 10
suade the lawmakers in
be rented on a
line jobs."
.
no
prompting
got
he
because
Trumbull
to
moved
law
the
being
change
Hartford to
The types of jobs now
crop-sharing
she didn't think it was safe.
shared across the United that requires bicyclists to ride
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Jeff said . his older sister,
Jeff
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New
traffic.
of
a
flow
to
the
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States, according
may be- the only
Mexico
car
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by
hit
terested in farmbeen
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in the world where the
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traffic._
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oncoming
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facing
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salad course often rides
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obtain additional
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er,
sixth-grad
a
Jeff,
out
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car
a
that
see
and
traffic
officer,
probation
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contacting the
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methodica
said
Jeff
way,"
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get
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rative
administ
y,
secretar
Agriculturist,
at the town frequently served with garlaw
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studied
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Bel-Air Center
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then
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TVA,
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worker, project director
town
t
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from
forms
petition
g
petition
_gatherin
The
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pediatric intern,and librarian. day 91
cltrk's office. He also conMs. Olmsted said job signatures in front ea local
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tacted state Rep. Morag
he
estimated
et.
He
a
supermark
sharing was better than
Pond, Kentucky
Vancefor her help.
traditional part-time job had gathered 175 names.
42231.
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of
a
lot
that
said
also
Jeff
"whole"
because it involved a
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Young Cyclist Seeking To Change Law •

All you can eat,$1.99. .

SIRLOIN

STOCKADE

Quality that keeps you comin'back.

NEW FOR THE 80'S

cA. FRIENDLY FOLKS
14TO SERVE YOU

2YEAR VARIABLE CEILING CERTIFICATES
1
2/

OTASCO

Shorter term certificates but with a higher rate of return.

January Rate
Effective annual yield
based on interest left to
compound doily.

10.958%

•

tcnd only $500-minirmant-deposectuirecL

ftp10
00%
Oft

Awe

ea
Sel4,ecl
Ite
1
r4
Stope
•

•

•

25%
OFF

25%
OFF

25%
OFF

ALL
COOKWARE
SETS

ALL
ELECTRIC
BLANKETS

ELECTRIC
HEATERS

•

•

•

30%
OFF

-1119Tret?
FOL
AND
ACCESSORIES

SELECTe L.)
GIFTWARES

30%
OFF
ALL
DINNERWARE

MONEY MARKET CERTIFICATES
Six-month, 26-week certificates

•

11.880%
;10,000 Minimum Deposit
Rate effective Thurs., Jan. 3rd tiny Wed., Jan. 9th

Federal repirtiois pima* tbe compoiallai ef interest se this incienit.

•Federal requlations require()substantial interest penalty for
early withdrawals horn Certificate accounts

USE
OTASCO
CREDIT

•
MAJOR
APPLIANCES

25%
OFF

Plus the HIGHEST RATE ALLOWABLE on

10'w30%
OFF
,
ON FLOOR SAMPLES
DAMAGED AND DISCONTINUED MODELS—
TELEVISIONS. ELECTRONICS FURNITURE

EWA NOM

LENDER

"AT HOME
Where Rainbows Begin"

HOME FEDERAL
SAVING.S
1201 Main

I) LOAN ASSOCIATIUN •
Iiiiitray, Ky.
759-1630

-

ITEMS & OUANTITIES MAY VARY FOit EACH STORE —ALL SALES SUBJECT TO OUANTITIES ON HAND.
Friendly. Folks—
Friendly Service
cc

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-8391

mai

Main Branch 1601 Broadway Paducah
41-
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JUST 4 GOOD REASONS
TO HAVE YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT SAY-RITE

IMILITY--SERVICE CONVENIENCE PRICE

TRUST YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS
TO THE PEOPLE
YOU KNOW YOU
CAN DEPEND ON.

SALE PRICES
EFFECTIVE
1-13-80
QUANTITY
RIGHTS
RESERVED

.For Kodak Mara, Trindite, Teleinstarnatic, and other pocket instarnatic
cameras. plus EK-4. EK4, Colorburst
and Handle instant print cameras And
all other Flip-Flash cameras.

FLASHBAR II
CHARLES ADAMS
SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

aFor Polaroid SX film cameras, including Pronto! And all other Flashliar
cameras.

START OFF THE BO'S
WITH EVERYTHING IN ORDER...
USE AN

ORGANIZER

CHOOSE FROM ASSORTED COVER DESIGNS

UNICAP-T
IJIGH POTENCY VITAMINS
60 ± 30 FREE REG.8.98

ELECTRONIC GAMES
NOW'S THE CHANCE TO GET
WHAT YOU REALLY WANTED FOR
CHRISTMAS.
CHOOSE FROM A GOOD SELECTION.

j
'ELECTRIC
-I\TORTHERN MATTRESS PADS
Exclusive zone heat - extra
an energy saver
warmth at the fool area,
moderate heat in the center,
and no heat at the head
Elastic corner straps
100% Olefin cover With"
100% Polyester filling
Machine wash and dry
Full one year wairan'ty '

2141-2

Full Bed, Single
Control, 52" x 72

COLUMBIAN

COFFEE
jIORTHERN

Reversible Automatic Blanket

•

Fabric blend: 50% poly- est-art-5d% acrylid.
Models "
1390 Twin Bed. single
• Full five year warranty.
60" x 84"
1391 Full Bed. single
72" x 84"
1392 Full Bed. dual controls
72— x 84"
1394 Queen Size, dual
controls, 85" x 90"

F0f111U18

44D
tr•ZIVO:',.(3•.• l'•:•

'GEE, YOUR HAIR FORMULA
440
SMELLS TERRIFIC"

ONE-A-DAY
VITAMINS
100'S PLUS 15 FREE
RECULAR

'2"
PLUS IRON
$344

SHAMPOO

60Z.

DECONGESTANT
COUGH MIXTURE

ASSORTED COLORS
TO CHOOSE FROM

SPRAY DEODORANT
OR
SPRAY ANTIPERSPIRANT

FLINTSTONES

Wednemiliy, January 9,19a0
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Bookmobiles On
State Roads For 25 Years
FRANKFORT - Bookmobiles have been rolling
across Kentucky for 25 years
now.
In the early'days, only a
small collection of books for
adults and children could be
kept inside the truck. In, the
days of narrow unpaved roads
only a small number of people
in a county could be reached
by the bookmobile.
Currently, most of the
county roads are paved, and
use...oLutriclerivii 1o-dat
vehicles allows all the citizens
of a county to have library
service within IA alking or
short driving distan-e of their
doorstep.
According to Ellen Hellard,
direetor of field services for
the state library, the benefits
of the bookmobiles are farreaching and, "we hope the
good effects continue," she
said.
In appreciation of the free
library services provided by
the bookmobiles, Gov. Julian
Carroll proclaimed September as Bookmobile Month
in
Kentucky.
The
proclamation recognized the
improvement and expansion
of the bookmobiles from five
counties to 113, and honored
bookmobiles' for broadening
he horizons of Kentucky
citizens.
Bookmobile services are
more diversified today than
they were 25 years ago. A
citizen can now check out
books, magazines, record
albums and many other items
that can also be found in the
local public library.
If the bookmobile librarian
does not have a particular
book that somebody wants —
whether it's in Kentucky or
another state — it may be
requested on • inter-library
loan. In this way, the library
collection of the entire nation
is available to everyone.
Church and civic groups
may borrow 16 ,mm films,
which • are :also available
through the bookmobile and
the- county library. A group
member must - select the
detired film along with
alternative selections and •
send the request to Frankfort.
The state library staff will,
send the requested film ( or if
it's not available, the next
choice) by the date for which
it is needed.
The bookmobile has library
books-and materials for all
ages. For the very young, it
has"easy books" that are well
illustrated., entertaining, and
educational. For the older
-who -may- bav-e
Pa
problems reading - regular
rint • there ar books with
large print. These books are
usually expensive, and the
interlibrary loan system
allows the library and bookmobile to have a larger
selection available to the
„ public.
These are some of the
services provided by the blue
and white truck with "Kentucky Bookmobile" printed on
its side.

ho
^0,

.

()QM/101W

NOODLE SOUP

Del Monte
Doak Loeb Cot

TOMATO JUICE

GREEN
BEANS
16 Oz. Can

3For$1"

1 LB

$100

79'

Tab

Fat

Beef Dinner

Boone'

FABRIC
SOFTENER
SHEETS
20 6109
t

OMNI

Na.

1A.
AVAIF-34

.4

A

Ik

11116.

"Lipton Chicken
Noodle, Tomato.
Cream Of Chicken

Alfred Hitchcock
Becomes Knight
LONDON (API - In
England, he's now Sir Alfred.
But to fans across the world,
he's still the peerless master
of the macabre.
Alfred Hitchcock, the portly
80-year-old movie producer
and director, became a Knight
Commander, Order of the
British
Erni:4re,
with
December's publishing of
Queen Elizabeth's New Year's
Honors List.
..The son of an east London
fruit-and-vegetable
grocer
who moved to Hollywood in
1940, Hitchcock has made 54
films and a television series
that opened with a caricature
of his profile...parked by his
pouting lower Tip.
In • March, Hitchcock
received the American Film
Institute's Life Achievement
Award,
the
'supreme
Hollywood accolade.
"If he had 'Stayed at home in
England, by now he would
have been Sir Alfred at least,"
said veteran actor John
Houseman as stars gathered
to honor Hitchcock with the
award. "Here in Hollywood,
he.is merely King Alfred."
. Others knighted included
Cohn Davis, music director of
the 'Royal Opera, Covent
Garden, and principal guest
conductor of the Boston.
Symphony Orchestra; pop
artist Cliff Richard; Professor
Max Heidi, British historian;
and John Sainsbury, head of
Britain's giant Sainsbury
supermarket chain.

Nabisco's

Wishbone

OREO COOKIES`

ITAUN1 DRESSING
8 oz

15 Oz. Pkg.

990

BIG JOHN'S DISCOUNT
HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS!
'2" Stu 1104 On Tap

\ SHAMPOO 11 Oz.

I

'1" Sizo Tablet Fon+,
POUDENT 40 Corot

$189

19

tad
OttlAllaTharlpe
Sunshine

K,,,oy

_

= CRACKERS
1 LB. Box
PG JOHNS

p..

If'

.14

••••••

4 Pak
\
Lipton Chicken Noodle, -Tomato, cream Of Chicken
$400
For I

Whipped

'11 CHIFFON WO
•
1 LB. Tub

-

79'

rig Otkit limo on. couno
••• applo•bir
oer I•moly at SIG JOHNS thrts Jan is

I GI IJIOIHINI's
ELIKOMINIMIUMMI1111111

CIP-A-SOIR
no.

B

Rog John Bakery Treats 14i•

l

oe."'
otiurs 6 F.794
an VONA ME

WM

Appl,r
per tao•A.,.

PM, ltnnt one-reopen
Sir,, Apols IA... Mn IS

BUFFERIN
iv, shs cap%

IMO1111111111

60 6401159
s2c° Ski Tieltlo Roll On
DEODORANT 2 Oz $159

89$

TOOTHPASTE 5 ox.

BI I IGI

BAKED FRESH —
DAILY
amtItti.
CAKE

'2" Sin

CUP& SUE

-

POUND
CAKE

99' I

DINER
'
ROILS
COFFEE
ME

12.69'
99'

sareir&

BIG JOHN'S DELI HAS EVERYTHING YglliiM FOR A
QUICK LUNCH, A TASTY SNACK, OR AN-INSTANT PARTY!!
Big John's Combo 3 Pc
12 Or Cola With Purchase)

Field %

Plp n not

Frp%t, Made Daily

Shred

fre,
,h

(FrPe

HOT FRIED CHICKEN E„!1119 COOKED SALAMI
BAKED BEANS

B 99$

tAoy

POTATO SALAD

sue SANDWICHES

99s

Fields
48.

99' No CURED KM

8 $329
-

!I
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Sales Receives
Honor Upon
Course Completion—

Tftere I *Dwarf lot, Of

ONEY AT BIG JOHN'S
nib Ad OW Jas. 9 lIvi Jae. 15

FRESH MEATS

nit Week

Frozen
S LB Or Moro

LB

,

BEEF
CHUCK ROAST

19 I

5 LB. Or
Kuntry Fresh

Economy Pak

Jolm's 'Sfoit TN&
Choke

- •

F
SAUSAGE
MIX

SP
9,

Happy Home

BEST OF THE FRYER

Kuntry Fresh Economy Pak

- LIM"

CORN DOGS
LB. 991
Fresh Tender

LB

MED BEEF LIVER

Kuntry Fresh

COUNTRY SIYLE CUT-UPS

La_

LB

Kuntry Fresh
LB

Ai

CHICKEN FRIED STEAKS

SO'

4:1

ITZ

WHOLE FRYERS

7""

•
BEEF
BURGER

FRYER DRUMSTICKS
Kuntry Fresh
cur-up FRYIRS

CASH
POT

•_

FAMILY
'PAK FRYERS

FRYER THIGHS

I. 64 •Am

it tow. Car/ hatliol?!

AHaIf

Kuntry Fresh

FREE CASH

LB

57$

Big John s Super Tender U.S

LB

CHILI CON CARNE

12

429
Oz.

Emge Fresh

$479
V

PIGGIE LINK SAUSAGE

LB.

$409

Big John s Super Tender U.S.D.A. Choice
Big Johns Super- Tauter

CHUCK STEAK

-

„ARM SVP-tt

0.3:0-.*:-encore*
$149

ta,r.n.„'Weartrik Jatlapeno Spread or

PIMENTO CHEESE SPREAD

7

Oz.

4 LBS
Or Mori

Fresh Ground MI

GROUND
CHUCK

Big John's
Kuntry

Super Tender
U.S.D.A. Choice

Economy Pak

FRYER
BREWS

BEEF POT
ROAST
$129

LB $1119

3 IBS Or Mora

69

Ls.

FARM FRESH PRODUCE

9co

ORANGE JUICE /
1
4 Cal

CHINESE EN ROLLS

Western Own

1 LB. Pkg.
U.S. No.
filkhigan Medium

YEUOW ONIONS

3 Le. Bag 59$

Gement Totasoraef
Ruby Red

GRAPEFRUIT
Large 36 Size

3 Fo( '1°°

INSTARD Or

Frieda Of California TURNIP GREENS
Effie
3 %Wm for $1°°
Danny Boy
KIWI FRUIT

4

125 She

YELLOW POPCORN
For $1°°

2 Le. tug 69$

U.S. Fancy Michigan
Purpose Jonathan

AK V3 84 VI
41401010I4.
74 VA.01)011
04 J4 24 v4

YOLICOULD ALSO WIN
*100INFREE GROCERIES!
HERES-HOW;••
TO WINA GREAT DEAL!

kingfon State
'Rod Or Golden Dekko

APPLES

Appus

s

LB. Bag $139

A* V8 svi 14
09.V(11041
44 V4 08
41-4
94 0.3

NOW... A CHANC
TO WIN $1,0001

Dr. Joseph A. Baust, Sr., an
Assistant Professor at Murray
State University, is among the
contributors in the December
issue of Instructor Magazine.
Dr. Baust resides at Rt.5, Box
206, Murray.
Instructor is a nationally
circulated magazine used by
million
more than a
elementary teachers and
educators. With more than
260,000 subscribers, it is theoldest continually published
magazine in the educational
field.
Dr. Baust received his
Bachelor's degree from
Memphis State University.

Johnson Among
Contributors To
- tristructm-Magazine

001"-

$16.-triola

Frio& Of California

11

SU Professor
Contributor To
Instructor Magazine:
M

Dr. Willis N. Johnson, an
Assistant Professor at Murray
State University, is among the
contributors in the December
issue of Instructor Magazine.
Dr. Johnson resides at 816
Nottingham, Murray. '
Instructor is a nationally
circulated magazine used by
more.. ..... a million
elementary, teachers and
educators. With more than'260,000 subscribers, it is the
oldest continually, published ,
magazine in the educitionir
field.
Dr. Johnson received his
Bachelor's degree from
Temple University.

A..

SLAB
SLICED
BACON

sir

Emge

Choice

ARM SHOULDER ROAST

$149

634

LB.

FORT BENNING, Ga. —
Pfc. Ronald D. Sales, whose
wife. Josie, lives in
Jacksonville, N.C.. recently
received a Parachutist Badge
upon completion of the threeweek airborne course at the
U.S. Army Infantry School,
Fort Benning,Ga.
During the first week of
training, students undergo a
rigorous physical training
program and receive in- .
struction in the theory of
parachuting. The second week
they receive practical training
*. • • irom_34-foo( and
—et-250-foot towers_The final we
includes five static-line
parachute jumps.
les'parents, Mr.and Mrs.
Louis R. Sales, live on BroadStreet, Murray.

Claude Johnson
Resident Advisor
Atitu rray State
Claude Johnson, son ot Mr.
and Mrs. Perry T. Johnsort of
Murray is serving this year as
a student staff member on the
Housing staff at Murray State
University. _ Clzude,
sopOme in Electrical
Engineering is a resident
advisor in Franklin Hall.
The resident advisor is a
University student staff
member who lives in a
residence hall and serves as a
leader and a peer counseloradvisor to the residents on a
particular floor. He/she helps
the hall residents to deal with
personal problems, academic
.... concerns, and other-important
decisions that college age
students face. Some of the
other responsibilities, the
resident advisor has are
assisting with administrative
- matters, planning activities,•
and enforcing the rules.
Murray State considers the
residence -balls not only a
place to live. but feels that
students' experiences in living
with others in the residence
halls are -an imriortant part of
their educational development.
•
As a part of Off resident
advisor's job. all staff receive
corripreliengiv
specialized
training Ihich is aimed at
. assisting Them to develop and
to refine their skills in working
effectively with people. They
,receive training in such areas
as communication skills,
counseline,-. leadership and
problem solving. The gaff
find that the .skills and
practical knowledge that they
develop as a resident advisor
are of considerable benefit to
them in their work after
graduation.
Penolaily jonuriris hig.ther
• Winw residents and being
readily aVatTnitg'to help
students makes the resident
adviser- an importanLpart of
Murray State's „attempt to
personalize the' resident hall
envirOnment.
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1. The word diamond conies
NEW YORK AP;- In the
rom
a) "dia monte," the
,first century. Pliny the Elder.
word
for heavenly fire;
Wan_
Roman
historian
and
French
b
Old
the
philosopher, noted that
two
meaning
•'deunionde,"
-diamonds were hard, rare and
valuable, and only royalty worlds - ancient Gauls
believed diamonds were the
wore them.
But the situation has spiritual link between this
world and the next; c the
changed, says the Jewelry
Industry Council, - which ancient Greek -adamas.reports that 725 percent of first- meaning unconquerable:
time U.S. brides are given a "di • monte," early Italian
diamond engagement ring and meaning a mountain of flame.
2. "Carat," the measure of
that the gem has achieved
diamond weight, is derived
universal popularity.
For those who know little from: I a; the ancient
- diernonds - thew-- _ _Bessarabia n weight scale:
that the most popular cut is the caratjen, a Spanish coin
the round shape, that the ideal worth roughly two gold
stone is clear as a raindrop doubloons: ci the Greek
and that "fancy" refers to "keration," the name for the
upiform-in-weight carob seed.
diamonds with a pronounced
3. The diamond given by
and attractive body color, the
Council offers this quiz to rate actor Richard Burton to his
wife, Elizabeth
former
your Diamond IQ:
-

RICIEWI DWI 1100 5
We. Mel IBM
CO.1100 001111
lEICICIOCI
131111
CT IC Boom
T ICI CIOCICI D CI
As
mu
ACD 0000s 0
12000 0000
MODEM
7130
ECOOCIO OGN3
COCO OGO
E
ELMO 000 00

on men M008
no nem ems

4 Cuppla
5 Artificial Ian.
guage
8Scorth
6 Patterns
12 Dress border 7 Build
13 Aroma
Confused
14 Detest
9 Chapeau
15 Girl's name
10 Devoured
16 Tempers
11 Legal thing
18 Chop finely
17 Rhodium
_ZO Reverberasymbol
tion
19 Bps. abbr.
21 Suffice
22 River island
22 High: Mus.
24 Near
23 Chore
25 Wildolum
27 Dance step
26 Sharp
29 Pronoun
27 Ache
30 Name
28 Girl's name
-3.1 Article
29 Pronoun
-32 Wager
30 Hindu cym33 Moccasin
bals
34,Digraph
32 Improves
35 Deduce
33 Thickness
37 Sick
36 Scale note
38 Sty
37 Mad
39 Tidy
•*-413-VBStikii

Taylor, weighs approximately cessories caused quite a stir,
69'7. carats. equivalent to the showered -lady-friend Lillian
sizeaf: ;a pea: lb)a grape: Russell with extravagant
gifts, among which was at (a;
, c1 a walnut.
4 Television star Arlene thamond-studded bicycle; 4 b y
Francis favorite piece of diamond Aracelet with her
_gift from her name in red diamOndS: (c)
jewe14,
husband. Which she always diamond G-sting; id) pair of
w ears, is a: I a diamond and dancing slippers encrusted
sapphire pin; t b ; diamond with diamonds.
8. The man who discovered
bracelet with her initials in
diamonds; tc;•diamond heart how best to release . the
diamond's fiery brilliance
pendant: id ;diamond tiara.
5. One heavyweight .boxing from the unprepossessing
champion had his winning belt rough gem was: (a) Vincenti
studded with 397 diamonds. Peruzzi, a Venetian lapidary
This was: al Mu ihrhad who lived in the 17th century;
Ali '4 b J-ohn I.. Sullivan;rcr—IllttAnriTiEwTwitedesignedaJoe Louis: Idi Jack Dempsey. prototypical brilliant cut to
6. This famous-actress with enhance his own glittering
a penchant for diamonds presence; ei) an Fgyptian
would turn over her receipts lapidary whose brilliant cuts
after each performance to her were hidden for nearly 2,000
jeweler to pay for diamond years in a pharaoh's tomb;
Elizabeth (di Cecil Rhodes, diamondjewelry: la
.
.
Taylor; b the Divine Sarah mine owner,
9. Lorelei Lee's famed
ci Katherine
Bernhardt;
Cornell; id) Maria Ouspen- comment, "Diamonds are a
girl's best friend," is a classic
skaya.
7. Diamond Jim Brady, but "It is better to have old
whose diamond-studded ac- secondhand diamonds than

ill
,2 di Mild dilalil

ll

ha

WM

E

RRN50

a

PEANUTS
OUR TEACHER SAYS
WE HAVE TO MEASURE
SOMETHING WITH A RULER

color. It is:(a)canary yellow;
b I deep blue; (e) blue-red;
(d)lime-green.
11. In Arkansas, in the
"Crater of Diamonds," a
number of the gems have been
mined. One, a little over six
carats, was named for a
famous television comedian.
The diamond is:(a)the Garry
Moore; b) the Milton Berle;
ic) the Red Skelton; id) the
Redd Foss.

12. At first, only men of
rogalty or importance wore
diamonds at court. The first
woman to wear diamonds
was: (a) Countess Irma of
Danztg, at the Imperial Court
of Russia; dal Agnes Sorel,
mistress of King Charles VII;
(c) Catherine the Great of
Russia; (d) Empress Su Ming
of the Second Dynasty in
China.
ANSWERS: 1,c; 2,c; 3,b7

4,c;ilfrerb; 7,a; 8,a; 9,c;
10,b; 11,a; 12,b.
If you had 8 or more correct
answers, you're up on
diamond lorc. I to 7, you're
above average; 4 or fewer,
you may know your onions,
but not your carats.
Whatever your score, the
Jewelry Industry Council
advises: if you don't know
diamonds - know your
jeweler!

Witty Biography Is About Queen Victoria
PERSONS
OF
Such' is .the case - with
CONSEQUENCE: Queen Victoria' "PerCant-of Consequence," a
and her Circle. By Louis witty, Well-written study of a
Auchincloss. Random House. number of the persons whO
surrounded and had influence
208 Pages.$17.95.
. Louis Auchincloss is best_ upon Britain's Queen Victoria,
known as a writer of fine
In seven most informative
novels. But now and again chapter
Lam_
Auchincloss tarns his hand to describes the lives of those
non-fiction writing, and the persons who most influenced
results are fully as rewarding the life of the queen - both
as his fictions. .
publicly and privately during her extremely long
reign.
The absorbing study begins
at the beginning with the influence exerted on Victoria,
not Yet queen, by her governess, Louise Lehzen. Devoted
to . the young Victoria, Miss

Food Stamp Designed To
Benefit Family With Children

Like the Muncys, Mrs. Hale
says she didn't know why her
family was selected to take
part in the inauguration of the
food stamp program. Grace
Strain knew. '
38 Writing tool 44 Let it stand
-We Were looking for
40 Glossy fabric 45 Center
families
with children," Mrs.
41 Chinese
46 Paradise
Strain recalled when con471ratter
distance
tacted at her Charleston
measure
48 Time period
43 Printer's
49 Soft food
home. -We felt the food stamp
measure
.50 Recent
program was designed to
.benefil.4)Alf.en-- curved
Now retired from the West
13
planking ,
Virginia
Department of
illUUI
41 French artich ' 15
Welfare, Mrs. Strain was the
• 42 Oolong et al
alI.I17
director of the state's pilot
11
44 After
1 it
19
project.
47 Penitent
21
Mill25
51 Food fish
At the time, there were
ifil
52 Sandarac
similar projects in Illinois,
29
30
tree
MEI Kertiic-Icy, Minnesota, Mon' 53 Arrow poison 31
32
54 Anger
ill III 34 1111 tana, New Mexico, Penn35
36
55 Openings
sylvania and Michigan. Mrs.
4UU iiiUI Strain admitted her staff
56 Eft
39
40
41
57 Man's nickwanted to have the first
name
42 43
44
45 65 , program on-line.
47 41 49
Within a few weeks, all the
51
projects
were in operation.
1111111
52
They proved much more
ill
beneficial to the recipients
Ju..a'
than had the commodities

E

none at all" was said by: (a)
Scarlett O'Hara in "Gone With
b) Anthony
the W
Leeson, curator of fine gems
Parke-Bernet
at , the
Galleries; lei Mark Twain in
'pcirldin' Head Wilson's
Caleridar: (d) f.ir John
i'arthingill of 'the-Bank of
England
4
10. The Hope diamond is a
rare and famous example of a
diamond with a deep body

Lehzen's influence' was heavy
on the future queen. But the
g-ov-erness overreached
herself eventually and was
banished to- --her native
Hanover.
Other

persons influential on

years were, of course, her
husband, Albert, several
prime ministers, and, to a
lesser extent, her nine
children.
Auchincloss has a fine gift
for summing up these people
in tighl, descriptive sentences.

allowed to do anything but he,
because he and only hecould
do it right." •
Disraeli "had a habit- Of arranging the past to suit his
own imagined convenience."
And Gladstone "handled
crowds better than individuals, and the Queen
understandably - objected to
being treated as a crowd."
Illuminating but not interfering_ with Auchincloss'
fine
text
are
many
illustrations that once again.
bring to life Queen Victoria
and her circle.

HMM...ONE LW 15 ON
THE 5IX AND THE OTHER
UP 15

ON THE NINE...

12
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simpler,

YOUR LITTLE POND
15 STRONG ENOUGH
FOR SKATING?

Study Shows Sexes Differ
In Some Reasoning Areas

Preschool Poisonings
Down Since Use Of
Safety Bottle Caps

BEETLE BAILEY
MI5 91.1XLEY, WE'D
LIKE TO FINISH
THIS WORK,CAN
YOU STAY LATE?

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

PRESIDENT.
LyA6A
SECURITy OFFICER
vVOOLDKT APPROVE
YOU 13Ell•46 ON
THIS ROOF.

WAITING
FOR YOU.
WITH HIS
-FELLOW
corisPf ATOPS.

THE GENERAL,
MAJOR AND
LIEUTENANT,
SHOULD SALUTE
BUT HAVE
GOOD EXCUSE,
CAN'T

10
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Meat Loaf Cheaper, More
Satisfying Way To Serve Meat

4
2

HOLP STILL...I'LL
TRV MEASURING qOUR
MOUTH AGAIN...
i

Jo
ke
Jo
sgr
the

Albert, for example, as the
years passed,"lost all sense of
proportion. Nobody should be

publisher. "I can't even getcarriers-these days."
Others say food stamps
have saved twogenerations of
poor families.
• I used to worry about
By TOM HUGE
chopped, of course,and all you
42 teaspoon pepper
children going hungry," say;
AP Wine and Food Writer
have to do is mix them and the
leggs beaten
Grace Strain. "But 1 knew
There's na really cheap way seasonings by hand or with a
1 cup bread crumbs
after we put in the food stamp to serve meat today,
but one of heavy-duty electric mixer.
Li cup milk
proaam that no Child would the lest expensive
Bread crumbs are usually
and more
42 cup chopped onion
ever go to bed hungry in West satisfying ways is a
well- added to make the meat go
1.4 teaspoon allspice
Vironia."
seasoned nitat loaf.
farther. Alternative additions
1 tablespoon prepared
A recent study ,by the New
If baked
rilit_proper _ ra_re.capked rice, dry,ready-loustard
.1-i;.A-hYs7;(11.Teld troundabon,
degree and served with a tasty eat cereals, Craitler-Crunib's
*
4
slices bacon
hich examines public policy, sauce, meat loaf
can be a or even crushed potato chips.
Mix all -ingredients except
found food stamps had con- gourmet
Milk is generally used to bacon and pack into lightly
delight. I have
tributed to a significant always preferred
it to most soften the loaf and to help greased loaf pan or form into
reduction of malnutrition straight
blend the ingredients, but you loaf on baking sheet. Top with
meat dishes.
during the past.10 years.
A little imagination helps. can substitute red or white bacon slices and bake in =Under a complete revision Stuffed with hard boiled
eggs, wine, tomato juice or a canned degree oven for 90 minutes till
of the food stamp law, efor pitted olives or even a layer soup like cream of celery .or loaf is crusty, if on sheet, or
fective early this year,stamps of shelled nuts, the
loaf can be mushroom.
shrinks from sides of loaf pan.
ntow are distributed free to a glamorous
The most popular loaf Is Serve With a beef bouillon and
dish.
eligible recipients and -in
made from ground beef, but I tomato or a beef mushroom
Few of these loaves take
many states they are mailed more than an hour
to cook and prefer the beef mixed with sauce.Serves 11-10.
to the elderly, isolated, and • they are easy to
pork and veal at a ratio of 4 to
make.
-people cohsiclered • perAnother dividend lies in the 1,for example 2 pounds of beef,
(For the best in gourmet
maneptly impoverished.
fact that the remains of a plus half a pound each of pork cooking, order your copy of
At the same time, the spicy Meat loaf
left in the and veal. Here's.a recipe I use "101 Recipes" from Tom
allotment of stamps to refrigerator overnight
make for such a loaf.
Hoge's Gourmet Corner. Send
households with some income delicious sandwiches
2 pounds lean beef,ground
or cold
$1 to Gourmet Corner, AP
was slightly reduced, new cuts
pound pork, ground fine
the following day. Newsfeatures, 50 Rockefeller
limits on income were impound veal, ground fine
Meat- loaf can be baked in a
Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020.)
I WONDER HOW L'JL'
posed and limits on assets like rink or fancy
mold, but for
WRITE THAT... '
I LL PUT,
cars were tightened.
Tnost tyes,
no .special
p
TO LIP, TWEE NCHES
And today all recipients who equipment is needed. Use a,!.,.
or regular loaf pan or, still .
aren't _handicapped
ciAN'T
responsible for children under
mold the loaf
5TANC IT:- 12 - including college
students or stn ers - mus
bakingsheet.
ctively seek work or. lcjse
• Meats for some varieties,
STILLWATER. Okla. r AP, females, she said, "We enlike c i en or iver, require a - .ig .. gra e grs en o c. aem
To a -more
The changes were designed
food -chopper unless yourhave trouble with reasoning active
manipulate toys,
to meet long-standing combutcher has timeto grind it for
because their spatial ability is _build with blocks and have
plaints that the program
you.
not
But
the
as well developed:as that physical contact with things.
most
common
wasn't reaching all the needy
males
reach
while millions were waed en meatloaf ingredients, beef, of boys the same age, Janet • "When
put K nrvezd.
—need—topeople with adequate in6mes
her ' doctorate in home manipulate objects mentally,
and expensive possessions.
economics
at-Oklahoma State they have already developed
Federal officials say the
an ability they can draw on to
Universitybere showed.
changes brought in some 3
help them reason and solvi
"-It
appears
that
spatial
million recipients, mostly
ability is more important than problems logically."
aged or handicapped, while
Miss Sawyers believes her
verbal ability in solving
about 650,000 were weeded
higher-level problems," said research has practical imout. Congress this year
Miss Sawyers, who " defined plications for curriculum in
authorized an additional $520
spatial ability as ability to early childhood education.
WASHINGTON (AP)
million to pay for the food
Accidental poisonings among manipulate objects in space "Parents and society often
stamp budget
One criticism often heard is preschoolers are down 51.. mentally - similar to solving push traditional paper and
in geornetry. — pencil actiiities-on children it
that food stamps provide a percent since 1974 when
In her developmental study—young ages," she says.
"gravy train" for the,-shif- safety caps were first
"Many times we have to
tless. Chloe and 'Poodle required by law on oral of sex differences in verbal,
defend
having learning
spatial
and
logical
reasoning,
reports
drugs,
prescription'
Muncy, and Mary Hale,
the Closure Committee of the she looked at fourth-graders, centers and active parhardly fit that assumption.
eighth-graders and college ticipation in our schools. The
-We only got Tree stamps Glass Packaging Institute.
students.
curriculum I; almost entirely
for a few months," says Mrs.
The caps, designed to
differences
in
verbal and passive with,
found
also
She
Muncy, as she sits on the prevent youngsters 5 ant
reasoning ability among almost no regard (or
porch with her husband, now under
from ' ingesting
retired and in ill health. "We poisonous substances,' are -cellege'istudents, with males developing spatial ability."
She thinks males catch up
started paying foi part of our used as closures on oral more able than females' to
with
involving
females in verbal ability
problems
solve
got
husband
my
after
stamps
prescription drugs, some
a work relief job. Then, a few overthe-counter drugs and ability to reason, to integrate because it is stressed at school
years later, he got a fulltime • dangero_iii imusehold parts and to see the whole and in the home."Yotrhave to
pick up spatial ability inpicture.
job with the state road products.
After group testing about cidentally or on your own,"
department and we went off •
The Closure Committee, an 230 students, Miss Sawyers she said.
stamps altogether."
Mary Hale, whose husband aSsociation of major safety- - selected equal numbers of
died in 1964, says her family cap manufacturers, points out males and females with
received the stamps for about that the elderly, and others varying spatial and verbal
without the strength to ability for a follow-up study.
a year.
She found the difference in
"After things got better and operate the caps, can request
Subscribers who have not receivability showed up ed their home-delivered
spatial
medicines
non-safety-capped
went
back
to
husband
my
copy of
strongly around adolescence. The Murray Ledger
wrote and said we from their pharmacists.
work,
Times by
didn't need the stamps . Usually, this requires only i• "The reason it doesn't show bp 530 . p rn Monday-Friday or by
before may be the type of 3.30 p m Saturdays are urged to
anymore," she says.
verbal request by thc
Mrs. Hale labored as a customer that the prescription reasoning children do doesn't call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
hospital seamstress and a be dispensed in packages that draw on that kind of ability," and 6 pin., Monday through Friday, ot 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
stole - clerk after her are not child-resistant. In She explained.
"When children reach Saturdays.
huand's_death.She_now runs some cases, the pharmacist
reasoning
A circulation department
a small service statien- may ask the customer to sign adolescence,
females
butdevelops
greatly'
has
and
carp _
a written statement of the don't seem to develop this ...employee is on duty during these
• time periods to insure delivery of
appd for a permit to accept request but this'is not required
fast is males," she your newspaper. Calls
ability
food stamps at her store. • brftd,-;c.di law.
most be
•
notes. "Channeled along
"Personally, I would gather
,- Verbal lipeb because they talk -.plated 144.p.m. weekdays or 4
However, the association
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
not have received food
earlier, better and faster, delivery.
stamps," she says, "but they urges all adults, including the
females tend to take a more
helped me 'feed my children elderly, to use the safety caps
The regular business office hours
where verbal approach to things of The Murray Lodger Times are
during alime when there was in ,households
when it is ,not always ad- I LM.10 5 p.m.,
no otherghoice. They helped youngsters, whether ,grandMonday'through
vantageous to do so."
- friday and I a.m, to noon, Saturus a lot, and they've helped children • or other young
As to why . males • have days
lots of other people around visitors, may be in the home at
greater spatial ability than
anytime.
he,too."

program, under
which
families went to designated
pickup points each- month for
staples such as beans, cheese,
powdered milk andeggs.
Congress fully funded a
nationwide food• stamp
program in 1964. Since then,
the program has grown to an
annual budget of nearly $7
billion.,
The money helps feed
almost 19 million_pnons
across- the country. The
recipients almost invariably
are the ;
jobless and those
Americans whose -incomes
leave them at the poverty
level, say the officials at the
federal Food and Nutrition
Service, which administers
the program as a branch of the
Department of Agridilture.
Critics point to 'fraud and,
abuse over the years, and say
the progrant_has_ created a
"welfare class" with no incentive to work. .
"The food stamp program
was our ruination," sa s Rollo
Taylor, Welch Win Ness
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A9.
--Used-Urs
53. Services Offered
43. Real Estate
15.-Carm Eipip-ment
Carpet cleaning at reasonable
with
1964
exCamaro
loaded
Ar CUSTOMER SERVICE AND 225 bushel gravity box on Case
Ainley Auction &
tras real sharp Call 7591118 rates Prompt and efficient ser
FOOD SERVICE EMPLOYEES running gear. $650. Call 753Realty Sales
vice Custom Carpet Care 489Office Space For
1976 Vega CT stationwagon 2774
VlIltA,. •
Needed for growing fast food 0144 or 753,5463
753.
Call
miles.
actual
36.000
Rent. Call 753operation Excellent opportunitree
cleaning
Carpet
7853.
ty for persons looking for ad7618 after 5:00
estimates satisfied reference
Chain link fence, 3 to
vancement and bettering their
50. Used Trucks
Vibra Vac steam or dry clean
12 ft. tall, Cedar
future Positions open in Mursplit
fence,
privacy
New brick two bedroom home 1911 Blazer. 4WD. 3900C mg Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning
ray and other locations
BIBLE CALL
rail, barbwire, wood,
plus one acre of land north of miles. excellent condition All 1535821
throughout the southeast
gates.
"Is Conscience a Safe
post,
steel
and
Murray. carpeted, double Terrain radial tires. $6000 Cali Driveways white rocked • and
Equal opportunity employer If
pipe
Also
Dog kennels.
garage. only $32.000. Call 753-1911
Guide" 759-4444 For
interested call Mrs Sexton at
graded. free estimates. Cliftord
strucfor
tubing
and
Spann
Realty Associates. 153- 1963 Chevrolet truck for sale Garrison, 753-5429. after 4
Teens
"Christian
Kentucky Fried Chicken for apabout
worried
.
nurse
or
Doctor
tural use.
Needs clutch. $200. Call 435- pm.
Recreation" 759-4445.
pointment Toll free 1-800-633th.i5 _winter _ 1124.
,getLibg
tier hovaNtory AwePrice
'5M
•FarilittorSale
comes
-45.
snow
and
ice
the
when
Fireplace and chimney bricT
AAA FENCE
in your car? Have Chesley Beach farm located /
1969 Chevrolet half ton repair Fireplace inserts and
phone
Help
female.
or
Wanted
a
Male
Need
2
1
SUPPLY
Free stuie 159-4600
Wanted Salesperson. Lincoln
a pet, but no place to put it? mile west of Kirksey, 68 acres pickup. b6dy'rough, runs good, stoves, made to order Brick
John 14 15 It ye love me Income Life Insurance is a
Like a large work room away with ,48 acres tenable land, good tires. $200, Call 753- house pointing. Call after 6
Hwy.601r4lileducah,Ky
keep my commandments 11 growth company looking for sofrom it all for those rare spare rest "in timber, garden. and 1966 days or 753-3245 nights. pm, 436-2855
John 1 9 "Whosoever tran- meone who is capable of mat- 1910 International 656 with It could be much worse. I could be the may moments? We have a solution yard, 1.6 acres dark tobacco
1972 Chevy pickup, power Fence Sales at Sears now Call
sgresseth and abideth not in ctungit_us. growth Promotions 'duals with:414 plows, 10' disc,
for you-For the complete plc- base. 1 2 acre burley base, also brakes, power steering. V8 Sears 753-2310 for free
or of Chicago."
ot
bath
not
Offered
Christ
doctrine
the
tune, call 153-1492
available. but optional. liberal 469 New Holland hay bin, one
wheat base, two dwelling automatic, good condition. Call estimates for your needs.
ses For-R-&-it
Sod He that abideth in the -starting compensation with no row Massey Ferguson corn 27. Mobile Home Sales 34.-Fki
by Century 21 Loretta Jobs houses, tobacco barn, burley 489-2425..
Guttering by Sears, „Sears condoctrine of Christ. he hath the limit on future earnings Good picker. 1813 GMC one ton
Realtors.
shed, stock barn. Price 1976 Dodge 300 van, 318.V8.
.gutters installed per
tinous
father and - tbe Son Sabbath fringe benefits like Free life in- pickup. 16 goose neck trailer. 1975 (Sahara, 14x70, three Newly decorated 3 bedroom
or
753-4976
Call
$55,000
46.000 miles, $2300. Call 153- your specifications. _Call Sears
worship service Saturday's 11 surance, free health insurance, Call before 230. 436-5867.
2 bath, central gas house, full carpet 4 miles west A home now - business later! 489-2225
/
bedroom, 11
1532.
153-2310.for free estimates'
AM and 6 PM Bible study. 6 til kee retirement program good •
heat, new carpet. drapes. Can of Murray, Southodest school Five bedroom home on 12th
For Sale
8 evenings Study by phone aisability program, paid vaca- M-Farmall with 2 row New Idea be seen'21
2 miles west of Almo district, $210 per month, Street zoned business. Great 46. Homes
/
For sale or trade. 1949 Jeep Have your carpet cleaned .by
anytime Free Store for the tion and sick leave. Must have corn picker, both in excellent Heights on Highway 464.
deposit and references re- investment opportunity in the For sale Brick home, 3 truck, all original flathead. 4 Joe Smith Carpet Center, the
753-950-7.
needy All -'donations' ap- a' mintMom high lalool edira
Call 753-4406 or 435- path of progress. Mid 540's. bedrooms, 2 baths, den, kit- cylinder. 16 inch snow tees. people who know carpets. Call
bedroom quired.
preciated. Anyone having peed tion and be of 1411 age Con- 20. Sports Equipment 1978, 14x64 Two
Call iiann Realty Associates. chen with built-ins, living and exc,ellent 4 wheel drive 753-6660 for free estimates_ ;
4119.
trailer, furnished with washe(
753-7724.
or would like Bible information tact to,Williams Hill. 444-6967.
room, large utility, central heat $950, Phone 1-354-6217.
under357
air,
Six
R
&
Security
S
central
and dryer.
Having trouble getting things
Rent Or Lease
or study call Bible Facts or Free
For
36.
and air garage. patio 3 acres For sale: 1979 C1-5 Renegade.
4 inch blue ad- pinning and concrete steps.
magnum.
areimd the home? Plumbdone
Store 759-4600
9. Situation Wanted
land, stock pond and barn. Call 753-3938.
justable sides, like new. $150.. $12,000'. Can 474-8822.
carpentry, roofing? Call
ing.
Murray.
from
miles
6
Located
Mini
Babysitting, my home, Hazel Call 759-4620
753-8950.
loaded
van,
5
Rents
1978 Ford Custom
28. Mob. Home
$45.000. Call 753-2338 after
Share your family
Highway, experienced.' 492- Target piston Colt -Python"
Warehouse
with extras. $6500. Call 759- Herndon's Welding, Route 6.
pm
history. Restore old
For Rent. Two bedroom trailers
8698
Target in
38- 357 magnum
Storage Space
753-1222
1915.
Box 154. 753-9507
brick
story
Shady Oaks Trailer Court.
two
photographs.
bedroom,
Four
Will do sewing, 8 years ex- sights, vented rib, 4" barrel.
Rent
For
753Vandura,
GMC
Street.
For sale: 1971
Call 489-2611.
house. 704 Olive
perience 753-8472 after 5 pm $290 Call 762-3746 or after 6
CARTER STUDIO
only 56.000 miles. 15 mpg, 90 Custom framing and
753-4758
5791 9 am to 4.30 pm.
very
gas,
natural
trailer,
12x60
pm
753-7982.
PERFECT SETTING
75 3 8292
304 Ohio
Will keep children in my home
customized. Many ex- matting.
clean. No pets. Call 489-2118.
sale! Central gas per cent
a 'Home for
on
invested. Will sell
home
$3700
753-7765
Mobile
tras.
22. Musical
University!
s
near
CARTER STUDIO
heated home,
Trailer for rent. see B.B. Dill at 37. Livestock-Supplie
lot
wooded
Brad Melton,
What we do best is care Will do house cleaning. Call
Call
beautiful
$2500.
for
Has three bedrooms, formal
Wanted Responsible party tc 0111's Trailer Court.
Clover and Timothy hay- for
nice
tn.
a
753-8291
with
Main
extension
304
(100x230)
753-1250
Needline. 753-6333. _
day
436-2292.
dining room, and recently
take over low monthly
sale. Phone 382-2489:
back.
in
workshop
1-901-243-7112.
nights
heat.
central
bedroom,
Two
mid
in
Card
Thanks
3.
redecorated. Priced
payments on spinet piano. Can
or Trade
For SaleMobile home has cennatural gas, new furniture and Four month olo pig for sale
520's. See by calling 753- Ford F-250, 4 wheet-drIve, good Insulation blown in by Sears.
A special thank you to all of our For sale or trade 12 ft. be seen locally Write Credit carpet. Walking -distance . of
cenand
heat
gas
tral
Call 436-2826.
shape. 753-9299.
3763.
neighbors. and -neckover trailer with bumper Manager: P.O. Box 537. University. Call 753-5209.
friends
save on these high heating and
tral air. Lot also has
One pure bred Hampshire male
relatives who were so lOnd to hitch and dual axles Will trade Shelbyville, Ind:46116.
For sale: 1979 Chevy pickup, cooling bills. Call Sears, 753two septic tanks if
48. Auto. Services
.12x65 Three bedroom mobile hog, one year old Also 9
us when we lost our home in a for a Runabout boat. Call 753- 23. Exterminating .
4x4, sharp, take over 2310, for free estimates.
another trailer hookup
home, gas heat, deposit and shoats. Call 492,8354
fire on Christmas day Thank 9400
MICHELIN MICK IN
payments. Call after 5 pm, Licinsed Electrician and gas in
is desired. Located
references required. Also one
you dear God for sparing our
Murray
of
Northwest
CARR
.
±L9678
ettAlatill
- iN-Fr WeiOsroUtifnl gifror
only rkilla."'Phone
Ford Ranger XCT pickup, and repairs. Call 753-7203.
1974
TIRE
pupDoberman
.iefrigerator furnished, located AKC registered
all We appreciate.the love and Want to buy. Junk cars. Call
Kopperud Realty, 753151
4.7 excellent condition. $2500. Licensed electrician. Prompt.
males
pies_
Females
$100.
435Call
SERVICE
heat.
gas
in
Sedalia,
generosity of all Ihe Churches 474-8838 after 5 pm.
1222.
Call 474-8822.
C3
$125. Call 437,4535 or 527efficent -§eilice. Reasonable
4349.
of Calloway County Who were so
ECONOMICALLY
Your Car And
Interna1970-72
•
buy
to
Want
9991.
1976 Ford three-quarter ton rates. Call Ernest White 753kind to us in our time of need
Truck
Light
SPEAKING
lectric
e
all
bedroom.
Two
would alsoJike
pickup, V8, automatic 0605.
• May God bless everyone ' tional Scout,
Tire Dealer
trailer. No pets. $130 per mon- AKC registered Toy Poodles
151
Three bedroom house
cheap! 436- Mechanic or body work. 1 &
transmission,
Mr and Mrs Robert Ingram female Cocker Spaniel puppy
354Call
apricot
2
four
black,
,
th, $100 deposit. 753-9829.
on 2 acre lot located on
PpV
1105 Pogue
s Termit
'
Kelley
prefer buff colored 474-2361
2227.
and Family
8061
Garage. Call 474-2381 or 527just
Road
Utterback
753-1489
Two bedroom, 12x60, in large
. Articles For Sale
'
1975 GMC High Sierra, bought 3771
north of Murray. The
Words are inadequate to ex- 1-5
lot, partially furnished. approx- Attack dogs :for sale. DoberUNIROYAL UNIROYAL
new by owner, 35,000 actual Painting - Paperhanging. Comhome has 1,772'sq. ft.
press our thanks and apprecia- For sale- Large sturdy do
Mon 753 3914
imately 3 miles east of Murray. mans and Rottweliers. Training
miles. Ac, ps. pb. AM-FM stereo mercial or residential. Free
a
new
Also
symof
roof.
area,
living
acts
of
shingle
many
with
the
for
Wildfire
Kennels,
for your dog.
tion
house
753-6283.
49. Used Cars
tape player. $3100. Call 753- estimates 759-1987.
roof, and has been
pathy and kindness extended Pioneer- anderdash cassette 24. Miscellaneous
Paducah. KY, 554-5976.
29. Heating-Cooling
1978 Cougar XR7, low mileage, 9920.
insulated.
recently
to us following the accidental playet,tall 753-2522
AKC registered black Labrador
hickory.
and
oak
Firewood,
size motor, lots of ex- 1972 GMC 4x4 pickup. good Snow removal from driveways.
economy
$26,000.
each
only
James
at
$75
Priced
grandson,
Of
stoves
our
death
Two wood
WI
weeks
3
old.
1
Retriever.
parking lots, etc. Also tractor
474Call
rick.
a
$20
after 5 pm.
delivered.
753-7505
tras.
Kopperud
Phone
Michael Crouch. on December
Call 759446.
shape. New tires. 354-6514.
For • e
492-8851 or 492-8819.
work: breaking, disking,
2382
753-1222 for all
Realty,
14th
1978 Datsun 8-210, yellow, 4- 1966 GMC pickup, three- bushhogging. blade work. Call
31. Want To Rent
Old English Sheep dog pupyour Real Estate
A special thanks is extended
Firewood for sale. $20 a rick
door, air. automatic, 16,000 quarter ton, real worker, best 753-7400 from 8 til 5, after 5
sleeping
a.
rent
to
wanfs
Deautlful
pies, unique and
Stereo Console
for the food cards flowers,
needs.
delivered. $15 a rich 'you haul. Lady
miles, extra clean. Parker Ford. offer. Phone 759-1718.
pm 753-2632.
room in home. Needs to be pets. Eligible for AKC registeraprayers and consoling words
AM/FM with 8 track
Wood ready now 759-1167.
153-5273.
vocational
at
per
9
hospital
or
financing
near
Owner
have
good
Parents
hon.
We appreciate each and every
Military Jeep truck, Sewing machine repair at
.00
Firewood, 18 ,inch. 24 inch. school. Calh753-7413 after temperament. Call (502) 522- cent...Neat cottage on Lakeway 1976 Datsun B-210, blue, 2- 968
kindness extended and pray
II 733-6531 ask for
excellent condi- homes-, all makes and models;
(5,000
Oak and Hickory. $25.00 rick. 330 pm.
Shores with community water: door hatchback, AM-FM radio, ton. Call 753-4904 between Small repair, oiling, cleartinge,
6363 evenings.
that God s blessings will be
qt.
$4.50
honey
Fan natural
access to boat ramp and picnic automatic, local car. Can make 10 am and 5 pm.
with each of you
re-adjusting. Service call in32, Apts. For Rent
43. Real Estate
area. Buy now before the spr- a good deal. Parker Ford, 753
Mr and Mrs Fleetwood Crouch For sale Side tool bins for Call 489-2321
VO. Wulss Sewing
cluded,
51. Campers
Furnished 2 bedroom apartMachine Repair, Murray. Call
pickup. $150. 4 manual Firewood for sale, reasonable ment near downtown Murray. IMMIBMIlmismaki ing demand. Call Spann Realty 5273.
Associates. 753-7724.
Purdom & Thurrnan
hydraulic 142cb lifts, 41 inches prices. 436-5684.
1976 Datsun F-10, Hatchback, Mid-winter sale! Entire inven- 436-5560.
5.-Las1 and Found
753-4409
tory! 1924 models drastically
high, 5.000 lb capacity en or "Sale. 280 fr of green vinyl Call
For
sunse
&Reaf
Insurance
33,000 -miles 'ektellent condiEstate This MAPS tn:0721.
with TrIe- -IT mm ng and removing
Found Two Bird dogs in Lynn casters $350 Call 153-1966
the active family who wants a tion, Michelin radial tires, 5- reduced. Three units
coated chain link fence fabric.
Souths,de Court Square
Also light hauling. 753-5476.
For
cast_
Grove vicinity Call 435-455
below
damage,
hail
slight
3000
days. 753-3245 nights -r!
only 2 mnnthc 759-4
MIN '•
your opportunity...3 bedrooms, Call 753-1913.
753-4451
For sale Hospital bed. $100 or King wood burning stove Call
sold. All parts repairs, and remodeling around
Small black dog
2 baths, fully equipped ktt- 1978 Ford LTD II Broham, 2- etery 1980 unit
Nice
furnished
best otter Must sell. 753- 753-8558
accessories 10 per cent the home. Call 753-9600
and
. .
a
raise
to
place
good
A
chen
with some gray 9909.
door, all extras. extra nice., low off. Prices good through
apartment for 1, Different strokes' for different
3
5
7
Call
family
new
gas.
regular
'hair last seen
Firewood
January 31st. White's Camper
2, 3 or 4 girls. folks...modern tri-level . 4 1492 Offered by Century 21 mileage,
Racking horse. 7 years Old.
Removal.
in o w
Goodyear radials, radial snow Sales .. _Last 94 litg_h_way_Mur-_.t
bedroom, bath home with
Bonnes's with__Englisti _saddle and bridle
For Sale
near
Phone 753-5865 or central
lobs
Realtors.
Loretta
tires and rims. $3850 firm. Carl ray_
esidential or comheat and air, family
hp
115
753-0605.
with
ray.
17.
Also
Runabout
818 AND UP!
store on 280. An753-5108.
753-1888 after 6 pm.
room. eat-in kitchen, large
mercial. Call 753-8661
Einnrude motor. Call 753-8561
S -Sin/ices Offered
Delivered •
swers to name of
2
/
11
on
room
.situated
utility
after 4 p.m.
like new, low
Torn:),
after 5 pm.
Ford
1976
Call -753-9871 after 5 . For rent: Nice large unfurnish- acre lot in-I...Priced in the
Jack. Child's birmileage Also a Pioneer in dash AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodelTypewriters for sale. Two elec
-p.m. 767-4441.
753and. maintenance.
Phone
-2
five
rooms
apartment,
$40's.
ed
AM-FM stereo and 8-track with ing
thday
present.
tric four manuals. For more inReferences, 'Guarairee'rwork. Will haul driveway white rock
bedrooms. utility room. , Call 1492.:.Offered by Century 21
5
after
753-7855
Call
speakers.
1222
753formation see Bob Taylor. Mur- Mobile sign for sale. Complete 753-7276.
Has Scott Terrier
Free estimates. Call 753-8948 and Ag lime. also have any type
Loretta lobs Realtors.
pm.
ray Ledger and Times, 103 N alphabet included. $499. Call
753-2501 after 5 pm. _
or
face.
of brown or white pea gravel
New two bedroom apartment.
4th Street.
1978 Fairmorit Squire wagon.
J59-1915.
RogerH
3.Hudson, 753-4545
or 536
Call
Son-General
&
Brothers
Byers
Call
fireplace, many extras. $265.
cream color. Ford factory
YOUR SOMEDAY
16. Home Furnishings Pecans, shelled, fresh, one 753-1779-.
•
low, - low miles, home remodeling, framing,
demo,
436-2598
HOME
Antique" oakdining table and pound' packages halves and, Two, 2_ . bedroom, furnished
automatic. power steering, aluminum siding, gutters. and Wet basement? We make wet
ESA,
Alpha
'Mu.
pieces:$350
--antique.
'table.
yours today!
end
chairs,be
Can
power brakes, new car wartan- roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1- basements dry. work complete6. Help Wanted
One for $125 per
apartments.
362-4895.
Beauty has been capcabinet, canopy bedroom suite,. Phdenthropic organization. month, one $150 per month.
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Parker Ford. 753-5273.
ty.
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES. Duncan Phyfe buffet. Call 753- Days 753-6625, evenings 753tured in this unique
Boyd Majors
Block
Morgan Construction Co.,
work.
block
and
Concrete
753Call
at
4th.
N
643
Located
light
blue
-door,
1979 Futura, 2
Needed for growing fast food 8615.
3710 or 759-1288.
contemporary home in
Real Estate
Route
2, Box 409A, Paducah.
driveways,
basements.
'garages.
8119.
with dark blue top. local one
operation Excellent opportuniCanterbury Estates.
105 N. 12th
L.
steps, free KY 42001. or call day or night.
Services
Business
'walks.
patios,
25.
Also
sofa.
inch
72
sale:
For
8-track.
AM
trade-in.
owner
for
adty for persons looking
Three room furnished ape!,
The gap has been
1-442-7026.
bench seat, automatit. air, estimates. 753-5476.
vancement and -bettering their Hager pottery lamp. Call 753 Maybelle Joyner Bridals, Wing°, ment. Call 753-2964.
between
bridged
MODERN
AS
brakes.
power
steering,
'Free Column
power
and
56.
New
contractor,
Kentucky. Alfred Angelo bridal
Carpenter
future. Positrons open in Mur4006056
quality
beauty and
33. Rooms for Rent
TOMORROW
Parker Ford, 753-5273
remodel. Hawley Bucy. 492- Free' Full size mattress and
ray and other locations Four used refrigerators._Mon- gown. bridesmaid's dresses
with this architectural
2. Sleeping room, refrigerator in
/
In lovely Gatesboro,
throughout the -southeast tgomery Ward. Phone 753- and veils. sizes 6 to 241
masterpiece. Phone us
springs, in fair condition call
1979 Futura.2-door, dark blue, 8120.
Shown by appointments. Call hall, private entrance Zimmeralmost new 3 BR., 2
Equal opportunity employer. If 1966.
today to view this exlocal one owner trade-in. Carpentry service. Whatever 753-0806.
man Apartments, South 16th
376-5387.
this
interested call Mrs. Sexton at
Baths,
clusive listing. Phone
Automatic, air, power steering, your needs, old or new. quality Free puppies, need good home.
753-6609
St.,
Kentucky Fried Chicken tor ap- 17. Vacuumtlianers
breathtaking
home
Koppierud Realty, 753power brakes, AM-FM stereo, work. Call 753-0565
Paintings. drawings, portraits,
Call 435-4429.
looks to the fixture.
pointment Toll free 1-800-6331222.
small motor, like new Parker
commissioned art work. Laura
BY
R
BEAT THE
5912.
57. Wanted
Charming great room,
ROWS
.
Ford. 753-52,73.
Pommier. 753-0663. •
•
beamed ceiling, cozy
Will haul white rock
CRUNCH
INFLATION
VACUUM
FOR
BOYS
Large_dog house Call /532512
$370.00 Per -1000 envelopes,
bod_y_
Tri
3_Grand Prix. need's
--fireplace. A dazzlingurge room with
and Ag Lime. Also
--bu
alter -6 pm
you mail. Write M.A7., Route
Nice custoln
CLEANERS159Call
offer.
best
work,
island kitchen, custom
For sale: 25 inch console color
rivate entrance and
have washed gravel.
I, Kirksey, KY 42054,
trailer located on 3-1/3
For factory authorized parts,
1112.
Want to learn how to drive a
cabinets. Econstnical
t.v., 4 years old. Call 436-2802.
'tchen facilities. CaU
sales, and service call (900
Call 489-2372
acted just 5 miles east
trailer Will work
semi-tractor
Wanted Babysitter for infant in
Courtyard
642-7619 Located at 102 W.
pump.
stationheat
Torino
1973 Grand
72 or 436-5479.
of Murray. Beautiful
25 Inch color console. Quasar.
RONNIE PEA
Washington St , Court Square,
my horne References required
truckers helper Call 753as
Call
entrance,
'759offer
beautifully
best
wagon.
Parts
setting With several
for $100. Like new. Call 753Call 759-4478.
0134 after 7 pm ask for Paul
landscaped..High 60's.
butbuildings and a .. 1718.
34. Houses For-Rent
2385.
19 ACRES
block guest house.
Have two 1979 Fairmont Some
I. Pioneer KPX 9000 car AM-FM Four bedroom,..to story brick
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Located near Hazel on
all fenced
is
Property
Wagons. Ford factory demos.
stereo casette, tape deck (must house, 704 Olive Street. 753209 Wahurt Street
E.W. Miller Rd. Ext
ome window cleaning, no job too larg
and dross-fenced for
Oct white, one red. Full factory
$150.
amplifier).
to
pm.
am
with
9
4:30
used
5791
be
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed.
West of Hwy. 641
Call today
livestock.
luginterior,
Deluxe
warranty
r
small, reasonable rates, insured an
Call 762-3746 or after 6 pm For rent: Large house, one
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
joining city limits
Saturday 7:30 t1154),.
for an appointment.
gage rack with all options Way
Call 759-1176 day or night.
xperienced.
753-7982,
Level high productive
Kopperud
Price of
block from University. Has
Phone
under dealer cost. Parker Ford
3
land,
all
of
t.v.,
acres
color
for
RCA
inch
753-1222
private
upstairs
"25
that
apartment
Realty,
PRICE SHAVE 75'
753-5273. ,
HAIRCUT $1.25
wooded area excellent
irlooP
757 PUPS .5.1
motor koPo
PAM< 1•••••.•
- -automatic. ;250. In good con- can be sub-lent. If interested
your Real Estate
MG 8, sharp. low:
1976
for building site.
dition. Phone 753-6531.
call 753-5870.
needs. We are memtwinge. $3800 firm. Call ,443840,000.
Multiple:
of
bers
Wanted: responsible party to For rent: 3 bedroom house in
3811 after 5 put.
Listing Service.
\_753-8080 take up small monthly payment country.'Call 492-8225. . . 4
1.979 Monarch. 2-door, gray
20 MILE
on 25- color tv. Warranted.
in county,
and white. AM-FM stereo,
tlayton's -.1 & B Music. 753,- Two bedrbom house
Emerson Electric Company has an immediate
power
brakes,
DELIVERY
power steering,
newly decorate& fireplace in
7575.
opening for Production Planner - Scheduler in
.
air conditioned. local car.
living room, built-in stove and
753-0984
Materials Management. This is a growing minufacSales cbsInvasin fully catpe4ed.- •
27. Mobile Home Pt....
Needs to, xp! Parker Ford, 753tustrig concern. Located in a rural area near Ken577'i
Central heat and en with heat
all
Champion,
p to 12 x 24. Also born style, of
1973.
12x60
tucky Lake, offering excellent fringe benefits and
pump. Call after 3, 753-8943.
air.
IT sCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
and
heat
electric,
central
green,
home od-ons, and patios, or U
light
mobile
cottages,
wagon,
fkes,
?into
1917
salary
and
salary. Send confidential resume
Call Three bedroom house, washer
AND SALE,
RENT
$4500.
I•
FOR
and
dryer.
washer
SUPPLIES
miles.
Low
NOPITAL
in.
ready to assemble up to 24
completely
trade
local
pre-cut
BUILD,
requirements to, or call, Andy Bacharach, In_
753-79315.
COSMETICS
steering,
OF
power
BRANDS
available
air.
hookup.
dryer
@LEADING
automatic,
and
less.
for
best
the
Buy
60.
x
Paris,
610,
Box
P.O.
dustrial Relations Manager,
COMO 700.1 PM 5 P.M fit SUM 7 P M
.0HOLLISTER OSTOMY PILODIOCTS
looks and drives real good.
14x70 1979 Mobile home, fully January 15th.,. located on
TN 38242.(901)642-1120. An Equal-Opportunity Em94 East, Call 753Come see. • Parker Ford. 753Highway
Freepelivery on Prescriptions in City Limit
and
PORTABLE'BUILDINGS
equity
pay
CUSTOM-BUILT
furnished.,
ployer
6295.
5273. .
assume loan. Call 753-3638.
2.-Wotice

he
cil
Ow.

RDsAism

are

& Pest Control

KOPFR
REALTY D

7

PLANNER-SCHEDULER

MI

_WALLIS DRUG
•
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NORTNSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.
6-12 Fri.,6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunday
-

Prices Good
Jan.9 through Jan. 16

CRISCO

SOUTNSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-7 SUNDAY

WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE EXCLUDING
TOBACCO A DAIRY PRODUCTS

3 Lb.

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

U.S. CHOICE

SHORTENING

•
•

DUNCAN HINES
CAKE MIXES

19 OZ.

IGA CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL
GOLDEN CORN

16 OZ.

77

OUND
19 th? TEAK

4/ 1

BIG 10 POUNDER SALE
TO SAVE YOU MORE MONEY — BEAT INFLATION
BY BUYING THESE QUANTITY LOTS

ROYAL GUEST SLICED
PEACHES
FRYER

HARMIN

10 Lb. Leg Quarters
MIXES END & CENTER

TISSUE

10 Lb. PORK CHOPS

4 ROLL PKG.

ENI CUT

FRYER

$590

10 LB. BREAST QUARTER'67°
$119° 10 LB. PORK CHOPS
9490
CENTER CUT

PORK

190
10 LB.PORK CHOPS
$350
10 LB NECK BONES
10 LB. GROUND-BEEF --'13"110 LB. PIG FEET
92g°
10 LB. PORK STOMACH$29°110 LB. PORK STEAK 911"
tc
10 LB. COMBO PACK
5 LB. PORK SAUSAGE
$950
5 LB. SLAB SLICED BACON

•It

PINK SALMON

$1

V

150Z

-

59

IGA INSTANT
QT$229
DRY MILK

8

CATSUP

U.S. CHOICE
BONELESS

19

REELFOOT 120Z.

!
3 WIENERS
RUMP ROAST $2

48 SIZE

IGA BLUE LAKE CUT

fo

MANY MORE 10 LB. ITEMS AT SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES

240Z. 59
C

i'PEmii BAGS

Sy
re
bo

a

79c

PEG
'

LB.

BONELESS SIRLOIN

(GA SLICED

-GREEN BEANS- iir3J-9
IGA MIXED

.

• tfraZr -31!1--

IGA TOMATO

VEGETABLES

3/$1

16 OZ.

ISA SLICED

SAUCE

15 OZ.

IGA TOMATO

CARROTS
TOTINO'S

$1 JUICE11.
otiads <4rif6.35 4$'
110Z.

903"(.4

PIZZA

3/$1
69c

IP STEA
HILLSHIRE FARMS ROPE
SMOKED OR POLISH

46 OZ.

SAUSAGE

9
‘
1"

.4

_

401
•
14/1•411
.
""
*

59
LB.

BONELESS HEEL OF ROUND $1

POT ROAST
•

99
LB.

IGA

ASSORTED FLAVORS

EGGS

alb

EVER FRESH

14 oz.89C

DONUTS

PRODUCE

RITZ
$149
260Z.

COBB
P
LER
NATURES BEST

1 LB. QUARTERED 39C

VELVEETA

RENCH BREAD

NOT DOG OR HAMBURGER
BUNS

LG HEADW

YELLOW SWEET CORN

5/79c

2 LB.$2
49

BUN
,

LETTUCE

•

-

•
'4 ••• 4 • •

.10.M.

59c
v99c

Cup'79C
CHERRY TOMATOES
,r.

AVOCADOES

TANGELLOS

1 LB BOX

69c

LIMES

LG. SIZE

59c

12 SlitD.92, 99C

6/59c

4

